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Foreword

Elisabeth Benard’s work on the Hindu-Buddhist goddess Chinnamastá is 
a product of indefatigable energy, not overlooking any lead from Sanskrit 
and Tibetan texts or from knowledgeable informants. So to cast light on 
a goddess that was strangely obscure and yet implicates any Indian 
goddess properly to be called wondrous or arousing of awe.

Although completed in the United States, her treatise does not follow 
a History of Religions approach with a baggage of technical terms. Be
sides, Dr. Benard avoids the guessing and speculations that characterized 
some previous references to this goddess. Throughout she employs a 
direct communication with the reader while soberly basing her conclu
sions on stated sources.

One welcome feature of Benard’s book is the translation of much 
material from the Sàkta Pramoda. Another fine feature is the treatment of 
the goddess’s names, both the 108 and 1,000 list. Her classification of the 
names by the rasas of Hindu drama is probably unique.

This work is a solid contribution to the theories of the Hindu and 
Buddhist Tantras and their symbolism, in particular as related to the 
goddess.

New York A l lx  W a y m a n
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Introduction

Chinnamastá/Chinnamundá, the uncanny Buddhist-1 lindu Goddess, ex
plodes one’s limited understanding of the phenomenal world in order to 
reveal unconditioned reality. Both her names mean the “one with the 
severed-head” because she holds her own head in her hand. The sádhana 
in the Sádhanamálá describes Chinnamundá as one “who is of yellow 
colour, who holds in her left hand her own severed head which she 
severed with her own scimitar (kartr) held in her right hand . . . .  She is 
nude . . . streams of blood issuing from the severed body fall into the 
mouth of her severed head and into the mouths of the two Yoginls on 
either side of her.” This paradoxical goddess, overwhelms and initially 
frightens. She pushes one beyond dualities into the realm of the uncon
ditioned and unconditional—a spiritual experience eagerly sought but 
frightening and repelling when actually experienced. One is reminded of 
Arjuna’s vision of Krsna as God in the Bhagavad Gita, Arjuna exclaims:

Having seen what was never seen before, I am astonished, and m y heart
is shaken w ith  fear. Show me, O God, that same form o f Yours (as before)!

Be merciful, Lord of Gods, Refuge of the World! (11:45)

Arjuna’s ordinary reality is exploded into a million parts which destroyed 
the ‘human-constructed’ limits. This experience of unconditioned reality 
is both marvellous and frightening; later in this book Chinnamastá’s 
hundred and eight names and one thousand names will illustrate this 
paradoxical and awe-inspiring combination of the marvellous and furious. 
Rudolf Otto described the nature of unconditioned reality as that which 
makes a person stand in awe (tremendum) and simultaneously fascinates 
one (fascinas). Chinnamastá is an aweful goddess in this sense.

She is also a paradoxical one who non-verbally indicates uncondi
tioned reality. Practitioners apply this teaching to become liberated from 
cyclic existence. Unfortunately, one primarily finds Chinnamastá in sen
sational ‘Tantric art’ books which portray Tantra as exotic sexual practices 
or degenerate perversions. In these books explanations of Chinnamastá 
are brief and superficial. In reality, however, Chinnamastá indicates a 
transcendence of the ordinary or portrays the ordinary as extraordinary.
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There is a famous story about the Buddha who once taught in an enig
matic way, by holding a flower. Fveryone waited patiently for the teach
ing to begin; only Mahakasyapa smiled. The Buddha smiled with him. The 
teaching was concluded. An ordinary flow er evoked the experience of 
understanding the non-duality of ordinary/extraordinary. Chinnamasta 
uses her ordinary body in an extraordinary manner; she is able to function 
with a severed head.

Chinnamasta, this ‘aweful’ goddess, is a Tantric goddess par excel
lence. A single definition of Tantra is very difficult because of the variety 
of Tantric traditions existing in the world—from Kashmir Saivism and 
I lindu Sakta, etc. in India to a variety of Buddhist Tantras in Nepal, Tibet, 
and Japan. Many contemporary Hindu ascetics define Tantra as action 
done with the body (tanu) for the purpose of protecting/bringing about 
release (tra). One etymology of Tantra divides the word into two roots, 
tan to stretch or expand and tra to save or protect. By combining these 
two roots, Tantra means the increase of methods available in order to 
liberate oneself from cyclic existence. Ideally, these methods should be 
efficacious and expedient. Furthermore, in researching alxjut Tantra, one 
realizes the importance of the human body as the principal instrument for 
liberation rather than an impediment as propounded in other traditions.

The body consists of numerous levels of subtlety and all Tantric tradi
tions agree that a subtle body is composed of subtle channels (nadis) and 
winds (prana), which circulate in the subtle channels. Furthermore they 
agree on the existence of three principal subtle channels, two ancillary 
ones which crisscross around a central channel. The subtle w'inds c< >urse 
through the tw'o ancillary channels but in most people the subtle w’ind 
cannot enter the central channel because the tw'o ancillary ones form 
knots at the points where they crisscross it. As long as the subtle winds 
cannot enter the central one, one experiences the duality of ordinary 
reality. By yogic methods one learns to untie these ‘knots’ thereby 
opening the central channel. When the subtle winds course through the 
central channel, the dichotomy of conditioned and unconditioned disap
pears. I would argue that Chinnamasta anthropomorphically represents 
this central channel, her two attendants represent the two ancillary subtle 
channels; their feet are intertwined with Chinnamasta’s thereby replicat
ing the two ancillary channels which are intertwined w'ith the central 
channel near the navel. Moreover, there are three bloodstreams and if 
correctly depicted the right bloodstream enters the right attendant’s mouth, 
the left bloodstream the left attendant’s mouth, and the central one is 
drunk by Chinnamasta. Since the attendants drink only from the right or 
left respectively, this indicates that they do not know the yogic process
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of manipulating the winds into the central channel. They experience the 
duality of ordinary reality. In contrast Chinnamasta, a great yoginl, drinks 
her own blood from the central channel, thereby experiencing the col
lapse of duality. Thus Chinnamasta is the Tantric goddess pur excellence 
because she represents the essential instrument and method of achieving 
liberation through the Tantric-yogic process of the manipulation of the 
subtle winds coursing through the subtle channels.

Who is sh£? Her legends are few but consistencies are apparent 
throughout the diverse material ranging from the Mahasiddha and Tantric 
tradition to the Puranas. Among the Hindu legends, Chinnamasta is Siva’s 
consort and in the Sakta Mahabhagvata Purana, she is one of the Dasa 
Mahavidyas (ten gre2 t knowledge goddesses). In the Buddhist tradition 
she is connected with the Mahasiddha tradition, especially the female 
Mahasiddhas, Mekhala, Kanakhala, and most importantly, Laksmihkara. 
Many of Chinnamunda sadhanas included Laksmihkara in their transmis
sion lineages. In both the traditions she is an unusual emanation of a 
popular goddess: in Hinduism Durga; and in Buddhism Vajravarahl- 
Vajrayoginl.

Various scholars assert a different origin for her. Some scholars, such 
as B. Bhattacharyya, hold that she is originally a Buddhist creation and is 
incorporated by the I lindus. Some Hindu scholars do not even consider 
the possibility for a non-I lindu origin, such as Shankaranarayanan who 
claim a Vedic antecedent. Since Chinnamasta is a rare form of a popular 
goddess, few know much about her. When I visited a Hindu temple 
dedicated to Chinnamasta, the ritual priests, whose family have been the 
priests for centuries, were surprised and delighted that Chinnamasta was 
worshipped in Nepal, Tibet, and Mongolia. Likewise, the Tibetan Buddhist 
practitioners wanted to know more about the Hindu Chinnamasta. Both 
Buddhism and Hinduism have Tantric traditions and the nascence of 
Tantra is obscure. F.xtant Buddhist texts of Chinnamunda indicate an 
earlier origin than the Hindu ones; however, oral teachings must have 
preceded the texts. With these difficulties of overlapping between the two 
traditions and the uncertainty of the birth of Tantra, a definitive Hindu or 
Buddhist origin of Chinnamasta cannot be asserted.

This is the first monograph which examines Chinnamasta’s rituals, her 
names and forms (namarupa) and their symbolism by comparing and 
contrasting her sadhanas (spiritual practices) in Hinduism and Buddhism. 
The entire Hindu ‘Chinnamastatantra’ section from the Sakta Pramoda, 
the Buddhist ‘Chinnamunda Vajravarahi sadhana’ and ‘Trikayavajrayogini 
stuti’ are translated for the first time into F.nglish. Since Chinnamasta is 
a rare goddess, her texts were not popularized or made ‘fashionable’
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according to the dictates of a particular group at a particular time. The 
earliest extant texts date from the ninth and tenth centuries—a time when 
Hindu and Buddhist Tantras were developing under common influences 
and in the same places in India. Having such texts about Chinnamasta/ 
Chinnamunda from these centuries, one can begin to understand the 
mutuality of a general Tantric tradition and the exclusivity of a particular 
Hindu or Buddhist Tantric tradition. Hence the study, not only examines 
Chinnamasta, but also attempts to understand what is a Tantric tradition.



Invocation

Homage to Goddess Chinnamasta

Yajharupam yajhadatnm yajhagrahanakarirnim /  
moksadam sarvasattvebhyaschinnamastam namamyaham !'/

I pay homage to Chinnamasta who is the sacrifice; the sacrificer, and 
the recipient of the sacrifice. May she liberate all beings.

Ilornage to Chinnamunda

rDo rje phag mo dbu bchad m ai /  
sgrub thabs ‘bri klog byed pai ’ dges /  
ma gyur sems can thams cad kyis /
‘khorgsum  mi dmigs rtogs par shog / /

Homage to Chinnamunda Vajravarahi. May she help all sentient beings 
to realize that the offerer, the offering, and the recipient of the offering do 
not ultimately exist.





Chapter 1

Legends and Origin o f Chinnamasta/ 
Chinnamundâ

The study of Chinnamastà’s legends and origin is a fine example of the 
fluidity of the Hindu and Buddhist Tantric traditions. In the Hindu tradi
tion Chinnamasta is associated with the popular goddess Durgà, as one 
of her ten manifestations known as the Dasa Mahàvidyàs.1 The Sanskrit 
word mahàvidyà is a combination of the adjective mahà meaning great 
or supreme and the noun vidyà which is from the verbal root vidmeaning 
to know, to leam, to ascertain, to experience. ( Vid is a direct cognate with 
the English verb ‘to wit’.) By combining mahà with vidyà, one can 
translate the word mahàvidyà as supreme knowledge.2 From the Hindu 
perspective supreme knowledge is soteriological, i.e. knowledge which 
reveals the way of releasing oneself from the bonds of cyclic existence or 
samsàra. The ultimate goal of all Hindus is to achieve moksa or liberation 
from the snares of samsàra. Thus as a Mahàvidyà, Chinnamastà embody
ing this essential knowledge, helps beings in achieving moksa.

MAHÀBHÀGAVATA PURÀNA

In chapter eight of the tenth-century Sàkta Mahàbhàgavata Puràna we 
find the earliest account of the Dasa Mahàvidyàs.3 In the Mahàbhàgavata 
Puràna the popular Hindu God Siva extolls the glory of the Hindu God
dess Durgà in her multiple manifestations to Sage Nàrada.4 Chapter four 
through chapter twelve relate Durgà’s manifestation as Satl, daughter of 
Prajàpati Daksa. In chapter four she weds Siva and in chapter eight Siva 
recounts to Sage Nàrada Sati’s insistence on attending the great sacrifice 
(yajha) performed by her father. Though this legend of Daksa’s great 
sacrifice is well known from the fourth century, in this version the Devi 
(the great Goddess) eclipses Siva’s greatness as the more potent force. In 
the beginning of chapter eight Sati is portrayed as a dutiful Hindu wife
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asking her husband’s permission to attend her father’s sacrifice. Since 
they were not invited by Daksa, Siva insisted that she should not go. 
However, Sati insisted that they did not need an invitation because she 
was Daksa’s daughter. Since all entreaties failed, Sati decided to remind 
Siva that she was no ordinary woman but a powerful being with awesome 
aspects. Šiva narrated the confrontation to Sage Nárada as follows:5

Instantly her eyes reddened with anger. Sati thought (to herself), “Šiva 
had received me as his wife by my choice but today he censured and 

slighted me. I w ill show him my power.” Seeing the goddess with her 
lips trembling with anger and her eyes blazing like the conflagration at 
the end of an aeon, Siva closed his eyes. Suddenly she displayed her 
terrible teeth in her fierce mouth and laughed. Observing this, Siva 

became very afraid and trembled with an averted face. With much diffi
culty, he reopened his eyes and beheld a terrible form. Abandoning her 
golden clothes, Satl’s skin became discolored. She was nude with dishev
elled hair, a lolling tongue and four arms; her black body was covered 
with sweat. Decorated with a garland of skulls, she was exceedingly fierce 
and had a frightful roar. On her head was a crescent moon and a crown 
as luminous as the rising sun. Mn this terrific form blazing with her own 
efFulgence, she roared and stood in all her glory before Siva. Bewildered 
with fright, Siva forsook her and trembling with an averted face, he fled 
in all directions as if deluded. With a terrific laugh, Sati roared and said 
to him, “D on’t be afraid." Hearing these sounds, terrified Siva swiftly fled 
in all directions. Seeing her husband overpowered by fear, Sati became 
merciful and having only the desire to restrain him, she appeared in a 
transcendent form in each of the ten directions. In whichever direction 

Siva fled, she was there. Seeing one terrible form, Siva ran in another 
direction in order to escape but he was always confronted by another 

one. Siva remained still and shut his eyes. When he reopened them, he 
saw before him the Dark One (Syámá which is another name for Káli), 
whose smiling face was like a fully-opened lotus. Nude with large breasts, 
with fierce, wide eyes, dishevelled hair and four arms, she blazed like ten 
million suns as she stood in the southern direction. Seeing Syámá, Siva 

overcome with fear asked, “Who are you, O Dark One? Where is my 
beloved Sati?”

Sati replied, “Siva, do you not see that I am Sati who is before you. 
K áli, T árá , Lokešikam alá, B huvanešvarí, Chinnam astá, Sodaši, 
Tripurasundari, Bagalámukhi, Dhúmavati, and Mátaňgí are my forms.”6 

Siva spoke, “If  you are satisfied with me, O Supportress of the World 
(Jagaddhátri), please tell me clearly which form is whose?”

Sati replied, “The black one with the fierce eyes who is in front of you 
is Káli. In the zenith is the dark green Mahávidyá Tárá whose nature is 
Mahákála (the great Black One). To your right (in the east) the very 
frightening goddess with the severed head is Chinnamastá, O  Magnani
mous One. To your left (in the west) is Bhuvanešvari. The one behind 
you (in the north) is the destroyer of foes, Bagalá(mukhí). In the southeast
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comer in the widow's form is Mahavidya Dhumavati, O  Mahesvara; and 
in the southwest is Tripurasundari. In the northwest corner is the Mahavidya 

Matarigi, in the northeast is the Mahavidya §odasi, and at the nadir is Bhairavl. 
O  Siva, do not be afraid; these are my supreme forms and pervade within all my 

other forms.7

The chapter continues with the proper mode of worshipping them with 
mantra (mystical syllables), yantra (mystical diagrams), puja (ritual wor
ship), homa (fire offering ritual), purascarana (repetition of the name with 
fire offerings), stotra (praises), and kavaca (protection syllables).8 Who
ever worships in this fashion will attain the special abilities to destroy 
(enemies), to expel, to agitate, to bewilder, to pul to flight, to stupefy, and 
to create enmity.9 The chapter concludes:

I am your dearest and you are my dear husband. I shall go to my 
father’s sacrifice in order to destroy his pride. Kven if you do not go, you 
should give me your permission. This is my greatest desire. Whether you 
give me permission or not, 1 shall go and destroy the sacrifice of my father 

Prajapati Dak§a.
Siva spoke to Sage Narada, “Hearing her words, 1 was paralyzed with 

fear and said to fierce-eyed Kali, 'I know  that you are Paramcsvari 
(Supreme Goddess), the best and complete Prakrti. Please forgive me for 
what I uttered in delusion. You are the primordial, supreme knowledge 
which exists in everything. You arc abiding in every particle, autono
mous and you are the supreme power (sakti). You are beyond all correct 
and incorrect actions. If you wish to go, O Sati, in order to destroy the 
sacrifice, what power do I have to prevent you! In delusion, whatever 

1 said as a husband, please forgive me. O Sati, do what pleases you.'
Sati, the mother of the universe, with a slight smile spoke. “O Lord, 

you slay here with your attendants. 1 am going to my father's sacrifice.” 
Having said this, the form of Mahavidya Tara in the zenith and all other 
eight forms merged into the form of Kali. Then Sati in the form of Kali 
went in a bejewelled chariot drawn by 10,000 lions to her father's sacri

fice.10

This episode in the Mahabhagavata Purana states that the Dasa Mahavidyas 
are Durga’s supreme forms and pervade all other forms.11 Mahavidya' 
Chinnamasta, who is in the east, is described as a frightening goddess 
holding her own severed head. In Hinduism, the eastern direction is an 
auspicious one in contrast to the southeast direction which is inauspicious 
because of its connection with the realm of the dead. The eastern 
direction symbolizes regeneration or a renewal, such as a new day begin
ning in the eastern direction. Chinnamasta has similar connotations of 
renewal and being beyond death. Just as Usas, the Vedic goddess of dawn 
“is young, being born again and again, though ancient; shining with a 
uniform hue, she wastes away the life of mortals” (Kgveda 1.92:10) and
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“as she has shone in former days, so she shines now and will shine in the 
future, never ageing, immortal” (1.113:13-15),12 similarly Chinnamasta 
has this potential for renewal and the quality of being beyond death.

Chinnamasta does not have Vedic antecedents; however, these praises 
to the Vedic Usas illustrate how the eastern direction is associated with 
auspiciousness and renewal. Furthermore, by this association with the 
east, Chinnamasta represents the aspects of the goddess symbolizing 
transition and cyclic renewal—the continuous process of creation, preser
vation, destruction, and re-creation. As Usas does not age nor decay, 
Chinnamasta, even with a decapitated head, remains perpetually an op
timum sixteen-year-old unaffected by her unusual circumstances. Though 
decapitated she defies death and remains a potent force in the universe. 
Seeing one aspect of the sun at dawn, we see one aspect of the Goddess 
as Chinnamasta. Thus Chinnamasta’s association with the east indicates 
auspicious renewal of the process of life and death.

THE SAKTA PlTHAS

In the Sakta Pithas Sircar states that this story of Satl and her death has 
been retold and elaborated in the Indian literature, such as in Kalidasa’s 
Kumarasambhava (I, 21), the Devibhagavata Purana (VII, chap.30), and 
Kalika Purana (chap. 18) wherein inconsolable Siva slung Satl’s body over 
his shoulder and danced the wild destructive Tandava dance.13 The gods, 
fearing the destruction of the world, asked Visnu to intervene and pleaded 
with Siva to stop this dance of grief. Overcome by sadness, Siva did not 
stop. Visnu with his discus cut off parts of Satl’s body. As Siva danced, 
the place where each part of the Satl’s body fell in India, is known as a 
sakta pit ha, a holy seat of the goddess. In Sircar’s extensive list of satka 
pithas, Chinnamasta is not included.14 However, at a temple dedicated 
to Chinnamasta in CintapurnI, Himachal Pradesh, the ritual priests {pujaii) 
stated that this temple is indeed the pitha where Satl’s forehead (Skt. 
mastaka) fell. Though no textual proof can confirm this, the devotees, 
who come to this temple, do believe that this is the sakta pitha of the 
goddess’s forehead {mastaka). While the date of establishing this CintapurnI 
temple is unclear, currently it is an important Devi temple among the Devi 
worshippers who make pilgrimages to Himachal Pradesh.13 Thus, 
Chinnamasta or Chinnamastaka, which literally means “the severed head 
or foreheaded one”, is identified with the Great Goddess as part of Satl, 
as well as one of the Dasa Mahavidyas.

In the Sakta Pithas there is the interesting correspondence of the Dasa 
Mahavidyas with the ten avatars of Visnu. Sircar states that the Dasa
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Mahavidyas are a “late medieval Sakta adaptation of the Dasavatara 
conception”,16 and he cites the Guhyatiguhya Tantra as giving the 
correspondence between the ten avatars of Visnu and the ten Mahavidyas:

Krsna and Kali, Rama and Tara, Narasimha and Chinnamasla, Vamana 
and BhuvaneSvari, ParaSurama and Sundari, Matsya and Dhum avati, 
Kurma and Bagala, Balarama and Bhairavi, Buddha and Mahalak§mi, 
Kalki and Durga.17

This Guhyatiguhya Tantra list does not seem to be a traditional list; the 
boar incarnation is omitted and both Krsna and Balarama are included. 
Since the boar avatar is one of the oldest avatars, and the legend is 
mentioned in the Taittiriya Samhita and the Satapatha Brahmana, it is 
surprising that he is omitted here.18 Moreover, the uncommon inclusion 
of both Krsna and Balarama (not to be confused with Rama or Parasurama) 
on the same list and the omission of two of the usual Dasa Mahavidyas, 
Kamala and Matahgl, are surprising. A more traditional list can be found 
in the Mundamala:

Krsna and Kali, Rama and Tarini, Varaha and Bhuvana, Narasimha and 
Bhairavi, Vamana and Dhumavati, Bhrgukula and Chinna, Matsya and 
Kamala, Kurma and Bagalam ukhi, Buddha and Matarigi, Kalika and

Sodas!.19

The Tantric texts containing a correspondence between the ten avatars of 
Visnu and the ten Mahavidyas are few and are not well known texts.20 
Kinsley disagrees with Sircar, saying, “The ten Mahavidays, however, are 
more than a Sakta version of the Vaisnava ten avatars, or at least the 
Mahavidyas differ significantly from the avatars in appearance and func
tion.”21

Neither the Guhyatiguhya Tantra nor the Mundamala Tantra explains 
this correspondence of the Dasa Mahavidyas and the Visnu’s avatars. 
However, one may speculate why there is a correspondence of Narasimha 
and Chinnamasta in the Guhyatiguhya Tantra. In Narasimha legend, 
Narasimha had to defeat the leader of the asuras (rivals to the gods), 
Hiranyakasipu, who had received a boon which made him almost invin
cible. I lis boon provided that he was never to be killed by “the striking 
and throwing of weapons of my enemies, thunderbolts . . .  by water or 
fire . . . free from the threats of gods, daitya, seers, siddha, and whatever 
other beings you have created . .. not be slain in heaven, on earth, in the 
daytime, at night, from neither above nor below. In order to kill 
Hiranyakasipu, Visnu became neither man nor beast but a combination
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of the two, a man-lion, and killed him with his claws at sunset which was 
neither day nor night.

Examining this myth, one sees the importance of the liminal quality 
which is “neither this or that”. Visnu became neither a man nor a lion, 
killing at sunset which was neither day nor night. This ambiguous 
combination of the best of both the human and animal realms enhanced 
Visnu’s supreme power, rather than diminished it. Chinnamasta epito
mizes this ambiguity by her arresting form in which she is alive, yet 
decapitated. She has the power of being invulnerable to death. Being 
beyond the cycle of birth and death, she can help others surmount cyclic 
existence. As Narasimha is a form of Visnu who defies categorization and 
is more potent for being beyond categorization, so is Chinnamasta who 
challenges classification by her liminal quality of transcending birth and 
death.“

The correspondence between Chinnamasta and Parasurama 
(Bhrgukula) from the Mundamala’s list is an interesting one. Parasurama 
is the son of Renuka who is equated by some to be another name for the 
Goddess Chinnamasta.23 In the Mahahharatad.Wl Renuka, the 
wife of Jamadagni, observed the king of celestial musicians, Citraratha, in 
lustful enjoyment with the heavenly apsara. 1 laving the desire to enjoy her 
husband in a similar fashion, she lost her normal brilliance emanating from 
her virtuous feelings. Jamadagni, seeing this loss of brilliance and learning 
of its cause through his meditation, ordered his eldest son to kill his 
mother, but the son refused. Ofjamadagni’s five-sons only the youngest, 
Parasurama, consented to kill his mother on the condition that she would 
be reborn purified. He performed the deed and, not remembering what 
had occurred, Renuka returned to life pure and resplendent. In this 
episode Renuka is considered a chinnamasta, one with a severed head. We 
note, however, that in this instance Renuka was a passive recipient of the 
beheading and not the Goddess Chinnamasta who actively and con
sciously severed her own head.

In Kalyana, Vasudeva Agrawala interpreted esoterically the Renuka 
myth.24 Renuor Renuka means ‘semen’ Her five sons are the five cakras 
of the body and Parasurama represents the smallest cakra, the visuddha 
(lit. very pure) cakra, located at the throat.25 The forest where Citraratha 
and his nymphs played symbolizes the mind as an abode of lust. A mind 
stimulated by sexual energy prevents a yogi from establishing mastery 
over himself. The only way to gain control is by burning the lust and 
bringing the semen up to the fifth cakra, the visuddha cakra. This asso
ciation of Parasurama with the visuddha cakra helps one in understanding 
an esoteric significance of Chinnamasta’s severed throat. It is exactly at
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this cakra that one can gain mastery over oneself, unaffected by lust. 
Chinnamasta depicted as standing over a couple in sexual union symbol
izes her invulnerability to the sway of sexual passion and thereby she is 
capable of bringing the ‘blood' up to her visuddha cakra. This ability 
signifies that Chinnamasta is a masterful yogin. Thus in these two Tantras, 
Chinnamasta’s association with Narasimha or with Parasurama is an 
esoteric one on many levels.

In the Pranatosinitantra, a compilation of the Tantric texts,26 there is a 
story of the origin of Chinnamasta from the Narada Paricaratra:

One day Parvatl went to bathe in the MandakinI river (above Haridvar, 
U.P.) with her attendants Jaya and Vijaya. After bathing, the great god
dess’ colour became black because she was sexually aroused. After some 

time, her two attendants asked her, “Give us some food. We are hungry." 
She replied, “I shall give you food but please wait.” After a while, again 

they asked her. She replied, “Please wait, 1 am thinking about some 
matters." Waiting a while, they implored her, “You are the mother of the 
universe. A child asks everything from her mother. The mother gives her 
children not only food but also coverings for the body. So that is why 
we are praying to you for food. You are known for your mercy; please 

give us food.” Hearing this, the consort of Siva told them that she would 
give them anything when they reached home. But again her two atten
dants, Dakinl and Varnini begged her, “We are overpowered with hun
ger, O Mother of the Universe! Give us food so we may be satisfied, O  
Merciful One, Bestower of Boons and Fulfiller of Desires."27

Hearing this true statement, the merciful goddess smiled and severed 
her head with her fingernails.28 As soon as she severed her head, her head 
fell on the palm of her left hand. Three bloodstreams emerged from her 
throat; the left and right fell respectively into the mouths of her flanking 
attendants and the central fell into her mouth. After performing this, all 
were satisfied and later returned home. (From this act) Parvatl became 
known as Chinnamasta.29
Also in the Pranatosinitantra, one finds a similar story of Chinnamasta’s 
origin from the Svatantratantra. Siva narrates;

I shall tell you of the emergence of Chinnamasta, Tara, and Kallka. In 
the Krta Yuga on Mt. Kailasa, the best o f mountains, Mahamaya was 

engaged in Mahavrata with me. At the time of my seminal emission, she 
appeared fierce and from her body two sakGs emerged who became her 
two attendants known as Dakini and Varnini. One day Candanayika with 

her two attendants went to the bank of the Puspabhadra river [Bengal?!. 
When it was noon, her hungry attendants asked Candika, “Please give 

us food.” Hearing this, the smiling and auspicious Candika looked in all 
directions and severed her head. With the left bloodstream, she satisfied
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Dakini, with the right one, she satisfied Varnini and from the central one, 
she drank her own blood. After playing in this way, she replaced her head 
on her body and assumed her original form. At dusk, they returned 

home. When I saw her pale appearanee, I suspected that she was abused 
by another. This infuriated me. From this anger a portion of me arose 
and became known as Krodha Bhairava. This happened on the day of 

Viraratri. Thus Chinnamasta was born on Viraratri.30

These two similar stories explain the emergence of Chinnamasta as a form 
of Siva’s consort. The Narada Pancaratra story emphasizes the greatness 
of Chinnamasta eulogized by her two attendants: "O Mother of the 
Universe, O Merciful One, Bestower of Boons and Fulftller of Desires . . .  
This story stresses Chinnamasta’s mercy and power in feeding her two 
attendants with her own blood. The Svatantratantra story, which is also 
centered on the theme of feeding her attendants, includes many ancillary 
details which are lacking in the Narada Pancaratra story. The Narada 
Pancaratra story states that Parvatl became black through sexual arousal 
but there is no specific explanation why she became sexually aroused or 
any continuation of this idea in this story, whereas the Svatantratantra 
story begins and ends with this idea. Moreover, the Svatantratantra story 
explains the emergence of Chinnamasta’s two attendants, the Krodha 
Bhairava form of Siva, and Siva’s consort form as Chinnamasta, as well as 
explaining that all this occurred on the night of Viraratri. A third important 
detail is that the Svatantratantra story states, "After playing in this way 
In I linduism, this concept of iila which can be understood as divine play, 
ease, or 'child’s play’, appearance, charm and pretence.31 Also she looked 
in all directions and continued to smile as she severed her head. This 
indicates a sense of spatial and temporal pervasiveness or power which 
transcends space and time. In this suspended moment destruction and 
creation occur simultaneously because she decapitates herself and feeds 
her attendants and herself. Mircea Eliade referred to such an event as 
coincidentia oppositorum and as a special feature of divinity. Eliade stated 
that “the actual structure of the divinity . . . transcends all attributes and 
reconciles all contraries.”32 Chinnamasta displays her divinity by such act, 
and demonstrates that she was ‘playing’ and was unaffected except for 
a temporary paleness. Thus, the Svatantratantra story presupposes that 
the readers are familiar with the story of Chinnamasta’s origin but includes 
other details which are less familiar, whereas, the Narada Pancaratra story 
aims at extolling and praising the greatness of Chinnamasta.

Both H. Bhattacharya in Hinduder Dcvdcvf and P. Pal in Hindu Reli
gion and Iconology theorize about the Narada Pancaratra story in the 
Pranatosinitantra. H. Bhattacharya states that Chinnamasta symbolizes



the incomplete Daksa sacrifice where Daksa was beheaded by Siva’s 
attendants. Since Siva destroyed the sacrifice, the consort of Siva, who is 
the nature of the yajria (sacrifice), also has a severed head {chinnamastâ).33 
P. Pal does not accept Bhattacharya’s theory and presents his explanation 
as follows:

The obvious implication here is of primal sacrifice and renewal o f cre
ation. The goddess sacrifices herself, and her blood, drunk by her 
attendants, renews or resuscitates the universe. . . .  Therefore beheading 

her own head is a temporary expedient to provide food and appears to 
be a more sanguinary manifestation of the goddess as Sâkambhari and 

Annapurna.54

Both Bhattacharya and Pal interpret the theme of the story as a sacrifice. 
The Hindu pantheon abounds with munificent goddesses, such as LaksmI, 
Annapurna, and the more recent Santosîmà, who are expected to fulfil 
their promises or meet the demands made by their worshippers, just as 
Dâkinî and VarninI expected Pàrvatï to feed them. But I am unaware of 
any other goddess who decapitates herself in order to feed her attendants 
and herself and then replaces her head on her body after the act is 
completed. This is a unique feature of Chinnamastâ. In the Brhadàranyaka 
Upanisad{\ .4.6.) it states, “The whole (world) is just food and the eater 
of food. (Etàvad và idam sarvam annam caivànnàdas ca.)" In these 
legends ofChinnamastâ, one sees both aspects of food and the eater of 
food in both dualistic and singular ways. In the dualistic way Chinnamastâ 
is the food for her two attendants and they are the eaters of food. In the 
singular way Chinnamastâ is both the food and the eater of food, thereby 
symbolizing the whole world by this act of being devoured and the 
devourer. The dichotomy of receiver and giver or object and subject 
collapses into one. Chinnamastâ is not only the giver and the receiver, but 
also the given—she is the sacrificer, the sacrificed, and the recipient of the 
sacrifice. She is the sacrificer by decapitating herself, the sacrificed by the 
act of beheading, and the recipient of the sacrifice by drinking the blood. 
Thus Chinnamastâ embodies the complete sacrificial process which sym
bolizes the entire world through its process of creation, destruction, and 
re-creation.

“CUT OFF YOUR HEADS"

In Buddhist tradition Chinnamundâ is the severed-head form of Vajravàràhi 
or Vajrayoginl.35 In Tàranàtha’s Historical Works we find the Kahna pa 7 
mam thar(biography of the Mahàsiddha Krsnàcàrya).36 Krsnàcàrya’s

Legends and Origin ofChinnamastâ 9
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biography contains excerpts of his disciples’ biographies, including those 
of the two Mahasiddha sisters, Mekhala and Kanakhala. It states:

When Krsnacarya arrived in the south in Mahara§tra, two sisters lived 
there— the eldest was called Mekhala and the youngest Kanakhala. When 
they were ten and eight years old respectively, they were betrothed to two 
Brahmin youths, but both the youths were loo young to marry. Some 
years later when the two sisters had still not become brides, the local 
people became very critical of them, but it was said to be due to the power 
of karma, not to any inherent fault o f the girls that they remained unwed. 
The marriage discussions were broken off.

Later the girls saw the acarya in company with his attendants who were 
all performing miracles, and they, filled with wonder, said, “We are in 

great dread of samsara. Please show us a means of liberation from it.” 
When they had thus begged the acarya, he saw that they were fit vessels, 
so empowered them and the very highest wisdom came to them. They 
practised the teachings and the follow-up teachings and in a short while 
they also attained the eight ritual gazes and all other powers. Walls, 
mountains, and waters no longer hindered them, and they attained both 
intellectual and spiritual powers. They continued to live around the 
acarya’s assemblage and they held fast to their mental ascetic practices.

Once when both of them were going along a certain road, they met 
many ordinary yogis, followers of Goraksa, who mocked them and said, 
“You are students of Krsnapa! Show us some illusions then!” Now, as 
the abode of those so-called yogis was situated in a particularly beautiful 
spot, the girls performed a ritual gaze known as “that which leads forth" 
upon it, and they pul the whole place down, unbroken, in a place which 
was a veritable desert, white in colour and not at all beautiful. The girls 

said to the yogis, “Now you too will have to perform a trick like this,” and 

they left. Later, when the Goraksas begged them for forgiveness, their 
houses were returned to their previous site.

On another occasion in Bengal, during the reign of King Lalitacandra,37 
when the Mahacarya had seen that the time was right for converting the 
King, the two girls emerged from a throng of people surrounding the 
acarya, and paying homage to his feet said, “By the grace of the Guru, 
we two have attained the very highest and greatest of goals, and now we 
wish to fly off to the heavens. However, before that we will be happy to 
do whatever the acarya requests us to do." The acarya replied,“Well 
then, cut off your heads and offer them to me.” The girls drew from their 
mouths w ell-tem pered swords of wisdom and cutting off their heads 

without any hindrance i i  all, offered them into the Guru’s hands. Facing 
backwards, they danced off, rising higher and higher on the heavenly 

paths, finally disappearing into rainbow light. The goddess Srijnana had also 

previously manifested a miracle similar to this, and even rak$asa and rjakinis in 

their ordinary bodily forms started to demonstrate it in considerable numbers. As 

an antidote to this activity, Vajravarahi herself appeared in that form, with her head 
severed, and it is said that this appeared frequently thereafter amongst her 
siddhas38
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Also in the bsTan srung rgya mtsho 7 mam thar, a collection of biographies 
of protectors, compiled by SLe lung rje drung bZhad pa’i rdo rje (b. 1697) 
there is a story of a protectoress of Kongpo, Kong btsun de mo.39 This 
story is excerpted from Thugs rje chen po ngan so rang grolQii. Mahakaruna 
(-Avalokitesvara) [in the form called] “self-liberation from the bad realms”.) 
discovered by the gTerton, Orgyan las ‘phro gling pa, alias Rig ‘zin ‘ ja’ 
tson snying po.40 The story states:

When Padmasambhava conquered the twelve sisters, one of the sisters 

known as Kong btsun de mo rdo rje bod khams skyong wa (lit. the 
venerable Kongpo Demo, adamantine protectoress of Tibet) offered her sadhana, 
heart and life to Padmasambhava. She relates her past to him, “Previously in the 
west in the country of Orgyan, there was a king known as lndrabhuti. He had 
five sisters of whom the eldest known as Princess Laksmirikara became his 
consort.41 Her king-father sentenced her to severe punishment. She said, “Father, 
you do not need to punish me, I will punish myself." Then with a golden razor, 
she severed her head and white blood flowed from her neck. She walked around 
the city seven times, astonishing all the citizens who called her the great 
Chinnamunda Varahi.42

The summary of the rest of the story is that after several lifetimes, she was 
bom in Kongpo, Tibet. In that lifetime, she became known as Kong btsun 
de mo and met Padmasambhava at the Kongpo border. At that time, she 
promised to protea and assist great saints and dharma practitioners in the 
future.43

In these two Buddhist stories, the origin of the Buddhist Goddess 
Vajravarahl in her severed head form, i.e. Chinnamunda Vajravarahl, is not 
explained; however, one finds manifestations of her. The two stories are 
connected with three female Mahasiddhas: in Taranatha’s story the two 
sisters Mekhala and Kanakhala are the focus; Orgyan las’phro gling pa’s 
story relates the previous life of Princess Laksmlhkara, the great Mahasiddha. 
Their own biographies, found in Abhayadatta’s account of the eighty-four 
Mahasiddhas, do not state that they practised the sadhana of the 
Chinnamunda form, but in the Tangyur these three are authors of the 
sadhanas of Chinnamunda Vajravarahi/Vajrayogi nl. Since in the few 
stories which exist about Chinnamunda Vajravarahl, the Mahasiddhas 
play a principal role, this form of Vajravarahl, is conneaed closely with the 
Buddhist Siddha tradition.44

In these Buddhist stories, unlike the Hindu ones, the theme is not of 
sacrifice. From the outset of Buddhism, blood sacrifice of animals was 
denounced as inhumane and unnecessary in achieving Nirvana. In the 
Kutadanta Sutta (Digha Nikaya, i, 127) the Buddha relates to the Brahmin 
Kutadanta an incident from one of his previous lives. At that time, when
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the Buddha was the family priest of a king, he persuaded the king to 
perform a sacrifice which entailed no killing of oxen, goats, fowls, swine 
or other living things and no cutting of trees or grass.45 He thereby 
encouraged the king that if one performs a sacrifice, one should perform 
it without a blood sacrifice of animals. Buddha did not condemn all types 
of sacrifice, because in the Jataka Tales he sacrifices himself to a starving 
tigress and her cubs.46 The two Buddhist stories about Chinnamunda, 
however, are not discussing blood sacrifice or self-sacrifice; these two 
stories are demonstrating yogic ability. In the Taranatha story, the two 
sisters were able to achieve the state of realization of non-duality as a result 
of their arduous and devoted practice.

Ail inner and outer phenomena perceived as m ind,
M editating w ith  detachment, all has the same flavour.
In supreme m editation w ithou t e ffo rt o r striving,

1 found non-dua l pure pleasure and perfect B uddhahood.47

In the Orgyan las ‘phro gling pa story, Laksmlnkara was to be punished 
because of her seemingly incestuous relationship with brother. 
Laksmlnkara, knowing that her father was misinterpreting her behaviour, 
displayed her yogic abilities in order that he could realize his ignorance. 
She wanted to eradicate her father’s and the citizens’ negative attitudes 
towards her and to evoke regret in them for criticizing her behaviour. Thus 
she performed the miracle of walking around the town holding her 
severed head, revealing to everyone that she was a siddha.'18 Furthermore, 
in Tibetan Buddhist Tantra when one directly perceives voidness of inher
ent existence, one attains the path of vision.49 At this level of direct 
perception of voidness what ordinarily appears to be solid is no longer 
seen as solid. Laksmlnkara is graphically displaying her realization of the 
voidness of self-nature depicting her non-attachment to self by severing 
her head. In summation, these two Buddhist stories reflect that the mani
festation of Vajravarahi in her form of Chinnamunda is connected with 
adept yogic ability.

ORIGIN OF CHINNAMASTA/CHINNAMUNDA

The best known theory’ of Chinnamasta’s Buddhist or Hindu origin is from 
B. Bhattacharyya who wrote several articles about the influence of Bud
dhist Tantrism on Hinduism. Editing various meditation manuals on 
deities, notably the Buddhist SadhanamaJa, he formulated the theory that 
some Hindu deities must have been originally Buddhist ones, including
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Tara, Chinnamasta and Mahjughosa. In regard to Chinnamasta, he com
pared Buddhist and Hindu meditations on her, mantras and iconography 
from the Buddhist Sadhanamala (dated 1163 c.e.), the Hindu 
Chinnamastakalpa of uncertain origin, and the Hindu Krsnananda 
Agamavaglsa’s Tantrasara (seventeenth century). He concluded that the 
Buddhist and Hindu Chinnamasta was the same goddess and ‘identical 
in all details’.493 Indeed she is the same goddess but certain details are 
different. In the Hindu sadhana she stands on Rati and Kama who are in 
reversed sexual union ( viparita') and wears a snake as a sacred cord, but 
these elements are absent in the Buddhist sadhanas.

He compared the mantras found in the three above-mentioned texts 
to establish the Buddhist precedence. The Buddhist Sadhanamala states 
that the names of the two attendants are prefixed with vajra {i.e. 
VajravairocanI and Vajravarnani) and the main goddess’ name is 
SarvabuddhadakinI referring to the severed-head form of Vajrayogini. The 
prefix vajra is dropped in the mantra of the Hindu Tantrasara but the three 
names, Dakini, VarnanI, and Vairocani, remain and sarvabuddha (\it., all
awakened) becomes sarvasiddhi {lit. all-accomplished). In the Hindu 
Chinnamastakalpa sarvabuddha changes to sarvabuddhiilit. all-enlight
ened) and the prefix vajra reappears. Bhattacharyya does not note this 
directly but vajra is a principal adjective in the Buddhist Tantra, also known 
as the Vajrayana—the adamantine path. Hindus typically would not want 
to use the adjective vajra if indeed they incorporated a Buddhist mantra. 
Moreover, sarvabuddha which means all Buddhas or Awakened Ones 
would not be acceptable to Hindus; buddha was replaced with siddhiot 
buddhi. Bhattacharyya concluded that these words of the mantra are 
decidedly Buddhist. Thus by comparing the iconography, the dates of the 
manuscripts, and the mantras, Bhattacharyya concluded that Chinnamasta 
is originally Buddhist and this statement has not been disputed by most 
scholars.50

Bhattacharyya claimed that the Buddhist Chinnamasta, usually known 
as Chinnamunda Vajrayogini or Vajravarahl, was worshipped at least by 
the seventh century. The Sadhanamala states that Siddha Sabarapa (vari
ant spelling Sabaripa), disciple of Siddha Nagarjuna who flourished in the 
mid-seventh century, is credited with the introduction of a new cult of 
Vajrayogini which Bhattacharyya inferred to be that of Chinnamunda 
Vajrayogini.51 Two Vajrayogini sadhanas are attributed to Siddha Sahara 
in the Tibetan commentarial canon, Tangyur, but neither of these sadhanas 
mention Chinnamunda Vajrayogini.52 Moreover, Mahasiddha Sahara’s 
sacred biography does not state that he either received or transmitted a
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meditation of Chinnamunda Vajrayoginl.
Though the Siddha Sahara connection is not apparent, Chinnamunda 

Vajrayoginl is associated with other Mahasiddhas. The sacred biography 
of Mahasiddha Kanhapa (Krsnacarya) slates that seven days prior to his 
death, he taught his disciples the meditation practice of the severed head 
Vajravarahi.53 Two of Kanhapa’s disciples who received teachings on 
Vajravarahi from Kanhapa were the Mahasiddha sisters, Mekhala and 
Kanakhala. The Tangyur has one sadhana by these two Mahasiddha 
sisters; it is entitled, “The Practice of Instructions of the Three Swastikas 
(Nandyavarta traya mukhagama nama)”. In this sadhana one is told to 
visualize oneself as dbU bCad Ma Yum, i.e., Chinnamunda Vajravarahi, 
and near the end of the meditation, it is inferred that one visualizes 
replacing one’s head.34 Thus, the meditational practice of Chinnamunda 
Vajravarahi was transmitted from Mahasiddha Kanhapa to the two 
Mahasiddha sisters, Mekhala and Kanakhala. Unfortunately, I have not 
been able to trace to whom the sisters transmitted this meditational 
practice, but it is certain that the teaching came to Tibet since it is in the 
Tangyur.

The Mahasiddha, who is the most important in continuing the medi
tative practice of Chinnamunda Vajrayoginl which began in India and was 
transmitted to Nepal and Tibet, is Laksminkara, sister of King Indrabhuti.55 
Though neither the sacred biography of Laksminkara nor that of her 
brother, King Indrabhuti, mentions any connection with Chinnamunda 
Vajrayoginl, the Tangyurhas four sadhanason Chinnamunda Vajrayoginl 
written by Laksminkara or her disciples. These are the Vajrayoginl sadhana 
by dPal lha lcam Legs smin kara,56 Chinnamunda Vajravarahihy Srimati 
(an epithet for Laksminkara),-7 Chinnamunda sadhana nama by Birapa 
(also spelled Birwapa or Virupa), Laksminkara’s disciple,58 and 
Chinnamunda Vajrayoginl sadhana by Sariputra, the disciple of Bitapa.59 
ih e  Blue Annals (late fifteenth century) states that many Tibetan yogis 
were initiated and practised the system known as Phag mogzhung drug 
(the six topics of Vajravarahi) bestowed by Laksminkara on her disciple 
Virupa who in turn conferred it to the great Avadhutipa, also known as 
Paindapatika (T. bSod snyoms pa che ba).60 The main link in Nepal was 
the Newari pandita Varendraruei, translator of many works in the Tangyur, 
including the Chinnamunda Vajravarahlhy Srimati and the Chinnamunda 
sadhana nama by Birapa.61 In the Chinnamunda Vajravarahnhe transla
tors were Varendraruci and the Tibetan bLo ldan shes rab. The Blue Annals 
states that the translator bLo ldan shes rab (1059-1109) came to Nepal and 
studied under I lamu dkar po.62 Though bLo ldan shes rab studied with 
him, he is not in the transmission lineage, but another of Varendraruei \s
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disciples, dPyal Kun dga’ rdo rje, was the key person who introduced the 
Chinnamundasadhana in Tibet. This lineage can be traced from India to 
Nepal and from there to Tibet during the ninth to eleventh centuries. Many 
sadhanasof Chinnamunda are extant in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition 
and the following transmission lineages are some which continue to the 
present among Tibetan Buddhist practitioners.63

TRANSMISSION LINEAGES

Buston in his Collected Works stated that the transmission lineage of 
Chinnamunda is as follows:

Vajrayogini > Legs sin in kara (Laksm inkara) > Birvapa > Avadhutipa > 
bSod snyoms pa che ba > lDong ngar wa bSod snyoms pa chung wa > 
Bal po Hamu dkar po > dPyal kun dga’ rdo rje > Zar ston lo  tsa ba > sNar 
ston hig po > Grags pa tshul khrims > sGrub thabs dkon grags > Yon tan 
rgya mtsho > Sangs rgyas ‘ jam rgyal > mKhan po klu  sgrub > bK a ’ bshi 
pa > dKon mchog gzhon nu bla ma Yan rise pa > Bu ston nn po che 
(1290-1364 c.e. ) 6'*

In the sGrub thabs kun btus the lineage is:

rDo rje ’chang > rGyal yum rdo rje phag mo > ICam Legs smin kara > 
Bram ze (Brahm in) Birwapa > Avadhutipa > IDong ngar wa T ing ’dzin rdo 
rje > bSod snyom s pa ch u n g  ba t in g  d z in  bzang  po  > Bal po  

Bhalendrarusli > dPyal lo tsa ba Kun dga’ rdo rje > Zar ston atsarya > 

gTsang yang dag rdo  rje > dBus pa shcs rab rdo  rje > ICe m do sde 
sengge > and so on 65

The rGyud sde kun btus only lists Birwapa and his student sTong nyid Ting 
‘dzin rdo rje for the lineage; the latter is not found in most transmission 
lineages but he is a contemporary of I lamu Karpo who was the main link 
between Nepal and Tibet.66 This text states that Birwapa and sTong nyid 
Ting ‘dzin rdo rje practised many sadhanasof Chinnamunda and received 
many oral teachings which formed the basis (if Mitrayogi’s (also spelled 
Mitra dzo ki) commentary.67 In Taranatha's Yidam rgya mtsho ’/ sgrub 
thabs rin chen ‘byunggnas the lineage is Sri Mati (Laksminkara) and the 
younger Birwapa; Rab dga discussed their teachings and this formed the 
basis of Taranatha’s sadhana.68

One other noteworthy Chinnamunda lineage is in a Tibetan Buddhist 
Nyingmapa gterma (rediscovered text) collection on meditationai dei
ties.69 This lineage begins with rDo rje phag mo (Vajravarahi) to dGa’ rab 
rdo rje to Orgyen yab yum to Khri srong and continues on to Nyang ral
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(Nyang ral Nyi ma ‘od zerl1124-1192]), and so on. dGa’ rab rdo rje is a 
progenitor of many Nyingmapa lineages ;70 many begin with him as the 
first human to receive teachings from a deity. He transmitted this teaching 
to the great Padmasambhava with contort (Orgyen yab yum) who passed 
it to the illustrious dharmaraja Khri srong Ide btsan (755-797?). There is 
a lapse in the lineage from the late eighth century to the twelfth. Since gter 
ma are buried treasure texts which are later found by a gter ton, this text 
must have remained buried until it was discovered by Nyang ral. Nyang 
ral is one of the five Great Discoverers (gter tori). Since this collection is 
a gterma and the lineage is a popular Nyingmapa one using it as historical 
proof is problematic.71 However if the teaching was transmitted from 
dGa' rab rdo rje to Padmasambhava, it would be the earliest sádhana of 
Chinnamunda Vajrayogini (c. mid-eighth century).72 Thus when we 
examine the various transmission lineages, we find that no lineage in
cluded Siddha Sabara but numerous ones have included Mahásiddhá 
Laksmíňkará. Therefore the lineage stems from Mahásiddhá Laksmíňkará, 
not Sahara.

Though many scholars accept the Buddhist origin of Chinnamastá, 
some scholars disagree that she is originally Buddhist and present argu
ments for a Hindu origin. In The Ten Great Cosmic Powers, S. 
Shankaranarayanan states:

Chinnamastá is the thunder clap and the ligh tn ing flash. "Shining like  a 
streak o f ligh tn ing” (vidyullekheva bhásvará), says the Lpanishad That 

is w hy Chinnamastá is know n as vajravairocaniyá. She is the force o f 
Virocana, the specially lum inous ( višesena rocate'ili virocanah) W ho is 

this Virocana? It is the Supreme himself, the Primordial Prakáša. Vajra 
is her pow er w h ich  he w ie lds We know  the vajra is the weapon o f 

Indra . . .  in the Veda, the param ount G od.73

In traditional Hindu fashion, Shankaranarayanan seeks to find 
Chinnamastá’s source in the Vedas and stresses the importance of the 
word vajra in her mantra as a connection with the Vedic god, Indra. 
Admittedly, Indra is a paramount god in the Vedas and he wields his 
potent vajra, but the sádhanas about Chinnamastá do not associate her 
with Indra nor does she hold a vajra either in her Hindu or Buddhist form.74 
Also S. Bhattacharji, in her book The Indian Theogony stresses that the 
Vedic Goddess Nirrti’s functions have been replaced by her direct descen- 
dents—Káli, Karali, Cámundá, and Chinnamastá.75 Both these scholars 
claim that Chinnamastá is connected to Vedic deities; thereby they imply 
Vedic antecedents for her.76

In the Hindu literature, Chinnamastá is not mentioned until the
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upapuranas, such as the Mahadevibhagavata Purana and the sakta 
Mahabhagavata Purana (c. 950 c.e.).77 This sakta Mahabhagavata Purana 
seems to be the earliest reference to Chinnamasta in Hindu literature. 
Judging from the iconographicai, mantric, and textual evidences, one can 
conclude that Chinnamasta/Chinnamunda is foremost connected with 
the Tantric traditions in 1 linduism and Buddhism. It is difficult to say 
unequivocally whether she was borrowed from one tradition to the other, 
but it is clear that she was known and her sadhanas w'ere practised by 
Mahasiddhas at least from the ninth century in India.
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Chapter 2

To Worship a Deity, 
One Must Become a Deity

Tantra in both Hinduism and Buddhism is foremost a method or prac tice 
rather than a specific philosophy; it is primarily concerned with developing 
and implementing effective methods which enable the practitioner to 
achieve liberation from cyclic existence. Tantra incorporates theological 
and philosophical beliefs from ‘non-Tantric’ Hinduism and Buddhism but 
its emphasis is actual practice. Concerning Hindu Tantra, Gupta states, 
“Tantra hardly rejects any form of religious ritualism; it juxtaposes its own 
particular ritual practices to normative (smárta) Hindu rituals.”1 There 
fore, Tantric practitioners engage in one or more practices, utilizing Tantric 
methods to attain siddhis, as well as the ultimate goal, liberation. Al
though the texts and methods are both diverse and vast, Tantric practi
tioners follow particular texts or methods dictated by their spiritual teacher 
Cguru).

HINDU SPIRITUÁL PRACTICE

Spiritual practices known as sádhanas consist of two broad groups, yoga 
and ritual worship (puja). Ritual worship is divided into three kinds: (1) 
those performed daily (nitya), (2) those performed on particular dates 
(naimittika), and 0 )  those performed for the fulfilment of a special desire 
or for averting misfortune (kámya).2 In the Chinnamasta sadhanas which 
will be examined, the main focus is on daily ritual worship but some 
naimittika and kámya pújásare also included.

In examining the Hindu Tantric practice of Chinnamasta, I shall con
centrate on the ‘Chinnamastatantra’ section of the popular Sákta Pramcxia 
which was compiled by King Devánandanasimha of Muzaffarpur during 
the nineteenth century. From the late eighteen hundreds to the present 
day, the Šákta Pramoda has been one of the most popular manuals of 
Tantric rituals for the practice of each of the ten Mahávidyás and the five 
main deities (panca devátá). These five are Kumári (or Devi), Siva, Gancsa,
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Surya, and Visnu.3 Another text which will serve as a comparison for the 
Sakta Pramoda is the ‘Pracandacandika’ section of the Tantrasara written 
by Krsnananda Agamavagisa at the end of the sixteenth century.4 This 
text shows remarkable similarities to the Sakta Pramoda in the ritual 
worship (pujavidhih) section. The final text, the Sri Chinnamasta Nityarcana, 
composed by Sri Swamiji Maharaja, is designed to help practitioners in 
their daily worship of Chinnamasta.5 Although Nityarcana is similar to 
the two aforementioned texts, it elaborates on the preliminary practices 
as well as on the ritual worship section. I shall present the procedure for 
worshipping Chinnamasta according to the Sakta Pramoda with addi
tional material from the Tantrasara and the Nityarcana.

DEFINITION OF THE NINE SECTIONS OF RITUAL PRACTICE

In the Chinnamastatantra of the Sakta Pramoda, the practice is divided into 
nine sections: (1) visualized meditation (dhyanay, (2) drawing of yantra,
(3) explication of the mantra-, (4) ritual worship sequence ipujavidhihy,
(3) eulogy Cstotra); (6) protective ‘armour’ (kavaca); (7) essence (hrdayay, 
(8) hundred and eight names; and (9) one thousand names.6 These nine 
sections will be discussed with special emphasis on the ritual worship 
sequence, since it is the major section of daily worship.

V isualized M editation

The visualized meditation of Chinnamasta is discussed in depth in 
chapter 5.

D raw ing  o f  th e  Y antra

The drawing of the yantra is included in the discussion of ritual worship.

E xplication  o f  th e M antra

In Indian civilization the role of sound and word has been investigated 
from the time of the Vedas to the present. In most Hindu rituals, mantras 
have a prominent part.7 An etymology for mantra is the root man- which 
is associated with thought, will, and intentionality, and the suffix -tra 
which means an ‘instrument of that which precedes it’, i.e., an instrument 
of intention. Another meaning is that man is related to mind and -tra 
means protection; hence a protection of/for the mind. Mantra as an 
instrument of intention and a protection for the mind is associated with 
liberation in Hindu rituals. The Praparicasaratantra V, 2, states that “by
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meditation on the place of ultimate principle (tattva) one is saved; thus 
it is named mantra."8 Each deity has a specific mantra and bija (seed 
syllable) which represent his/her essence. These mantras are believed to 
be of divine origin and are not arbitrarily assigned. By knowing the root 
mantra of a deity, in this case Chinnamasta, one can invoke her and 
experience her essence which will ultimately bring liberation. 
Chinnamasta’s root mantra is composed of nineteen seed syllables, each 
corresponding to an important deity in the Hindu pantheon. Thus this 
one-root mantra is imbued with the essence of nineteen major deities who 
will assist the practitioner when requested. Knowledge of the root mantra 
is necessary for practice. Its power is enormous, and it is kept secret to 
protect it from being misused.

R itual W o r sh ip  P ro ced u re  ( p u ja v id h ih )

Ritual worship (pujavidhih) consists of regular preliminaries, Tantric regu
lar preliminaries, invocation of the deity and the fire ceremony .9

Regular preliminaries
1. Regular morning worship

Tantric regular preliminaries 
1. Acamana (ablution)
2 Sixfold Nyasa and Pranayama 
3- Matrkabijanyasa
4. Rsinyasa
5. Karariganyasa
6. Pervasive nyasa
1. Meditation on the deity (dhyana)
8. Making of yantra 
9- Meditation of inner yantra

a. by yogis
b. by householders

10. Conch ritual
11. Pithapuja (seat of the dei ty)

Invocation o f the deity

1. Avahana (invocation of the deity)
2 Pranapratistha 
3- Six-limbed nyasa of the deity 
4  Sakti worship of the goddess
5. Sacrificial offering (bait)
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6 Worship of the eight-petalled lotus deities
7. Offering of flowers (puspanjali)
8. Worship of the Goddess’ attendants (avarana)
9. Valediction of the deity C visarjana')

Fire ceremony
Burnt offerings with the repetition of Chinnamasta’s mantras

Prior to any worship in Hindu practice the place and ritual instruments 
must be cleaned, purified, and consecrated.10 Once the place and objects 
have been consecrated the practitioner must also undergo purification 
and consecration. Regular preliminaries are not mentioned in the Sakta 
Pramoda since it is assumed that a practitioner knows them and will 
perform them. This includes the remembrance upon awakening of one’s 
guru and chosen deity (istadevata), bathing (snana), expulsion of mental 
impurities iaghamarsana), and peace offerings ( tarpana) to the deities, 
the seers, the forefathers, lineage of gurus, and one’s chosen deity in order 
to invoke their blessings and establish a spiritual bond with them. One 
must purify and transform one’s body in order to worship because in 
I lindu practice, all practitioners must become ‘divine’ before worshipping 
a deity."

With the completion of the regular preliminaries one begins the regular 
Tan trie preliminaries as described in the next section.

Regular Tantric Prelim inaries
1. Acamana is the ablution of the body by initially washing one’s lips 

and hands, then with these purified lips saying certain mantras as one 
touches specific parts of the body with purified hands. Vidyamava states 
that “acamana is the purification par excellence. It is to be performed after 
every act in which there might be the slightest suspicion of impurity.”12

2. PrSnayama and  S ixfo ld  NySsa consist of pranayama which is 
the regulation and control of two of the subtle winds in the body. These 
winds are prana, the upward moving subtle wind and apana, the down
ward moving subtle wind; together they represent a being’s respiration. 
The winds run through three main subtle channels (nadis): the central 
channel, susumna; the left channel, /da; and to the right channel, pingala. 
When the two subtle winds flow through the left—ida, the mind is concen
trated and introverted; whereas when the two subtle winds flow through 
the right, the pingala, the mind is scattered and extroverted. Normal 
breathing is done through one of these channels and does not alternate 
regularly with each breath between these two channels. Pranayama is a 
method of regulating the breath so that inhalation ipuraka'), maintaining
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the breath Ckumbhaka), and exhalation (reeaka) are all equal in length. 
One inhales through one channel and exhales through the other, then 
reverses the process. This is done in order to arouse the kuntfalini, 
dormant in the muladhara cakra, and causes it to ascend to the sahasrara 
cakra at the top of the head.13

The sixfold nyasa which in general is a process of empowering one’s 
body by touching it and uttering specific mantras. By performing this one 
transforms one’s body into a divine body. Since Tantra inherited the 
Upanisadic belief that a person’s body is a microcosm of the universe, then 
by recognizing the correct place on the body a practitioner can activate 
the cosmic forces latent in one’s own body. This sixfold nyasa is the chief 
of all nyasas. Its performance destroys lesser sins (upapataka) and harm
ful forces, neutralizes anything inimical towards the practitioner, and 
makes the eight siddhis attainable.14

3. MatrkSblja nySsa  is the placing a different syllable of the alphabet 
at each part of the body, e.g., “Arp at the mouth, Im at the right 
eye . . .  Ksham between the heart and the mouth".15 By the empower
ment of a specific syllable of the Sanskrit alphabet, each part of the body 
becomes consecrated or ‘divine’. This matrka nyasa is both the touching 
of specific parts of the skin with mantras and also the visualizing of letters 
on each petal of the six cakras within the body.16

4. R si nySsa, like matrka bi/a nyasa, involves touching the body in 
certain places with the appropriate mantra. The practitioner is told about 
the seer who revealed the text, the meter of the text, its deity, its power 
and the results. In non-Tantric texts this was the criteria for establishing 
authority, thus it was incorporated in Tantric texts for the same reason of 
establishing authority of the texts.17

5. K aringa nyasa  is the transmutation and sublimation of the 
fingers, hands, and limbs through mantras. In this section as one touches 
the right and left small fingers, one repeats a particular mantra. One does 
this progressively with one’s ring fingers, middle fingers, index fingers and 
thumbs; then one puts one’s palms together and concludes by touching 
together the backs of one’s hands while saying the appropriate mantra. 
For example, the first mantra said while touching the fingers is “ Om Am 
Kam Kham Gam Gham N  Am Khadgaya Hrdayaya Svaha” Though 
i>akta Pramoda gives only one letter of the alphabet with each mantra, the 
Nityarcana tells the practitioner that each mantra consists of seven letters, 
e.g., the first short_vowel of the Sanskrit alphabet, the first four consonants, 
nasal, and the first long vowel (Am, Kam, Kham, Gam, Gham, N, Am), 
then the second short vowel, etc., ending with the semi vowels, sibilants, 
and Ksam,18
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6. Pervasive nySsa  protects the whole body once the specific places 
of the body have been touched from head to feet and in the reverse order 
three times, concluding with the snapping of fingers around one’s head 
in order to bind the directions (digbandhana). This concludes the trans
formation of the practitioner’s body into a divine one and allows the 
practitioner to begin the meditation on the deity.19

7. M edita tion  o f  C hinnam astS  (dhyana) is discussed in 
chapter 5.

8. M aking th e  yantra  consists in the drawing of a yantra on the 
ground in front of the practitioner. The word yantra is derived from the 
Sanskrit root yam which means ‘to sustain’, ‘to hold’, or ‘to support the 
power of a particular object or concept. ’ In its general sense, a yantra is 
an instrument or a machine, but in its Hindu Tantric sense, it is the abode 
of the deity.20 Woodroffe quotes in the Kaulavaliya Tantra: ‘Mantra is itself 
the Devata (the deity) and yantra is mantra in that it is the body of the 
Devata who is the mantra."1'

As with all deities, Chinnamasta has her own specific yantra. In order 
to begin internal or mental worship (antarpuja) of Chinnamasta, a prac
titioner needs to draw her yantra which is an abstract geometrical form. 
By drawing Chinnamasta’s yantra, the practitioner is establishing her 
abode in one’s presence. The yantra is composed of the outer, middle, 
and inner sections. The outermost section (bhupura) encloses everything 
and prevents anyone or anything from entering the inner sanctum where 
the deity resides. This bhupura is protected at its four doors by the field 
protectors. The middle section consists of an eight-petalled lotus which 
is associated with different goddesses. The inner section is composed of 
two inverted triangles with inscribed mantras which symbolize the resi
dence of Chinnamasta.22 Once the practitioner has constructed the yantra, 
the inner worship of Chinnamast-a can begin.

9. M editation o f  in n e r  yantra  refers to the visualized meditation 
of Chinnamasta and her abode (yantra) within the practitioner’s body. 
This is divided into Two meditations on Chinnamasta. The first one is for 
yogis who visualize Chinnamasta with form (sarupa) and the second is 
for householders, who visualize Chinnamasta in an abstract way. In many 
Hindu Tantric texts, such as the Great Liberation, the yogis are the ones 
who meditate on the deity without form while the householders meditate 
on the deity with form; however Chinnamasta’s form is such an awesome 
vision that only yogis can meditate on her with form.23

10. Conch ritual is an important rite in Hindu Tantric ritual worship. 
In all forms of Hindu ritual worship there is a general oblation (sama- 
narghya) which is a sprinkling of consecrated liquid on the practitioners



and offerings in order to purify them. An important Tantric ritual is the 
preparation of a conch vessel for the special oblation (visesarghya). Since 
the deity is invited to stay in this vessel during the ritual, it is never moved.

11. Pithapufa is the ritual worship of the sacred seat of the goddess. 
This sacred seat is a mixture of cosmological places and philosophical 
concepts. The sacred seat begins with the power of support (adhara£akti) 
which is surmounted successively by the Primordial Nature (Prakrti), by 
the bluish turtle who holds the universe (kurma), by the King of the Nagas 
who also support the world (ananta), by the earth ipfthivi) wherein lies 
the ocean of milk (ksirasamudra), whereupon is the Jewelled Island 
(ratnadvipa),24 from which rises the wish-fulfilling tree (ka!pavrksa),K on 
top of which is the golden lion seat (svarnasimhasana.) wherein is the root 
of bliss (anandakanda), within this is Sambilvalaya, whereupon is the lotus 
of the nature of all categories of existence (sarvatattvatmakapadma),26 
wherein are the three qualities (the three gunas—sattva, rajas, and tamas). 
The four corners of the seat are the self (atman), inner self iantaratmari), 
supreme self (paramatmari), and wisdom self Qhanatmari) and in the 
middle of the lotus lie Rati and Kama.27

11a. Saktipu ji Once the practitioner envisages Chinnamasta’s seat, 
one meditates on Chinnamasta in one’s heart and requests her to come.

Invocation o f  the  D eity  in  N ine Parts
1. AvShana (invocation of the goddess) is the inviting of Chinnamasta 

accompanied by her two attendants, Varnini and Dakinl, to come and be 
seated on top of the prostrate Rati and Kama who are in the middle of the 
lotus at the very centre of her abode iyantra). She is asked to come 
{avahanaj, to establish herself (sthapana), to stay fast (sannirodhana) and 
(in most practices but not in this one) to stay face to face 
(sammukhfkarana) with the practitioner.

2. PrSnapratisthS  is the instilling of the vital breath in an image of 
Chinnamasta or a visualized Chinnamasta. One does this by repeating the 
mantra, "A m . . . hamsah, let Chinnamasta’s vital breath be here; 
A m .. . hamsah, let Chinnamasta’s self stay here; A m . . . hamsah, let all of 
Chinnamasta’s senses be here; A m . .. hamsah, let Chinnamasta’s speech, 
mind, eyes, ears, nose, breath, and feet be here; let the happiness remain 
for a long time, Svaha.”

3. Six-lim bed nySsa  is the touching of the six major bodily parts of 
Chinnamasta. Though the Goddess is formless, here she assumes a form 
in order to be worshipped by the practitioner.

4. ¿aktl w orship o f  Goddess consists of paying homage to her six 
main parts which are hypostasized as individual Saktis (the heart, the top
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of the head, tuft of hair, shoulders, eye, and ‘weapon’ goddesses). Ac
cording to Nityarcana one pays homage to the six long vowels which 
symbolize the six vidyas (six knowledge goddesses).

5. Sacrificial offerings (ball) is a major part of ritual worship 
because the purpose of this kind of pu/a is to serve (upacara) Chinnamasta; 
whatever is offered to her is termed an upacara. The offerings vary in 
number; the minimum is five but sixteen offerings are more common. 
However one can offer ten, thirty-eight, sixty-four, or up to a thousand 
items.28 The Nityarcana tells the practitioner to offer sixteen items accom
panied by mantras.29 When a practitioner offers these items, it is similar 
to the offerings presented to an honoured guest visiting the household. 
The sixteen offerings are: (1) water to wash the feet (padya);w (2) water 
to drink iarghya), (3) water to wash hands and face (acarnanu): (4) light 
food (madhuparka)—a mixture of yogurt, clarified butter, and honey; (3) 
additional water to rinse the mouth ipunar acamana)-, (6) a bath is nan a)-,
(7) clothes ( vastra), (8) ornaments (bhusana\ (9) scent (gandha); (10) 
flowers (puspa)\ix (11) incense (dhupa); (12) light (dipa); (13) food 
(naivedya); (14) again water to rinse the mouth and hands (punar 
acamana); (15) betelnut (tambula); and (16) peace offerings and saluta
tion {tarpana and namaskara).

6. W orship o f  eight-petalled lo tus deities is worshipping the 
Goddess’ most intimate attendants; no text elaborates on this step.

7. Flower o fferings ipuspaiijali) is an offering of five handfuls of 
flowers. Though not explicitly stated in the lexis, the flowers are offered 
for attaining purity of mind. These symbolize non-deception (anvaya). 
absence of egoism (anahankara), detachment (araga), humility (amada), 
non-delusion (amoha), non deceit (adarnbha), non-hostility iadvesa), 
imperturbability (aksobha), non-envy iarnatsana). non-greed (ahbha), 
non-violence (ahiinsa), non-indulgence in the senses {mdriya nigraha), 
benevolence (daya), forgiveness (ksama), and wisdom ijnana).32

8. W orship o f  the  G oddess’ attendants (avarana pu/a ) is 
performed to honour all Chinnamasta’s attendants who reside with her. 
including those oulside of the enclosure, as well as those who reside next 
to Chinnamasta in the innermost sanctum.

9. Valediction to Chinnam asta  ( visar/ana) ceremony begins 
with the offering of incense, light, and a libation to Chinnamasta. One 
begs pardon of the Goddess for all one’s acts whether virtuous or unvirtuous 
and offers everything to her. Then taking the consecrated liquid from the 
conch shell, one sprinkles it on everything and everyone participating in 
the puja while entreating the pardon of Chinnamasta for any faults or 
inappropriate actions. One envisages all her attendants merging into
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Chinnamastá and then Chinnamastá disappearing from her yantia into 
one’s heart. One mentally worships her there and bids her farewell.

Fire C erem ony
Burnt offerings (homa) with the repetition of Chinnamasta’s mantra 

is not a daily practice because it involves much time and many offerings. 
In most temples it is performed regularly but in an individual household 
it is performed only on a special occasion and usually for a particular 
reason.33 I lindu Tantric practitioners perform homa with the repetition 
of mantras for either mundane or supramundane reasons. The latter 
reason is to become liberated but the mundane reasons are numerous. In 
the Nirada Purina (lll.87.21f0, the practitioner is told that he/she can 
attain good fortune, happiness, longevity, be able to make all kings 
subservient, be free from diseases, attain poetic talents, captivate people, 
cause death to one’s enemies, attain siddhis, etc.34 Kach attainment re
quires particular offerings and a certain amount of time. The Nirada 
Purina (22-23) states:

Through m ila l i  flowers he auains fluency o f speech, through campaka 
flowers, happiness. I f  one performs a hundred homas everyday w ith  the 
flesh o f a goat smeared w ith ghcc, and continues it for a month, all kings 

w ill be subservient to  h im .3-

Other mundane attainments are included in the ‘six acts’ (sadkarman). 
These are: the ability to pacify, to remove diseases, or to prevent people 
from having to undergo terrible consequences (sinti), to bewitch beings 
( vasikarana or mohana), to render a cause or power ineffective 
(stambhana), to create dissension or separation ( vidvcsana), to compel 
one’s enemies to flee (uccitana), and to kill (mirana). Hach attainment 
requires specific offerings, time, and the repetition of manlras in a specific 
order.

In the simplest terms, in front of a fire altar a practitioner presents to 
Chinnamastá specific offerings with appropriate mantras. Sikta Pramoda 
states that one can offer the five m's, or honey, sweet milk, etc. The five 
mis are five offerings which begin with m —wine (madva), meat (mimsa), 
fish (matsya), a consort or parched grain (mudri), and sexual union 
(maithuna). From among the three different kinds of Tantric practitioners, 
these latter offerings are only recommended for heroic types ( víra'). Baser 
types who are ‘animal-like’ (pašu) are forbidden these offerings since they 
cannot offer them with a pure mind. Indeed it is very difficult even for the 
heroic types to offer them with a pure mind, but it is a training in control
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ling the senses and sublimating the power acquired through this restraint. 
The third type, who are ‘divine-like’ (divya), are neither encouraged nor 
dissuaded because they do not require external objects to arouse spiritual 
sentiments. The five offerings can be interpreted literally or they can be 
understood symbolically, e.g. yogic symbolism.

Since Chinnamastá is a great yoginl, let us look the yogic symbolism 
as explained in the Ágamasára of the five m's. We find the symbolic 
equivalents of the offerings explained as follows:

1. Madva or wine symbolizes introspection and the arousal of the 
kundalinito unite with Param Siva who is at the Sahasrára cakra where 
the (nectar) amrta is located.

2. Márnsa or meat refers to ma the tongue from which words arise. One 
who feeds on them is a worshipper of márnsa. This person is a yogin who 
has control over his or her speech or has the power to withdraw from the 
phenomenal world (pratyáhára).

3. Matsya represents two fish (prána and apána) who move in the 
Ganges (idá nádí) and Yamuná (piňgalá nádí) and the person who 
controls them is practising pránáyáma.

4. Mudrá is the soul which resides in the thousand-petalled lotus in the 
head. One who acquires knowledge of this soul is a worshipper of mudrá 
and practises dhyána

5. Maithuna represents cohabitation which is the root of creation, 
preservation, and destruction. Its yogic sense is the attainment of samádhi.36

S totra  ( praises)

The section of praises (stotra) to Chinnamastá is not an obligatory quo
tidian practice as the ritual worship ipuja) is; however, the practitioner is 
encouraged to recite these praises daily upon completion of the ritual 
worship. In the stotra the practitioner eulogizes Chinnamastá’s greatness. 
It is a combination of lauds and descriptions of Chinnamastá and her 
attendants, VarninI and Dákiní, but it is not a formal meditation session 
perse. It is foremost a eulogy to Chinnamastá, which is evident by the 
bracketing of praises to Chinnamastá in the first and last paragraphs. The 
practitioner is in a good company because the supreme gods, Brahmá, 
Siva, and Visnu, as well as yogis pay homage to Chinnamastá in the text. 
A practitioner professes faith, while affirming loyalty and veneration to 
her. Moreover, one becomes intimately involved with Chinnamastá by 
knowing both her form and formless aspects. The stotra states, “My 
obeisance to Mahámáyá, O Mother, the graceful one, and bestower of 
knowledge.” It is the belief of the practitioner that by extolling 
Chinnamastá, all efforts and dedication will result in receiving the desired
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goals—wealth, grain, great knowledge, and the eight siddhis.

K avaca

Kavaca literally means armour or a coat of mail. In the nyasa of the ritual 
section it refers to crossing one’s arms and touching the shoulders (which 
is also a type of protection). In this section, the practitioner protects the 
entire body by the recitation of specific mantras at designated places of 
the body, beginning with the head and ending with the feet, and wearing 
amulets empowered with mantras. This practice, unlike the naysa prac
tice which transforms one’s body into a divine body, protects the prac
titioner by requesting deities to guard certain parts of the body. These 
deities are summoned by the appropriate mantras and requested to re
main at these parts of the body in order to neutralize negative influences, 
to propitiate planets, to ward off untimely death, and to provide general 
protection against all adverse circumstances. By having these deities as 
protectors, one can neutralize potentially negative forces and has at one’s 
command the great deities, such as Laksmi and Saraswati. The name of 
this kavaca—“victorious over the three worlds”—indicates its potency. 
The three worlds are: (1) the earth, (2) intermediate space, and (3) the sky. 
Thus they encompass the entire Hindu conception of the universe.

H r d a y a  ( essence)

This section is the ‘essence’ (hrdaya) of the entire practice. It contains 
parts of all the important practices, such as nyasa, visualized meditation 
of Chinnamasta, praises to Chinnamasta, invocation of her as one’s 
protectoress, recitation of her twelve names, and the results obtained by 
performing this hrdaya practice.

O ne  H un d r ed  an d  E ig h t  N am es; O ne T ho u sa n d  N ames

These two sections consist in the recitation of Chinnamasta’s names. The 
reasons for and benefits of reciting the names as well as their significances 
is discussed in chapter 3.

CHINN AMASTATANTRA OF SAKTA PRAMODA37

T he  C hinn am asta  M ed ita tio n  ( d h ya na)

Chinnamasta is always shown in the pratyalidha stance, nude holding (her 
own) severed head and a scimitar (kartr), and drinking with delight the 
red nectar stream issuing from her own headless body.37* She has fastened 
her head-jewels with snakes, is three-eyed, and is decorated with a blue 
lotus at her heart.38 One should meditate on Chinnamasta as resembling
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a red hibiscus who is firmly standing on Kamadeva who is attached to Rati. 
To her right is VarninI who exists in the rajasguna and who is very white 
with loose hair, holding a scimitar and skull cup. With her head-jewels 
fastened with snakes, she drinks with delight the red nectar stream issuing 
from the Goddess’ severed body. Practitioners should meditate on her 
always as do the gods. (To her left) in the pratyalidha stance is Dakini 
delightedly drinking from the red nectar stream which issues from the 
Goddess’ headless body. Existing in the tamasguna, she is capable of 
enjoying the entire world even in its state of final dissolution (pralaya); 
(this) goddess is the power par excellence. One should always meditate 
humbly on this Goddess who bestows to her devotees the prosperity 
desired.

T h e  M eth o d  o f  D ra w in g  th e  Y antra

Draw an inverted triangle with three (concentric) circles at its centre. Then 
in the middle of them, draw an inverted triangle. Outside of the largest 
triangle, draw an eight-petalled lotus surrounded by a bhupura of three 
enclosing lines.39 In the middle of the innermost triangle write hum  and 
in the corners of the outer triangle write phat w’ith hum.*0

T he  E xplication  o f  th e  M antra

Laksmi is in the first syllable (s/rm); Manobhava is in the Lajja seed syllable 
(/mm);41 the goddess who always destroys the five great sins is in the third 
seed syllable (klirn),42 the goddess who has transcended all distinct 
powers (gunatita) and bestows liberation and knowledge is in the fourth 
(a/m).43 Varuna is in va; the sovereign of the gods (Sakra. i.e. Indra) is in
i.** The oblation eater (Agni) is in ra\ the Lord of the Earth (Vasudha’s or 
Laksml’s consort, i.e. Visnu) is in va.45 TripuradevI is in ai\ Tripurasundari 
is in ra. Goddess Trilokavijaya is always in cr, Candra is in ca and the 
destroyer of obstacles (Vinayaka, i.e., Ganesa) is in na.*6 Kamala is in t, 
Sarasvati is in ya [read: yel. In the pair of hum  the Goddess is always 
associated with Prakrti,47 phat is Vaikharl (last stage in speech utterance); 
sva the flower-armed one (Kamadeva), and ha is Rati (who is with 
Kamadeva). This is the compilation of the mantra.

The entire mantra reads as follows:
Srtrn Hrim Klim Aim Vajravairocantyc Iium Hum Phat Svaha.48

T h e  R itual W o r sh ip  S eq uen ce ( p u ja v id h ih )

Regular prelim inaries: After completing the regular ritual worship, 
one should do mantra acamana.
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Regular Tan trie Prelim inaries
1. Acam ana  (w ashing w ith  w ater fo r purification): (As you sip

the water) say ‘$rim, Hrim, Hum’, as you wipe the water off your lips say 
‘A im ’, as you sprinkle your lips say ‘Hrim, Hrim ’, while washing your 
hands say ‘ Hum'. Then touching each place with the appropriate mantra 
say “Srim, Hrim Hum, Aim Klim, Srim Hrim Klim Aim, Om, Klim, Im, 
Krim” respectively for the face, nose, eyes, ears, navel, heart, head and 
shoulders.49 After touching each of these places while reciting the appro
priate mantra, one becomes an embodiment of Siva. After performing this 
acamana for one year, one will see (darsana) Chinnamasta.

2. The six-part nySsa and  prinSySm a: Next do pranayama and 
the six-part nyasa.*0 (By doing this) one will gain control of the three 
worlds. Say in order the syllables “Srim, Aim, Klim, Sauh, Srim, Hrim, 
Klim, Aim, Haum, Om, Krim, Krim, Krim, Im, Hum, Phat' and the 
eighteen-syllable mantra of the sixteen knowledge goddesses (vidya).

3. M Ztrkabija nyasa ( fifty  letters o f  th e  alphabet): One should 
do the matrka nyasa (touching each part of the body with the appropriate 
letter of the alphabet).51 By doing this one obtains a divine body (lit. 
Brahmasvarupa) and one’s body will become adamantine ( vajradeha). 
One will be endowed with absolute supremacy in the world and become 
a liberated being (jivanmukta) within ten years.

4. RsinySsas Next one should do the fsi nyasa, etc. The seer (rsi) 
is Bhairava, the meter is Samrat, the goddess is Chinnamasta, the seed 
syllable is Hum, the power (sakti) is Svaha, and by this application one 
gains the desired goals. Then as you touch your head, say “ Bhairavaya 
Rsaye Namah"-, as you touch your mouth, say “Samrat Chandase Namah’. 
As you touch your heart, say “ Chinnamastayai Devatayai Namah", as you 
touch your secret place, say “Hum Hum Bijaya Namah", and as you 
touch your feet, say “Svaha ifaktaye Namah".*2

5. Kar&riga ny&sa (fin g er and  lim bs touching ): Touching the 
two small fingers together, say “Om Am Khadgaya Hrdayaya Svaha" 
(Om Am  to the sword and heart Svaha)-, with the ring fingers together, 
say “Om Im Sukhadgaya Sirase Svaha” (Om Im to the good sword and 
the head Svaha), with the middle fingers together, say “ Om Um Suvajraya 
Sikhayai SvahU' (Om Um to the good vajra and to the tuft of hair svaha)-, 
with the index fingers together, say “Om Aim Papaya Kavacaya svaha" 
(Om Aim to the noose and the armour [crossed arms! svaha)-, with the 
thumbs together, say “Om Aum Anku£aya Netratrayaya svaha” (Om  
Aum to the hook and the three eyes svaha),*1 with the palms and the backs 
of the hands together, say “ Om Ah suraksaraksasuraksayastraya Phat'
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iQm Ah to good protector, protector, good protector and the posterior 
¿vaha)."*

The Bhairava Tantra explains it in this manner. Say “Am Khadgaya 
Hrdyaya Svaha” when joining the two small fingers, (then) say “O 
Goddess with a splendour of ten million moons”; with the two ring 
fingers joined, say "Im Sukhadgaya Sirase S v a h a with the two middle 
fingers joined, say “ Um Suvajraya Sikhaya Svaha^ say the twelve syllable 
mantra directed to the Goddess; with the two index fingers joined, say 
"Aim Pasaya Kavacaya Svaha”; with two thumbs joined, say “Aum 
Ahkusaya Netratrayaya Svaha”; with the palms and backs of the hands 
joined, say "Ah Suraksaraksasuraksaya Phat”. Say these words at the 
heart, head, tuft of hair, at the shoulders with crossed arms (kavaca), and 
eyes respectively. Then bind the directions (by clicking fingers over one’s 
head in the four cardinal directions and intermediate ones).55 In the 
TriSakti Tantra Bhairava says that one should precede each phrase of the 
nyasa with “Om”.

6. Pervasive n y isa  (vyapaka nyasa) : One should do the perva
sive nyasa by touching the places from one’s head to one’s feet and from 
feet to head while repeating the mantra. This should be done three times.

7) M editation o f  C hinnam astS (dhySna) : One should meditate 
at one’s navel, a half-opened white lotus within its centre is a solar disc 
as red as a hibiscus and resembling a red bandhuka flower. This disc is 
decorated with a downward pointing (equilateral) triangle consisting of 
three lines representing the gunas—rajas, sattva, and tamas(beginning 
from the left in a clockwise direction). Standing in its centre is Chinnamasta 
effulgent as ten million suns. In her left hand she holds her own head, 
her mouth is wide open with the tip of her tongue lolling. She drinks the 
sanguinary stream issuing from her own throat; her dishevelled hair is 
decorated with various flowers. In her right hand she holds a scimitar 
(kartrj, decorated with a skuli necklace. She is nude, terrible to behold, 
and stands in the pratyaUdha stance. Wearing a bone rosary, having full 
breasts, and having a snake as her sacred thread, she is perpetually sixteen 
years old. She stands above Rati and Kama who are in reversed sexual 
union (i.e., Rati is on top). One should always meditate in this manner with 
the mantra.

She is flanked by Dakinl and Varnini to her left and right respectively. 
Varnini drinks the sanguinary stream issuing from the Goddess’ neck. She 
is red in colour, has a smiling face, loose hair, and is nude. She holds a 
skull and scimitar in her left and right hands respectively. Wearing a snake 
as her sacred thread, she has a fiery splendour. Decorated with various
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ornaments and a bone rosary, she stands in a pratyalidha stance. She is 
perpetually twelve years old.

On Chinnamasta’s left side is Dakinl whose brilliance equals the fire 
at the end of an aeon. Her matted hair is as brilliant as lightning. She has 
three eyes, teeth as white as cranes, protruding canines, and full breasts. 
She is a large goddess who is excessively fierce with dishevelled hair, nude, 
and with a lolling tongue. Decorated with a skull rosary, she holds a skull 
and a scimitar in her left and right hands respectively. Drinking the 
sanguinary stream issuing from the Goddess’ neck, she holds a terrible 
skull and is exceedingly fierce. A wise practitioner should meditate upon 
the Goddess attended by these two. In the Bhairava Tantra it states that 
the Goddess drinks the sanguinary stream with her mouth and also she 
holds her own head with a skull in her left hand. The Tantra states that 
should someone perform this worship without meditating on Chinnamasta, 
the Goddess will sever one’s head and drink one’s blood.
8. M aking the yantra: The lotus petal should be white in the east, 

red in the southeast, black in the south, yellow in the southwest, white 
in the west, red in the northwest, white in the north, black in northeast, 
and yellow in the centre. In the centre of the lotus is a sun disc with a 
triangle composed of rajas, sattva, and tamas, coloured red, white, and 
black respectively.56 At each corner write “hrirn p h a f and enclose 
everything in a bhupura. This bhupura is coloured red in the east, black 
in the south, white in the west, and yellow in the north. The four doors 
are protected by the field protectors (ksetrapala). Another way is to draw 
three concentric circles in the middle of a triangle and a triangle in the 
centre of these circles. In the exterior triangle write “hum phat” at each 
corner. Draw an eight-petalled lotus outside the triangle and a bhupura 
enclosing everything.

9. M editation o f  in n er  ya n tra : This is the meditation according 
to the (inner) yantra. Siva spoke, “I shall explain as follows, listen, O 
Goddess, (meditate) according to this way.”57

a. For yo g is : Yogis should meditate like this: in your navel is a lotus 
surmounted by a sun disc, whereupon is an inverted triangle which is 
formed of the three gunas. In the middle is the great goddess Chinnamasta 
blazing as a flame, unequalled and incomparable. She is established in the 
yonimudra and her eyes are directed to her heart.58

b. For h o u seh o ld ers: Listen, householders, this is the way you 
should meditate: In your body at the navel is a lotus. The goddess stands 
there stainless, beyond distinct powers (gunaj, subtle, having the lustre 
of a waxing moon. Comprehensible only through samadhi, she is sur
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rounded by the three gunas, incalculable, unqualifiable, she bestows 
liberation.

10. Conch r itu a lw : Before performing the conch ritual one needs 
to do the samanarghya (general oblation). On the ground draw with 
vermilion sandalwood paste a square, within it a circle, and within it a 
triangle. Present perfume (gandha), unbroken grains of raw rice Caksata), 
and red flowers (puspa) while saying “ Om Hiim AdharaSaktaye Namah” 
{Om Hrim homage to the power of support). Perform this ritual worship 
to empower the oblation, rinse (the conch) with the utterance oV'Phaf. 
Then say “ Om Samanarghya patradharvaya Namah" (Homage to the 
support of the offering vessel of the general oblation). Then presenting 
these three offerings, say “Om Samanarghya Patraya Namah” (Homage 
to the offering vessel of the general oblation). Then pour water into the 
vessel while saying,“Him". Then address the tirthas(great rivers) with 
the ahkusa mudra (a hooked hand gesture) and the following mantra:
“Om Gahga ca Yamuna caiva GodavariSarasvatiNarmada Sindhu Kaveri 
JaJe’smin Sannidhim Kuru” (Homage to the Ganges River . . . Kaveri 
River, please stay in this water.) Then release the perfume, rice grains, and 
flowers into the water while performing the dhenu mudra.60 Say the 
mantra ten times beginning with “Om”.

Special Oblation: Then arrange the conch shell. Draw a square, within 
it a circle, and within that a triangle.61 Place the tripod on the triangle and 
after rinsing the conch shell, while uttering"Phat”, place it on top of the 
tripod as one recites, “ Om Man Dasakalatmane Vahnimandalaya Narhah" 
0Om Homage to the fire whose self consists of ten parts).62 Then worship 
all the aforementioned rivers beginning with the Ganges. Say from one’s 
heart, to Chinnamasta who is invited to enter the vessel, “£riChinnamasta 
ihavaha iha tistha" (Sri Chinnamasta, come here, stay here.) Conceal the 
vessel with a “Hum” and do the galinimudra. After looking at the water, 
say “ Vausaf and perform the sakalikarana (giving the deity a finite form 
by saying the appropriate mantra and doing the correct mudra) with the 
sixteen mantras.6* Perform the ritual worship to Chinnamasta by present
ing scent and flowers with a “Namah". Then perform the matsya mudra, 
guard the offering and repeat ten times the root mantra. Then say" Vam” 
while performing the dhenu mudra and protea the vessel with a “Phat'.6*

11. Pitha puja  (scat o f  th e  d e ity )66-. Perform the worship of the 
sacred place or seat of the Goddess (pitha puja). Say “ Adhara&tktaye 
Namah, Prakrtaye Namah, Kumraya Namah, Anantaya Namah, Prthivyai 
Namah, Ksirasamudraya Namah, Ratnadvipaya Namah, Kalpavrksaya 
Namah” and top of this “ Svarnasimhasanaya Namah, Anandakandaya 
Namah, Sambilvalaya Namah, Sarvatattvatmakapadmaya Namah, Sam
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Sattvaya Namah, Ram Rajasc Namah, Tam Tamase Namah, Am Atmane 
Namah, Am Antaratmane Namah, Pam Paramatmane Namah, Hrim 
Jhanatmane Namah” and in the middle of the lotus “ Ratikamabhyam 
Namah". According to the Bhairava Tantra one begins with adharaiakti, 
followed by kurma, nagaraja, padmanala, padma, mandala, caturasra, 
rajas, sattva, tamas, and Rati with Kama. This should be done with the 
mantra.

11a. Sa ktip u jS : Sakti worship is directed to the goddess who stands 
on Rati and Kama, i.e., Chinnamasta. Say, “O Vajravairocaniye, dehi dehi, 
ehi ehi, grhna grhna; mama siddhim dehi dehi, mama ¿.atrun maraya 
maraya karalike hum phat svaha". (O VajravairocanI, give, come, take-, 
give  me accomplishments; kill my enemies, O Fierce One, Hum Phat 
Svaha.) Every phrase of the pitha mantra begins with “Om” and ends 
with “Namah".

Invoca tion  o f  th e  D eity
1. Avahana (invoca tion  o f  the  goddess) : To invoke the God

dess say “Omsarvasiddhi Vamiruye, sarvasiddhiDakinlye, Vajravairocaniye, 
ihavaha; sarvasiddhi Varniniye, sarvasiddhiDakiniye, Vajravaircxxniyeiha 
tistha tistha, iha sannidehi, iha sanniruddhasva." (All-accomplished Varnini, 
all-accomplished Dakinl, VajravairocanI come here; all-accomplished 
Varnini, all-accomplished Dakinl, VajravairocanI, stay here, stay close to 
here, do not move from here.)

2. PrSnapratistha (in stilling  the vital breath in to  the  im a g e): 
Say the mantra “Om Am Hrim Krom Hamsah".66

3. The six-lim bed  nyasa o f  G oddess: Touch the six principal 
parts of the Goddess (image) saying the appropriate mantras.

4. Sakti w orship  o f  the g o d d ess : Perform the Sakti puja.67 (From 
Nityarcanaj Say, “Hram Hrdayaya Namah/Hrim SiraSe Svaha/ Hrum 
$ikhayai Vasat / Hraim Kavacaya Hum/Hraum Netratrayaya Vausat/ 
Hrah Astraya Phat'. (This is also known as worship of the six long vowels 
or vidyas.)

5. Sacrificia l o ffe r in g  (b a li): As one offers the bah say, 
“ Vajravairocanidehi dehi, ehi ehi, gihnagrhna balim; mama siddhim dehi 
dehi; mama ¿atrun maraya maraya, karalike, Hum Phat’ (Vajravairocani 
give, come, take (this) offering; give me accomplishment; kill my en
emies, O Fierce One, Hum Phat) Say this mantra two more times, once 
to the goddess on the right (preceded by) “Om VarninyaiNamah" and 
to the goddess on the left (preceded by) "Om Dakinyai Namah" Again 
perform the six-limbed nyasa to these two goddesses. Then to the one 
on the right say “Om Sahkhanidhaye Namah" and to the one on the left
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say “ Om Padminidhaye Namah”. (1 tonnage to the conch treasure and to 
the lotus treasure.)68

6. W orship o f  eight-pe tailed lo tus d e ities : Worship the eight 
lotus petals, beginning in the east with the cardinal directions (going 
clockwise), and proceeding to the intermediate directions worship the 
eight lotus petals thus: Laksmi in the east, Kama in the south, Máyá in the 
west, Váni in the north, Brahma in the southeast, Visnu in the southwest, 
Rudra in the northwest, Išána in the northeast, and Sadášiva in the centre. 
Each name is preceded by “Om” and ends with “Namah”.

7. Flower o fferings  (puspáňjalí) : Offer five handfuls of flowers.
8. W orship th e  goddess’ attendants (ávarana puja) : Begin the 

worship of the deities of the bhúpura: Agni in southeast, Isa in northeast, 
Asura in northwest, Váyu in southwest.69 Then repeat the six-limbed 
nyása.™ Now worship the eight heroines (náyikás) beginning in the east, 
saying “Om Hrim Kályai Namah”. Repeat this with Varnini, Dakini, 
Bhairaví, Mahábhairaví, IndráksI, Piňgáksi, and Samhárinl. Always begin 
with “Om” and end with “Namah”. In the centre (of the inner triangle) 
is “Hum Phat Namah” and “Sváhá Namah”.1'1 in the south “Samrat 
Chandase Namah”, in the north “Sarva Vamebhyo Namah”, and again 
in the south “Bija Šaktibhyám Namah”. Then on the petal tips beginning 
in the east, worship the eight mother goddesses (mátrkás): BráhmI, 
Máhešvari, (Kumári),72 Vaisnavl, Váráhi, IndránI, Cámundá,.Mahálaksmí 
respectively, beginning with “Om” and ending with “Namah”. Then 
worship the goddesses at the four doors, beginning in the east: Karáláya, 
Vikaráláya, Atikaráláya, and Mahákaráláya. Begin with “Om” and end 
with “Namah”.

9. Valediction to  C hinnam astá  ( \isarjana) : One offers incense, 
lamps, and libation to Chinnamastá. Then make the special samhára 
mudra (showing an open anjali la hand gesture of praying with palms 
touching and fingers slightly apart as if one is holding a flower]). Then 
touching the left nostril, you exhale, i.e. bidding the goddess farewell.73 
One visualizes that Chinnamastá (lit., one with the yoni mudra) is a 
blazing flame which decreases successively as a waning moon until it 
merges with the sun. Say the mantra “ Uttare Šikharc . . . (From the 
Tantrasara): “ Uttare Sikhare Devi' ( 0 1 )evi in the north on the mountain 
peak, i.e., the Himálayas); “ Bhúmyam Parvatavásinť (O Dweller of the 
mountains), “Gaccha Devi Mamantaram” (O Goddess enter my heart).

Fire C erem ony
Burnt o fferings w ith  repetition  o f  C hinnam astá’s  m a n tra :

Next perform the purascarana presenting burnt offerings (homa) with
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one hundred thousand repetitions of the Chinnamasta’s mantra.1' By 
performing this one acquires siddhis. It is stated in the Bhairava Tantra 
that in presenting sacrificial offerings (ball) to the goddess, one should 
give fish, meat, wine, etc. at night or one can offer honey, sweet milk, etc. 
according to one’s means. Present these offerings to Chinnamasta while 
saying the mantra, “ Om sarvasiddhiprade Vaminiye, sarvasiddhiprade 
Dakiniye, Chinnamasta Devi, ehi ehi, imam balim grhna grhna, mama 
siddhim dehi dehi, Phat Svaha". (Om bestower of all accomplishments, 
Varnini, bestower of all accomplishments, Dakinl, Goddess Chinnamasta, 
come, take (these) offerings, give me all accomplishments, Phat Svaha) 
This is the ritual worship of Suresvarl (Goddess of the gods).

S to tra  ( praises)

isvara spoke;76 “With supreme praises 1 pay homage to Goddess Vairocani 
who bestows all auspicious things. Visualize in your navel a white lotus 
surmounted by a shining solar disc. She is the one and only essence of the 
world, mother of the three worlds (earth, intermediate space, and sky), 
and bestower of dharma, kama, and artha. In the middle of the lotus are 
three parts which represent the three bodies (i.e. of Chinnamasta, Vaminl, 
and Dakinl). I pay homage to excellent Chinnamasta, the one with 
severed head, to the one who removes fear of the god of death (Yama).
1 pay homage to this yoginlwith the yogamudra. (I)77

“Visualize at the navel a white lotus which is delightfully opened 
topped by a solar disc as red as a bandhuka flower. At its centre is a great 
inverted triangle iyoni cakra). In the middle of this KaminI and Pradyumna 
are in reversed sexual embrace and, effulgent as ten million rising suns, 
the Goddess stands on top of them. (2). .. She holds her own severed head 
in her left hand and in the other hand a great scimitar (kartr). Standing 
in the pratyalidha stance, she is nude and has loose thick hair. From her 
severed head she drinks the spurting stream of blood. She is as bright as 
the ascending sun (i.e., orange red) and her three eyes shine splen
didly. G)

“On her right side is Varnini who is drinking78 the oozing, glistening 
sanguinary stream from the subtle channel (naia). In her lotus hand she 
holds a shining scimitar. She is nude, with bone ornaments, a terrific form, 
red in appearance, and crimson hair. Representing the power of the 
goddess, she stands in the pratyalidha stance with thighs and feet ex
tended; she has red eyes and is a yoginiwho represents yoganidram.19 (4)

“(On her left is Dakinl) who is nude with dishevelled hair, has a violent 
form like a dense dark cloud at the end of an aeon and has fiercely 
protruding canines. The tip of her restless tongue is located in the cavity
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in the middle of her mouth, and her two eyes flash like lightning. This 
fierce form of blazing BhoginJ is dear to (Chinnamastà’s) heart. The blood 
which has dripped down from Chinnamasta’s recently severed head 
nourishes Dàkinî. (5)

“Brahma, Siva, and Visnu place the Goddess’ feet on their heads as do 
the trustworthy people and great yogis who continuously meditate on her 
inconceivable form (nirguna aspect). With my heart I shall meditate on 
the one essence of samsara, mother of the three worlds, excellent 
Chinnamastà, the cherished one, bestower of wishes, and dispeller of the 
defilements of the Kaliyuga. (6) She possesses three corporeal forms for 
the sake of creation, maintenance, and dissolution of the world, and 
possesses the three gunas whose transformations are represented as 
Brahmà, Visnu, and Siva respectively. I shall meditate on the primordial 
Prakrti for the purpose of attaining all goals. All people remember (her) 
by adoring her lotus-like feet. (7)

“I am engaged in the worship of union with another’s wife. Also, I 
desire different things than other people do. I am detached from ordinary 
people. I am rooted in Bhairavl. I am at the feet of my teacher. I am 
Bhairava. I am Siva.80 (8)

“Previously spoken by Brahmà, this praise has great merit. All accom
plishments are fulfilled and it destroys the five great sins. (9) One who 
recites these praises in the morning, preferably in proximity to the god
dess, will achieve the fulfilment of all desires. (10) The goddess bestows 
desired goals—wealth, grain, children, wife, horses, elephants, and land. 
The one who recites these praises will certainly obtain great knowledge 
and the eight siddhis. (11)

“I bow to thee who is Mahâmàyà, O Mother, the graceful one and 
bestower of knowledge; whose hips are wrapped with a tiger skin, who 
is unusual with a protruding belly and who is multilated, who is of 
indescribable beauty, decorated with a string of severed heads, and has 
a sacrificial knife shining white like a jasmine flower (kunda). One attains 
these boons by reciting the praises to Chinnamastà.” (12)

T h e  V icto r io u s  O ver th e  T h ree  W orlds K avaca

The glorious Goddess spoke: “Whatever you have told me about these 
well-guarded knowledges relating to Chinnamastà, I have heard and 
understood. (1) Now I would like to hear about the ‘victorious over the 
three worlds kavaca (armour)’ as was previously revealed, O Beloved.” (2) 

Bhairava replies, “Listen and I shall tell you, O Devesi,81 who is wor
shipped by all the gods. This ‘victorious over the three worlds kavaca' 
attracts everyone. (3) With it one can triumph over gods and their rivals;
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one can gain mastery over the three worlds by reciting and guarding it.
(4) By guarding and reciting this, Brahma, Visnu, and Siva become 
creator, preserver, and destroyer, respectively. (5) This should not be given 
or taught to false or faithless disciples, but only to devoted ones whom 
the teacher cherishes more than his own life. (6)

“Bhairava is the seer of the kavaca, the metre is Virat, the goddess is 
Chinnamasta. (7) Its results are victory over the three worlds and libera
tion.

“ Om Hum, may Chinnamasta, bestower of strength, protect my head. 
(8) Hrim Hrim Aim, may the nude one protea my forehead and mouth. 
¿rim Hrim Hum Aim, may the one who holds a skull and knife protea 
my eyes. (9) With the goddess’ vidya (mantra) beginning and ending with 
“Om”, may she always protect my ears. Hum Phat Svaha, O Vairocani, 
may you protea my eyebrows, etc. (10) ¿rim Hrim Hum Aim ,0  Vairocani, 
Hum, may Chinnamasta holding a skull and scimitar, protect my nose. 
(11) Hum Phat Svaha, the great knowledge goddess who is sixteen years 
old, has the form of Brahma, and is flanked by young girls delightedly 
drinking her blood (i.e., VarninI and Dakini). (12) May Chinnamasta, who 
has her own power (sva£aktika), wears a skull garland, is red, and grants 
the accomplishment of desires, protect my face. (13) Accompanied by 
VarninI and Dakini, may she protea me on all sides. May she who is Rama 
(i.e., LaksmI); (¿rim) protect my tongue. May she who is Lajja (Hrim) 
protea my throat. (14) May ‘Hum’ protect my heart; may Vagdevi (Aim), 
etc., protect my chest. May ‘Rama’ protea my both hands; may Suresvari 
protect both my sides (15). By Maya (Hrim), may Vidya protect me, may 
my navel region be protected by the nude one. By ‘Hum’, may the 
Goddess always protect my back. (16) Aim, may the one endowed with 
power, protea my waist and hips. Hum Aim Vairocaniye Hum Hum Phat 
Svaha. (17) May Mahavidya Chinnamasta, effulgent as ten million suns, 
always protea my thighs. (18) Hrim Hum Vamini, may you protect my 
knees; Srim Hrim Hum Dakini, may you protea my feet. Repeat the entire 
mantra of Chinnamasta for protection of the whole body. (19)

“In the east is Ekaliiiga, in the southeast is Yogini, in the south is Dakini 
(20), in the southwest is Mahabhairavi, in the west is Bhairavi, in the 
northwest is Indrani, in the north is Asitahgi (21), and in the northeast is 
Samharini, may they always protect me. May these eight 6aktis holding 
scimitar (kartr) protea in all direaions. (22) In the east, Krim Krim Krim, 
protect me; in the southeast, Hum Hum, protea me; in the south, Hrim, 
protect me (23); in the southwest, Krim Krim Krim, protea me; in the 
west, Hrim Hrim, protect me; in the northwest, Hrim Hrim, protea me; 
in the north, Svaha, protect me (24); in the northeast may Mahakali with
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sword in hand protect me. In the zenith, Srim Hrim Klim Hum Phatwith 
the great mantra, (25) may Tara holding a sword and scimitar protect me, 
and in the nadir, Hrim Srim Hum Phat, may Kkajata always protect me. 
(26) May Mahanllasarasvatl protect all the intermediate spaces.82 Now I 
have told you the sections of the Goddess’ kavaca. (27)

“One who recites this kavaca becomes fierce Bhairava and he be
comes lord of gods, rival of the gods, and sages. (28) Those who are wise 
(recite this kavaca). Goddess Madhumatl, herself, comes to the devotee’s 
house; bhutini, yogini, yaksini, and khecara will help devotees.83 (29) All 
these will obey one due to the influence of the kavaca. These goddesses 
will approach one and will ask what one desires. This kavaca which I have 
told you is known as Parabrahma (the supreme of ultimate reality). (30) 
By worshipping the Goddess with scents, etc., by reciting the root mantra 
for one year, one will obtain results. (31)

“By only one who is accomplished in the mantra, have the mantra 
written on birch bark, and make this into an amulet. One should wear 
it on the right arm, at the throat, or anywhere the devotee desires. (32) 
One will become prosperous and be able to influence the three worlds. 
LaksmI (goddess of wealth) will reside in one’s house and Sarasvati 
(goddess of eloquence and knowledge) will sit on one’s tongue. (33) The 
Brahamastra (an indomitable weapon) will become ineffective for one 
who worships Chinnamasta with the correct kavaca. One who worships 
Chinnamasta without kavaca will be killed quickly.’’ (34) This completes 
the “victorious in the three worlds kavaca” which has been told in the 
Bhairava Tantra in the conversation between Bhairava and Bhairavi.

H rd ay a  ( essence)

This is the ‘essence’ (hrdaya) practice. Sri Parvatl spoke,84 “1 have heard 
from you how to worship and so on, now I wish to hear about the hrdaya 
of Chinnamasta.”

Sri Mahadeva spoke, “O Beloved, I have not told this to anyone, but 
since you have asked me, 1 shall tell you, my dear. ‘ Om’ is Chinnamasta’s 
hrdaya, praise, and mantra. Bhairava is the seer, Samrat is the meter, 
Chinnamasta is the deity, 'Hum' is the seed syllable, ‘ Om’ is the power, 
'Hrim' is the kiZa,83 and the application is destruction of the enemy.

“This is the way to do the hand nyasa: ‘ Om Hrdayaya Namah’ (Om 
homage to the heart); ‘ Om Hum $irase Svaha’ (Om Hum to the head 
Svaha}, ‘ Om Hrim Sikhayai Vasata’ (Om Hrim the sacred hairtuft Vasat); 
‘ Om Klim Netratrayaya Vausata’ (Om Klim to three eyes Vausata); ‘ Om 
Aim Kavacaya Hum’ (Om Aim to touching the shoulders by crossing the 
arms Hum), ‘Om Hum Astraya Phat' (Om Hum to the posterior Phat).
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“Here is the meditation. I shall remember Chinnamastá, destroyer of 
Mara, who has crimson hair and holds in her lotus-like hand a scimitar. 
She is very ferocious. She drinks from the copious sanguineous stream 
from her own severed head. As wind blows away clouds, Chinnamastá 
casts aside obstacles. By worshipping her, all siddhis will be attained. I 
pay homage to Chinnamastá, the excellent one who holds her own 
severed head. Though her head is severed, still she is charming and wears 
silken garments. (1) Always the assembly of gods place their heads to her 
feet (i.e., worship her); I am honouring her, the bestower of all auspicious 
things. (2) In every aeon she will be reborn for the continuity of sacrifice 
(ya/ña). I worship Goddess Chinnamastá who annihilates demons and 
evil beings. (3) Rsi Vàmadeva spreads the teachings of beautiful Vairocani 
effulgent as ten million suns. I pay homage to her whose eyes flash like 
lightning. (4) Blood gushing continuously from her throat, she satisfies 
all the yoginïs who are devoted at her feet. (5) Concentrate on this and 
say ‘ Hùm' . If you recite this mantra correctly, your enemies will disappear.
(6) If you recite this mantra correctly, 'Hùm Svàhà’, Chinnamastá will 
eradicate any afflictions distressing you. Just as the wind blows away 
clouds, Chinnamastá blows away sufferings. (7) With only her stare, all 
fierce, cruel, or demonic beings flee to distant places in order to escape 
her. To her I worship. (8) May there be victory to her who adroitly protects 
the world, forgives anger, and easily eradicates deception and malicious
ness of people. May there be victory to Chinnamastá who imparts inde
structible knowledge to kings, transforms demons (into followers), and 
devours enemies. (9) Armed with a knife, she destroys even the smallest 
traces of wickedness of the Kaliyuga. As brilliant as the divine blue lotus 
in the heavenly realms, her effulgence eclipses the sun’s radiance. May 
there be victory to her who frightens the assembly of rivals of gods; may 
there be victory to the dark forms, Kâlï, Chinnamastá, and Karàlî. (10) All 
prosperity of the three worlds is bestowed by her who nurtures the three 
worlds and increases knowledge by her power. Just as a lotus blossoms 
with sunshine, may Chinnamastá cause the blossoming of the twice- 
born’s hearts. Chinnamastá is like both Sarasvatl and Pârvatl. (11) O 
Mother, place a sharp dagger in your hand, whet it very sharply, and swiftly 
decapitate my enemies. May your fame spread. Please destroy my 
enemies and wicked ones quickly. Please fulfil my wishes and forgive me 
of any faults.” (12)

“For her devotees, these are the twelve names that Chinnamastá likes 
to hear: (1) Chinnagrivà (whose neck is severed), (2) Chinnamastá (whose 
head is severed), G) Chinnamundadharà (one who holds a severed head),
(4) Aksatà (who is whole or uninjured), (5) Ksodaksemakari (who is
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skillful in causing peace), (6) Svaksá (who has beautiful eyes),
(7) Ksonisacchádaksamá (who protects the kings of the earth) (13),
(8) VairocanI (Indra’s wife), (9) Varárohá (lit., fine-thighed one, i.e., 
beautiful), (10) Balidánapraharsitá (who delights those who present sac
rificial offering), (11) Balipüjátapádábjá (whose lotus feet are honoured 
with sacrificial offerings), and (12) Vásudevaprapüjitá (who is worshipped 
by Vásudeva, i.e., Krsna). (14) These are the twelve names that Chinnamastá 
likes. By remembering this in the morning when one arises, one’s enemies 
will be destroyed. (15) Who remembers her will have the same wealth 
as the gods, enemies will be killed, and will be content and peaceful. Her 
worshippers will have good thoughts. Always they seek-refuge in her. 
This primordial Goddess is worshipped by Srisádi (i.e., Visnu, Brahmá, and 
Siva); may Chinnamastá, the most auspicious one, help us. (16) One 
cannot kill one’s enemies without knowledge of this hrdaya, O Párvatí. 
(17) Anyone who wants to destroy one’s enemies quickly, recite this 
hrdaya. Whatever fruits are desired, Chinnamastá will bestow them 
happily. (18) Having recited this, merit is acquired and life and health will 
be bestowed.” (19) From the Srinandyavartta, this completes Sri 
Chinnamastá’s hrdaya eulogy in a conversation between Mahádeva and 
Párvatí.
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homage to Goddess Chinnamastá, homage to ‘ Húm’, and homage to the Sváhá 
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deity is one-tenth of the times that the main mantra is repeated. For one hundred 
thousand mantras, one offers ten thousand oblations.
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Chapter 3

NAMASTOTRA

The namastotra, the praise of names of a deity is well known in many 
religious traditions; such as the Sufi practice of d/? Z/cr (remembrance of the 
names of Allah) and the Buddhist Pure Land practice of reciting Buddha 
Amitabha’s name.1 Though not unique to Hinduism, the praise of names 
is a special and widespread feature of liturgical literature in the main 
devotional sects of f>aktl, Siva, and Visnu. In the Bhakti Cult in Ancient 
India B. K. Goswami states, “The worship, the concentration on and 
recitation of the mantra, and the repetition of the holy names, constitute 
the main part of the religious life of a Satwata worshipper.”2 Most praises 
with the recitation of names consist of one hundred and eight, three 
hundred, a thousand, or a thousand and eight names. These names may 
be recited aloud, repeated inaudibly, mentally repeated, or sung in groups 
(namakirtana). The recitation of the praise of names became popular 
because it was deemed a facile yet efficacious way of propitiating a deity 
who will help or protect a devotee especially in these troubled times. In 
the Visnupurana (6.2.27) it says: “That which one obtains in the Krtyayuga 
by meditation, by performing sacrifice in the Treta, by worship in the 
Dvapara, one receives in the Kaliyuga, by reciting (the names) of Kesava.”3 

According to Indian cosmology we are in the age of decline, the 
Kaliyuga, wherein a person’s life-span is limited to a hundred years or so. 
Therefore many spiritual practices which require a long-term commit
ment and perhaps costly rituals are no longer suited to this age of decline. 
The recitation of the namastotra is a simple ritual which can be performed 
by anyone who wants to be closer to the deity. Ideally, as one chants the 
names of the deity, one contemplates the deity and identifies with all the 
aspects of the deity. This is a personal and intimate ritual which requires 
no ritual person, costly rituals, or time commitment. In our ‘time-con
scious’ society, -it is an excellent and expedient ritual. This type of 
reasoning was also propounded by the various Buddhist Pure Land sects 
in East Asia. Since one needed an expedient yet effective method in order
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to achieve happiness, spiritual attainments, and eventually liberation from 
cyclic existence, one method offered in Hinduism was the recitation of 
namastotra. In the Chinnamastasahasranama a practitioner is assured 
happiness, knowledge, and the attainment of great siddhis through recit
ing Chinnamasta’s names.

The efficacy of the recitation of a deity’s name in a ritual context has 
its historical antecedent in the Vedas. Renou in his “Etudes sur le Vocabulaire 
du Rgveda” states that “the name above all is that one of a deity” and 
that the beginning of language occurred when the ancient seers (rsis) 
gave names to all objects (X.71.1).4 The first chapter in the Rgveda (1.1.1- 
ff) mentions Agni’s name eight times in the first nine stanzas. In the 
Satapatha Brahmana 6.1.3 9, receiving a name frees one from evil, and in 
11.2.3 4-6, “. . . he who knows these two great forces (name and form) 
of the Brahman becomes himself a great force . . .”. Furthermore, the 
Bhagavadgita, instead of repeating Krsna’s or Arjuna’s name, is replete 
with epithets for them, thereby emphasizing their diverse and accom
plished abilities. In the ninth chapter stressing devotion, Krsna is described 
as many things, including the father of this world, the mother, the estab 
lisher (9.17), and one must worship Krsna as encompassing all these 
variegated forms. The power of evoking a deity’s name and his/her 
various epithets is emphasized in India’s early sacred texts: one of the first 
specific one thousand names is that of Visnu in dialogue between Bhlsma 
and Yudhisthira in the Mahabharata, chapter 149 of the ‘Anusasanika 
Parvan’. From this prototype, the popularity of praising the names grew, 
as it is evident from the numerous praises found in the Puranas and 
Tantras. Some of the more famous ones are the Lalitasahasranama in the 
Brabmanda Purana,5 the Sri Gayatri Sahasranama in the Srimad Devi 
Bbagavatam,6 the ‘Kadistotra’ in the Mahanirvanatantra,7 the Sivasahasra- 
namastotra in the Vayupurana 1.30.79ff and in the Brahmapurana 38,40ff.

The evocation of a name is efficacious only because the name itself is 
powerful. Well-attested in archaic societies, it was believed that a name 
of the person or an object was directly related to the essence of the person 
or object. Renou states that in many respects the name is considered the 
essential property of a person.8 This is one of the reasons why the Vedas 
are highly revered and consequently the power of words has always 
played an important role in Indian thought. The power of words is cer
tainly evident in Tantric practice by the frequent use of mantras as a potent 
protection or gaining access to a deity. In the praise of names (namastotra), 
the names are either in the nominative or the dative. Frequently they are 
considered as mantras when they are in the dative because the name is 
preceded by Aum and followed by Namah.
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In Gonda’s monograph, Notes on Names and the Name o f God in 
Ancient India, he enumerates several ways that knowledge of a name 
makes one powerful. The name helps one understand facts and events. 
He cites the Atharvavcda (11,8,7): “As long as the former earth remains 
nameless it cannot be identified so as to become an object of knowl
edge.”9 All empirical knowledge is based on knowing words and their 
meaning because without this, one could never relate to what was learned 
nor could one ever convey this knowledge to another person. In regard 
to soteriological knowledge according to the Tantric method, when the 
guru initiates a disciple by conferring a mantra (mantradiksa)10 and im
parting its meaning to the disciple, it is emphasized that this method is 
only possible because of the long tradition of transmitted knowledge from 
guru to disciple. For example, a major Sakti seed syllable mantra is Klim. 
The Mantrarthabhidhanam of the Varadatantra explicates klim as follows: 
ka stands for Kamadeva or Krsna, la for Indra, f  for Tusti and m  for 
sukhaP Thus, one seed syllable symbolizes four important deities with 
whom one may mentally associate with oneself. Another explanation 
presented in the Sivasutra divides the syllable into five parts which are 
related to the creation of the world since the klim  syllable is the seed 
syllable of the god of desire, Kamadeva. The Sivasutra states: “from the 
letter ka water arises, from the letter la the world is bom, from / fire comes, 
from the nada the wind and from the bindu comes the sky.”12 By knowing 
the various meanings of a mantra, one begins to acquire power because 
of mental identification with the referents.

If we consider the recitation of praise of names as mantras, by perform
ing the repetition of a mantra, one strengthens one’s association with a 
deity or deities and gradually becomes more intimate with them.13 These 
deities are believed to aid a practitioner; by reciting their name or names, 
they become a source of help, strength, and encouragement. Already in 
the Atharvaveda we find the belief that uttering a deity’s name will bring 
the deity’s protection. Atharvaveda (6,76,4) states, “They who are aiming 
at him, do not kill the ksatriya who, knowing, pronounces the name of 
Agni in order to (secure) length of life.” Moreover the recitation of the 
name has a consecratory power and imparts a blessing conferred by the 
deity. In later devotional literature Dimock, describing the Sahajiyas’ 
relationship with Krsna, quotes from the Anandabhairava "having said 
and understood Hari. . .  the uttering of the name in the mouth brings the 
experience of him within.”14 Tulasidasa, the great bhaktipoet, states that 
" . . .  the name acts as an interpreter between the material and the imma
terial forces of the deity, and is a guide and interpreter to both.”13 In other 
words, the name is a linking reference point between the deity in her/his
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saguna (form aspect) and nirguna (formless aspect). But note that the one 
thousand names of a deity are not all common names nor are they an 
exhaustive listing. S.K. De states:

The deity is often called Nameless or Anaman in the scriptures, but this 
usage is on par with the employment of terms such as ‘birthless’ (ajanman), 
‘formless’ (arupa) or ‘actionless’ (a/cartr). It does not mean that he has no 
name but that his name . . .  is not like the common names we have in the 
phenomenal world; it possesses a spiritual significance and efficacy.16

The names given in the praises are the important ones but a deity cannot 
be fully described by any number of names, for a deity is nameless and 
limitless. Thus, by reciting the names of a deity one can: (1) become more 
familiar with the deity; (2) be protected by the deity, (3) receive blessings 
and experience the deity in her/his saguna form; and (4) be directed to 
the transcendent deity without form. Ramprasad Sen, a Bengali devotional 
poet, has a poem which exemplifies many of the reasons to recite the 
names of deities.

Kali’s name is the wishing-giving tree.
My heart is seeded with it.
I ’ve peddled my bones in the marketplace 

O f this world and brought up Durga’s name .. .
Tara’s name is the best remedy.
I ’ve tied it to my topknot

Ramprasad says:

I have begun my journey 
calling on the name of Durga.17

In the Bhakti Cult o f Ancient India, B. K. Goswami states, “To chant 
therefore the holy names with the help of the sacred rosary of beads is 
better in one sense than every other formal act of religious life. It may be 
then viewed as the essence of worship and the culmination of worship.”18 
In many of the praises of names, such as the Lalitasahasranama and the 
Visnusahasranama, it is said in the phaJasruti (results) section that a reciter 
of the thousand names will be free from evil, all accumulated sins will be 
destroyed, one will achieve prosperity, eloquence, and whatever one 
desires.19 Furthermore, the Lalitasahasranama states that if one ‘mesmer
izes’ ashes with the thousand names and applies these ashes over a sick 
person, the person will be healed. Or if water ‘mesmerized’ with the 
thousand names is poured over a possessed person, the graha (the pos
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sessor) will flee at once.® Most importantly, in both the Lalitasahasranama 
and Visnusahasranama, the reciter of the praises will be free of all suffering 
and achieve liberation.21 In the ‘Chinnamasta tantra’ of the Sakta Pramoda, 
in the introduction of the thousand names, Mahadeva (Siva) tells Devi (his 
wife), “even without worship (.puja), without meditation, without repeti
tion, . . .  only by reciting (the thousand names), one will obtain siddhis.” 
In the phala£ruti (results) section, it stresses the attainment of siddhis, as 
well as the elimination of all sins, control over others, strength, beauty, 
wealth, respect from others, etc.

The attainment of moksa, however, is only indirectly mentioned in 
connection with the attainment of knowledge. In the Visnusahasranama, 
it comments that “one should not think that by merely reciting (this 
hymn) salvation is insured; because it is by knowledge alone that one 
attains moksa."22 Consistent with the Tantric viewpoint that the individual’s 
power and understanding are needed to attain liberation, one cannot rely 
solely on the grace of the deity. Therefore the recitation of the praise of 
names is an expedient and efficacious means in reaching the threshold of 
liberation, i.e., having the knowledge of Brahman CBrahmajhana).

C lassification  o f  th e  T h o u sa n d  N ames

Indians are fond of the practice of systematization and classification of 
names, terms, concepts, etc., and the namastotra genre was not exempt 
from classification. In the aforementioned Kadistotra, the hundred names 
all begin with ka, the first consonant in Sanskrit. In the 
Chinnamastasahasranama a loose alphabetical order, occasionally inter
spersed with names beginning with other letters, begins with name #95 
Karali and continues to the name #807 Huhkarabijarupam.23 The 
Lalitasahasranama does not have names in alphabetical order but accord
ing to Bhaskararaya’s commentary, an order according to subject-matter 
does prevail. The first hundred and twelve names comprise an exemplary 
group. The first five names reveal her real (prakaSa) form;24 names 6 to 52 
enumerate her manifested ( vimarSa) form from her head to feet;25 names 
53 to 63 describe the seat of the Devi;26 names 64-85 exalt her actions 
which have both an explicit meaning and implicit meaning;27 and names 
86-112 describe her subtle forms.28 Thus in the Lalitasahasranama the 
classification is primarily according to subject-matter. In the article 
“fjriradhikanamasahasram” Chemburkar classifies Radha’s names also 
according to subjects, namely, the twofold main classification of Radha 
as GopI and of Radha as a female deity worshipped by the Vaisnavas.29 
This is subdivided into different classifications, e.g., Radha as a GopI who 
is beloved of Krsna, or Radha as a GopI associated with the Rasa-dance;
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and the deity Radha as Sakti or the deity Radha identical with the deity of 
the Saktas.30 Hence there are numerous ways to classify the praise of a 
thousand names.31

Another approach in systematizing the thousand names of a goddess 
is to view these epithets which are descriptions of her form according to 
iconography, mythological allusions, exaltation of her prowess, talents, 
extraordinary protection, etc., as a great lUa (divine play) of the goddess, 
i.e., the Goddess’ manifesting herself in a myriad forms in order to instruct, 
help or protect her devotees. As Ramprasad says:

O  Mother, who really knows Your magic? You’re a crazy girl driving us 
all crazy with these tricks. No one knows anyone else in a world of your 
illusions. . . .  If  she decides to be kind, this misery w ill pass.32

Chinnamasta is a wonderful example of a goddess who understands the 
illusions {maya) of the phenomenal world and can assume various forms, 
such as a warrior, magician, beauty, protectoress, etc. Chinnamasta is 
limitless as are the manifestations of the phenomenal world; this is simply 
a marvellous performance—lila. By thinking of the thousand names of 
Chinnamasta as divine play, one can classify her thousand names accord
ing to the nine rasa (sentiments) of the Indian aesthetical theory.33 The 
nine /asasare the: (1) erotic, (2) comic, (3) pathetic, (4) furious, (5) heroic,
(6) terrible, (7) odious, (8) marvellous, and (9) peaceful.

In the preface to the Theory o f Rasa in Sanskrit Drama, Gopinath 
Kaviraj states:

The Siva Sutras appear to suggest that the ancient Indian conception of 
Drama consists in the realization that Atma (self) endowed with its inher
ent Power and playing all possible parts is the Nata (actor), the senses 
are the spectators (Preksakani) and the Anataratma (innermost self) is the 
Prek$agrha or stage. The object of Abhinaya (dramatic representation) is 
evidently taken to be the manifestation of Rasa.54

Gopinath Kaviraj is referring to the aesthetical theory propounded in 
Kashmir Saivism, initially presented by Abhinavagupta. Abhinavagupta 
was a major proponent of a profound philosophical way of linking religion 
and drama. Influenced by the Tantric ritual of Kashmir Saivism, he deve
loped an aesthetic theory which incorporated the spiritual aspects of 
drama, and all later aesthetic theorists followed his lead.35 Abhinavagupta 
was interested in how the actor, the spectator and the sentiment evoked 
in the play interacted. If one applies this theory to the thousand names, 
the goddess depicts the actress, the practitioner is the spectator, and the
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feeling of transcendence or holiness is the sentiment evoked. 
Abhinavagupta considered the actor to represent the paramatman who is 
never affected by the rasa portrayed, but evokes the rasa in the spectator, 
who represents the senses according to Kaviraj’s interpretation.36 Atman 
always remains unaffected but the senses do react to emotion. The God
dess represents the atman who can assume a myriad of forms and evoke 
emotions in her practitioners while she essentially remains unaffected. In 
contrast, her practitioners become very involved in her various forms and 
do react to them. However, Abhinavagupta states that a spectator be
comes mentally attuned to the drama and the actor’s depiction of a 
particular rasa, and by contemplating it, becomes absorbed by it and 
identifies with the actor. Furthermore, in the Dhvanyalokalocana he com
ments that some people are capable of identifying with the subject-matter 
because the mirror of their heart has been polished through constant 
recitation. If one applies this to the recitation of the thousand names of 
Chinnamasta, a sensitive reader can be affected by the repetitions of the 
names by sympathetically responding to her myriad manifestations, her 
paradoxes, her exploits, her limitless energy to protect, to help, to be kind, 
etc. One can become overwhelmed, forget oneself and experience the 
bliss of Chinnamasta. By reciting Chinnamasta’s names one can experi
ence the bliss of Chinnamasta and unconsciously identifies with 
Chinnamasta or experiences her essence. To the reciter of her names 
Chinnamasta is the sacrificer and the sacrifice which feeds her essence, 
reminiscent of feeding her two attendants.37 Though this poem is not 
addressed to Chinnamasta, it evokes the same sentiment:

She's playing in my heart.
Whatever I think, 1 think Her name.
1 close my eyes and She’s in there
Garlanded w ith human heads.38

For anyone who recites the 108 or 1000 names, certain emotions will be 
evoked. Though the nine rasas might all be present in the 108 or 1000 
names, certainly some rasas will be dominant. Since Chinnamasta is such 
a paradoxical deity, I assume that her 108 or 1000 names will also entail 
an inherent paradox. Though classifying the deity’s names according to 
rasasis not an Indian tradition, it is a provocative means to assess whether 
one rasa does dominate in the 108 or 1000 names of Chinnamasta.39

These nine rasas, (1) the erotic (srhgara), (2) comic (hasya), (3) pa
thetic (karuna), (4) furious (raudra), (5) heroic (vira), (6) terrible 
(bhayanaka), (7) odious (bihhatsa), (8) marvellous (adhhuta), and (9)
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peaceful (5anta), are the basis of classifying the 108 and 1000 names of 
Chinnamasta from the £akta Pramoda-40

O ne H u nd red  an d  E ig h t Names
The following is a translation of Chinnamasta’s one hundred and eight 

names.

Sri Parvatl spoke:41
“The one who is named ‘overcoming the enemies’, please now tell me 

the best hundred and eight names which are dear to Chinnamasta. (I)42 
For those who cannot recite the thousand names, O Lord that I honour, 
O giver of mercy, I ask you again. (2) O merciful one, tell me, O esteemed 
one, who should recite these names.”

Sri Sadasiva spoke:
“One should always recite the hundred and eight names. 0 )  Without 

doubt one will attain the same results by reciting the hundred and eight 
names as by reciting the thousand names. Aum  to the praises of the 
hundred and eight names of Chinnamasta, the rsi is Sadasiva, the metre 
is Anustubh, the goddess is Chinnamasta, and the results obtained by this 
recitation will be all accomplishments.

“Aum  1. Chinnamasta 2. Mahavidya (great knowledge goddess), 3. 
Mahabhlma (great fierce one), 4. Mahodari (great bellied one)43 /  5. 
Candesvari (fierce goddess), 6. Candamata (mother of fierce beings or the 
fierce mother), 7. CandamundaprabharijinI (killer of demons Canda and 
Munda) / /  (4)

“8. Mahacanda (great fierce one), 9. Candarupa (fierce form), 10. 
Candika (fierce one), 11. Candakhandinl (destroyer of Canda)/12. KrodhinI 
(wrathful one), 13. Krodhajanani (creator of wrathful beings), 14. 
Krodharupa (wrathful form), 15. Kuhuh (new moon day i.e., darkness), 16. 
Kala (skillful one) / /  (5)

“17. Kopatura (afflicted with rage), 18. Kopayuta (filled with rage), 
19. Kopasamharakarini (destroyer of rage) /  20. Vajravairocani, 21. Vajra 
(adamantine one), 22. Vajrakalpa (competent with a vajra), and 23. Dak- 
inl / /  (6)

“24. Dakinikarmanirata (involved with the work of dakinis), 25. 
Dakinlkarmapujita (worshipped as the work of dakinis, /  26. 
Dakinlsariganirata (delighted in the company of dakinis), 27. 
Dakinlpremapurita (filled with love of dakinis)// (7)

“28. KhatavarigadharinI (holder of a khatvahga), 29. Kharva (muti
lated one),44 30. Khadgakharparadharini (holder of a scimitar and a 
skullcup) /  31 ■ Pretasana (feeder of pretas [hungry ghosts]), 32. Pretayuta
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(united with pretas), 33. PretasarigaviharinI (plays or dwells in the com
pany of pretas) / /  (8)

”34. Chinnamundadhara (holds a severed head), 35. Chinnacandavidya 
(fierce mantra [holder]) of the one with the severed body), and 36. CitrinI 
Khaving variegated forms) /  37. Ghorarupa (terrific form), 38. Ghoradrsta 
(terrific to behold), 39. Ghorarava (having a terrific roar), 40. Ghanodari 
(firm abdomen, i.e., beautiful) / /  (9)

“41. Yogini, 42. Yoganirata (practitioner of yoga), 43. Japayajnaparayana 
(absorbed in sacrifice and recitation) /  44. Yonicakramayl (possessing 
yonicakra), 45. Yonih (embodying the yoni), 46. Yonicakrapravarttinl 
(arising from the yonicakra) / /  (10)

“47. Yonimudra (has the yonimudra), 48. Yonigamya (accessible to 
the yoni, [knowing the yoni\), 49. YoniyantranivasinI (abides in the 
yoniyantra)/ 50. Yantrarupa (has the yantra form), 51. Yantramayl (pos
sesses the yantra), 52. YantresI (goddess of the yantra), 53- Yantrapujita 
(worshipped with a yantra) / / ( l l )

“54. KIrtya (renowned one), 55. KapardinI (has matted hair, [i.e., Siva’s 
wife in yogi form]), 56. Kali, 57. Karikall (emaciated, [i.e., one who prac
tises austerities]), 58. KalavikarinI (constantly transforming)/ 59. Arakta 
(being slightly red), 60. Raktanayana (having red eyes), 61. 
Raktapanaparayana (quaffing blood continuously) / /  (12)

“62. BhavanI (Parvati), 63. Bhutida (gives prosperity), 64. Bhutih (pros
perity), 65. Bhutidatri (bestows prosperity), and 66. Bhairavi (formid
able one) /  67. Bhairavacaranirata (engaged in the practice of bhairavas, 
[i.e., practices in cemeteries]), 68. Bhutabhairavasevita (served by fierce 
beings) / /  (13)

“69. Bhlma (formidable one), 70. BhimesvaridevI (goddess who is lord 
of the formidable ones), 71. Bhimanadaparayana (having continuous 
formidable sounds) /  72. Bhavaradhya (praised by Sankara, [i.e., SivaD, 73- 
Bhavanuta (worshipped by all), 74. BhavasagaratarinI (crosses over the 
ocean of existence, [i.e. liberation]) / /  (14)

“75. Bhadrakali (a form of Kali), 76. Bhadratanuh (having a beautiful 
body), 77. Bhadrarupa (beautiful form), and 78. Bhadrika (goodness) /  79. 
Bhadrarupa (embodies goodness), 80. Mahabhadra (magnanimous), 81. 
Subhadra (wonderful goodness), 82. Bhadrapalinl (protectoress of good
ness) / / ( l  5)

“83. Subhavya (exceedingly beautiful [a name of Parvati]), 84. 
Bhavyavadana (having a beautiful face), 85. SumukhI (good face or 
mouth), 86. Siddhasevita (served by siddhas) /  87. Siddhida (gives siddhis), 
88. Siddhanivaha (has the collection of siddhis), 89. Siddha (accomplished 
one), 90. Siddhanisevita (honoured by siddhas) I I  (16)
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“91. Subhada (gives auspidousness), 92. Subhaga (elegant), 93- Suddha 
(pure), 94. Suddhasattva (has pure sattva), 95. Subhavaha (bearer of 
auspidousness), 96. Srestha (excellent), 97. Drstamayl (embodies [the 
right] view), 98. Devi, 99. Drstisamharakarinl (capable of destroying by 
[her] gaze) / /  (17)

“100. SarvanI (Siva’s wife), 101. Sarvaga (omnipresent), 102. Sarva 
(complete), 103. Sarvamangalakarinl (creator of all auspiciousness, [a 
name of ParvatiD /104. Siva (padfier), 105. Santa (peaceful), 106. Santirupa 
(embodiment of peacefulness), 107. MrdanI (gladdened, [a name of 
ParvatiD, 108. Madanatura (indomitable by Kamadeva) / /  (18)

“These are rare praises which I have told you, O Devi. With great effort 
you must not reveal this secret section. (19) It is necessary to have said 
so much to you, O Beloved. You will obtain the ability to kill, delude, 
eradicate others, (20) perturb, along with the rddhis and siddhis. Redte 
these names three times a day and undoubtedly you will obtain all the 
siddhis. (21) This is the highest praise, O beautiful one; recite it with faith. 
Being the most supreme person, you are invincible to enemies. (22) This 
completes the praises of the hundred and eight names of Chinnamasta.”

The following is my classification according to the nine rasas.

(1) Erotic: 16,40, 62,76,77,83,84,85, and 92;
(2) Comic: none;
(3) Pathetic: none;
(4) Furious: 3, 5,8-12,14,17,18, 23,37,39, 56,60,6l, 66,71,75, and 

99,
(5) Heroic: 7,19, 22, 28, and 69;
(6) Terrible: none;
(7) Odious: 21,41, 42, 55,57, 67, and 8845;
(8) Marvellous: 1-3,6,13,15,20,24-27, 29-36,44-53, 58-59,63-65,70, 

72-74,78-82,86-87,89-91,95,97-98,100-104,107, and 108; and
(9) Peaceful: 43, 54,79-81,93,94,96,105 and 106.

In the one hundred and eight names there are nine in the erotic rasa, 
twenty-one in the furious rasa, five in the heroic rasa, seven in the odious 
rasa, fifty-six in the marvellous rasa, and ten in the peaceful rasa.

Thus in this classification of names according to the nine rasas, more 
than half are subsumed under the eighth rasa, the marvellous. For a deity, 
the dominant rasa must be the marvellous one because a deity can 
perform extraordinary acts, has amazing abilities, and is superior to other 
beings, especially humans. Certainly many goddesses would also have 
names included in the erotic rasa but one would not expect this from 
Chinnamasta. Indeed, the erotic rasa is less prominent than the furious and
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peaceful rasas. There are no names of Chinnamasta in the categories of 
comic, pathetic, and terrible.46 Rather there is a predominance of the 
awesome, combining of the marvellous and furious.
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Chapter 4

TANTRIC BUDDHIST PRACTICE

Mahayana Buddhism is comprised of two divisions entailing different 
methods: the Perfection Vehicle or Paramitayana; and the Tantric Vehicle 
or Vajrayana, also frequently called Mantrayana. The ultimate goal of 
Buddhahood is the same for all Mahayana practitioners. According to 
Paramitayana one accomplishes the goal of Buddhahood by perfecting 
the six perfections—generosity, ethical conduct, patience, effort, medita
tion, and transcendental insight with the realization of voidness as the 
necessary underlying basis. This process takes at least three incalculable 
aeons. In sharp contrast, in Vajrayana which utilizes the realization of 
voidness and deity yoga (Skt. Deva Yoga; Tib. lha’i rnal ’byor), one can 
achieve the final goal of Buddhahood in seven lifetimes or even within one 
lifetime. In accordance with the Mahayana ideal, one seeks Buddhahood 
to benefit all sentient beings. The Vajrayanists believe that the quickest 
way to Buddhahood is the best because one can help more beings. The 
ultimate or supramundane goal of Tantric practitioners is Buddhahood 
but this is facilitated by the acquisition of mundane goals, such as the eight 
great siddhis, the six supranormal powers, and the four means of action. 
In consequent to the Mahayana vows to help all sentient beings in achiev
ing Buddhahood, these mundane goals should not be ends in themselves 
but expedient means of overcoming obstacles to the ultimate goal such 
as poor health, ignorance, or other worldly hindrances.

The eight great siddhis are as follows:

(1) Khadga is the power to be invincible with a sword empowered 
with specific mantras,

(2) Anjana is an eye salve which removes ignorance;1
(3) Padalepa is to be ‘swift-footed’ or an ointment applied to make 

one a ‘speed-walker’;2
(4) Antardhana is the ability to become invisible;
(5) Rasa-Rasayana is the alchemical ability to transform base metals 

into gold or having the elixir of immortality;
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(6) Khecara is the ability to fly through the air;
(7) Bhucara is the power to go anywhere in an instant;
(8) Patala is the power to go to the nether worlds.3

One may also acquire the six suprasensory perceptions (sadabhijnana) 
which are clairvoyance {divyacaksu/vijnana), clairaudience (divyaArotram), 
knowing other’s thoughts (cetahparyyaya), understanding of illusions 
and miracles (rddhividdhi), remembering one’s previous lives 
(purvanivasanusmrti), and knowledge of how to eradicate the ‘fluxes’ 
Casravaksaya). Another attainment is the four means of actions 
{catuhkarma) w'hich are pacifying (sand), increasing {paustika), domi
nating ( vafrkarana), and destroying (marana).4 All these extraordinary 
abilities should be applied to achieve Buddhahood and to help others 
achieve Buddhahood; these abilities should not be used for self-glorifica
tion. This is one of the reasons why Tantra is known as the quickest but 
most dangerous path. The temptation to use these abilities for fame, 
domination, and so forth, can be overwhelming and eventually destruc
tive to the practitioner.

B u d d h ist  T antra C lassification5

In Tantric Buddhism the four principal kinds of Tantra are kriya (action), 
carya (performance), yoga (union), and anuttarayoga (supreme union).6 
Tsong kha pa states, “because the main trainees in the Vajra Vehicle are 
of four very different types, four doors of entry are poisted.”7 Each of these 
four kinds of Tantra uses desire, the chief emotion in the realm of desire.8

Practitioners o f the four Tantras have the same intention in that they all 
are seeking o th e rs’ welfare . . . .  All four have deity yoga . . . .  All use 
desire for the attributes of the desire realm on the path.9

These four Tantras are explained sometimes as four aspects of a relation
ship between a woman and a man: exchange of looks {kriya), exchange 
of smiles and laughs {carya), holding hands or embracing {yoga) and 
sexual union (anuttarayoga).10 Also they are explained as reflecting the 
different mental capacities and religious propensities of practitioners. All 
four classes of Tantra emphasize deity yoga but they vary in their method. 
Kriya or action tantra stresses external purification and ritual action. The 
majority of kriya practitioners imagine the deity in front of themselves and 
makes offerings, recites prayers, and mantras to the deity. In action tantra 
one thinks of oneself as the servant of the deity. Carya or performance 
Tantra stresses the need for a balance between external performance (as 
in Kriya Tantra) and internal yoga. A practitioner visualizes the deity in
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front of oneself or imagines oneself as the deity. There is a more equal 
relationship between the deity and practitioner; the practitioner considers 
the deity as a friend or a close relative. Yoga or union Tantra emphasizes 
the practice of internal yoga by transforming one’s ordinary body, speech, 
mind, and actions into extraordinary or divine body, speech, mind, and 
actions. The procedure involves the generation of oneself as the deity in 
the form of the pledge being (samayasattva) and then invokes the wis
dom being (jhanasattva) to merge with the pledge being. Then one 
applies the four seals: the pledge seal (samayamudra), dharmamudra, 
action seal (kaimamudra), and great seal (mahamudra). The application 
of these seals transforms one’s ordinary mind, speech, body, and actions 
into divine ones. In Yoga Tantra one visualizes oneself as a deity during 
meditation sessions but not on a continual basis as in Anuttarayoga 
Tantra. Anuttarayoga Tantra, which is only for the most intelligent and 
dedicated practitioners, emphasizes a complex internal yogic practice. 
One visualizes oneself as a deity and employs internal yogic practice 
which culminates in sexual union with either a visualized or actual vidya 
(a knowledge consort). The practitioner visualizes him/herself as a deity 
at all times and places. This is the supreme path, unequalled by any 
other."

Anuttarayoga Tantra is subdivided in various ways; one of the most 
common is into Father, Mother, and Non-Dual Tantras12 which empha
size method (upaya), insight (prajha) or equal balance, respectively. All 
Anuttarayoga Tantras teach about the inseparability of method (upaya) 
and insight (prajha). The Father Tantras, which include, Guhyasamajatantra 
and Yamantaka, teach the non-duality of bliss and void but emphasizes 
the method; the Mother Tantras, which include, Cakrasamvaratantra (or 
Samvaratantra) and Vajrayogini, stress the transcendental insight {prajha) 
brought about by the experience of non-duality of bliss and void, rather 
than the method. A Non-Dual Tantra combines insight and method 
equally. The Chinnamunda sadhanas are classified as Anuttarayoga Mother 
Tantra since their root is in the Cakrasamvaratantra and they emphasize 
prajha, rather than upaya.13

N otes on  S a d ha na  T ranslation

Numerous sadhanas of Chinnamunda are extant in Tibetan, Newari, and 
Sanskrit. No one sadhana seems to be more famous or popular than 
another, but three sadhanas are remarkably similar. These three are (1) 
Chinnamunda Vajravarahi by SrimatidevI in the Tibetan Tangyur,14 2) 
Laksmisadhana from a collection of Nepalese Buddhist sadhanas, and (3) 
Vajrayogini Sadhana in the SadhanamalaP
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The introduction and translation here is based on the Chinnamunda 
Vajravarahi Sadhana, the most elaborate of the three. This sadhana, as with 
most Buddhist practice of Chinnamunda, consists primarily of the ritual 
worship section (pu/a). A second sadhana is a praise (stud) to 
Trikayavajrayogini (i.e., Chinnamunda and her attendants) written by a 
disciple of Laksmirikara, the Siddhacarya Sri Virupa (not the Mahasiddha 
Virupa of the eighth century) from the Nepalese Buddhist collection. 
Unlike the Hindu sadhanas of Chinnamasta, I have not found any kavacas 
(‘armour’ section). The essence of the practice section (hrdaya) is con
tained in abbreviated sadhanas which are available. Though there are 
hundred and eight names, or thousand names of deities in Buddhism, 
none have been found for Chinnamunda.16

CHINN AMUNDA VAJRAVARAHI SADHANA BY SRlMATIDFV!

The colophon of the Chinnamundavajravarahi sadhana states that this 
sadhana is by SrlmatidevI, translated by the Newari Panditacarya 
Bharendraruce and the (Tibetan) Blo-ldan Shes-rab (1059-1109). It does 
not elaborate who SrlmatidevI is. In the Nepalese manuscript entitled 
Laksmtsadhana, which is almost identical with the Chinnamundavajravarahi 
sadhana, there is no colophon. Usually, however, a sadhana’s name 
indicates the deity or the author of the sadhana. Laksmi is a well known 
deity who is also known as Sri.17 Since this sadhana is not about the deity 
Laksmi, one deduces that LaksmI must be the author. Furthermore, 
Laksmirikara is known as Bhagavati Laksmi. SrlmatidevI must be an 
epithet for Laksmi or Laksmirikara. There are several well known 
Laksmirikaras, including the sister of King Indrabhuti and the eleventh- 
century Kashmiri nun. The lineages of the sadhanas of Chinnamunda 
indicate that they must have been practised in the ninth century; therefore 
indicating Laksmirikara of the ninth century as the author. Evidence is 
that, according to one lineage of a Chinnamunda sadhana, one of 
Laksmirikara’s disciple was Virupa. There is a very famous Virupa who 
is the patriarch of the Tibetan Buddhist Sakya lineage but he lived during 
the eighth century. This Virupa lived in the ninth century.18 Thus SrlmatidevI 
and the ninth-century Laksmirikara are shown to be the same woman— 
one of the eighty-four Mahasiddhas.19

The following is the mode of practice according to this sadhana-.

The p re lim in a rie s
(1) Homage to the deity,

(steps 2 to 5 are not explicit in the text)



(2) Homage to one’s guru;
(3) Refuge in the Three Jewels;
(4) Generation of bodhicitta;
(5) Four immeasurabies;
(6) Vajrasattva meditation;
(7) Consecration of one’s body;
(8) Visualized meditation on the deity;
(9) Drawing of the mandala.

The actual m editation  on  the d e ity
(1) Visualization of the deity;
(2) Offerings to the deity and her attendants;
(3) Praises to the pithas and kayas,
(4) Repetition of the root mantra-,
(5) gTorma offering;
(6) Dedication of one’s merit.

P relim inaries
As in the Hindu Tantras, the preliminaries are not elaborated since it 

is assumed that a Tantric practitioner is well acquainted with them.20
(1) Homage to the deity begins all Tantric Buddhist sadhanas. One 

prostrates oneself, usually three times, as one offers homage to 
Chinnamunda.

(2) Homage to the guru or one’s spiritual teacher is of tantamount 
importance in Vajrayana Buddhism because one’s guru is indispensable 
in guiding one on the path to enlightenment. A Tantric disciple is trying 
to overcome mental obscurations and gain insight. Only an experienced 
teacher will know which kind of teaching or method is necessary to 
eradicate these mental defilements and accomplish these realizations.21 
Secondly, in Vajrayana a disciple needs to receive initiations from a quali
fied teacher and blessing from the teacher in order that the practice be 
successful.22

(3) Refuge in the Three Jewels is obligatory for all Buddhists; in fact, 
the definition of a Buddhist is one who has taken refuge in the Three 
Jewels. The Three Jewels are the Buddha, the Dharma (his teachings), and 
the Sarigha, the noble community. The teacher comprises all Three Jewels 
since she/he is the living embodiment of all three, through whose efforts 
the disciple receives the Buddhist teachings.23 The Beautiful Ornament 
o f the Three Visions describes the Three Jewels in this way:

The place of refuge is the Master and his lineage of Preceptors who have 
revealed to one the transcendentally exalted path . . . .  The Buddha is one
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w ho has accomplished the Body of Reality (Dharmakaya) . . . .  which is 
en do w ed  w ith every  k ind of v irtue  and  free from every  k ind  of 
imperfection . . . .  attained the Form Body (Rupakaya) . . .  which acts solely 
for the welfare of be ings. . . .  The Dharma is the precepts . . . .  The Sangha 
comprises the noble ones who dwell on the stages of irreversibility and 
those ordinary beings who have entered the doctrine prior to oneself.24

(4) Generation of the Bodhicitta is the practice at the heart of Mahayana 
Buddhism. Mahayana Buddhism developed the bodhicitta practice which 
in turn created the ideal of the Bodhisattva—beings who help all sentient 
beings to become liberated from cyclic existence and eventually to attain 
Buddhahood. Based on loving kindness and compassion the bodhicitta 
attitude is the wish to attain enlightenment in order to help all beings 
become free from suffering. After one has nurtured this wish, one is ready 
to enter and train on the path of developing this enlightenment thought. 
As it is stated in the Bodhicaryavatara:

Just as a distinction is perceived between one who wishes to travel and 
one who actually travels, so the wise should recognize a graded distinc
tion b e tw een  these  two (the w ishing and  en te ring  en lig h tenm en t 
thoughts).25

The path consists of (1) meditating on the equality between self and 
others, (2) meditating on exchanging self for others, and (3) training in 
the conduct of these two.26 Successfully completing the path, one con
centrates on the actual bodhicitta with the understanding of the lack of 
any intrinsic nature. Without understanding this voidness of intrinsic 
nature, a being could never become a Bodhisattva who works selflessly 
for all beings. Thus the actualization of bodhicitta is a prerequisite in 
attaining Buddhahood for the sake of helping all sentient beings.

(5) The Four Immeasurables are compassion, love, joy, and equani
mity. The cultivation of the four immeasurables aids one in developing 
bodhicitta. They are considered ‘immeasurables’ because “The field with 
respect to which one is meditating is the infinite field of all sentient beings 
throughout all space.”27 With refuge one cultivates virtue in relation to 
a ‘pure field’ of beings; with the four immeasurables one does so in 
relation to the ‘field’ of ordinary beings.

(6) Vajrasattva meditation is a practice of purification of one’s body, 
speech, and mind. The practice consists of cleansing one’s sins, obscurations, 
faults, failings, and impurities through regret for wrong doings and a 
pledge not to repeat these aided by the power of the pure being, Vajrasattva, 
and the meditation ritual. The Vajrasattva meditation is an essential
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foundation practice in Tantric Buddhism. The Opening o f the Lotus states 
that: “If you desire a good crop, you must first sow the seeds properly. 
Likewise, without the seed of proper purification, the crop of enlighten
ment will not grow.”28

(7) Consecration of one’s body is performed by reciting om  as one 
touches the top of the head or forehead, ah as one touches the throat, and 
hum  as one touches the heart. By the recitation of ‘om ah, hum ’ and 
touching the appropriate place, one purifies one’s body, speech, and 
mind, transforming them into adamantine body, speech, and mind, re
spectively.

(8) Meditation on the deity will be discussed fully in the section of the 
actual meditation.

(9) Drawing the mandala is equivalent to the Hindu drawing of the 
yantra. The Buddhists refer to a deity’s abode as a mandala, rather than 
a yantra.29 Though mandala has many meanings in this practice here, it 
is referring to the residence of Chinnamunda. Padmavajra in his 
Tantrarthavataravyakhyana (96b-3fD states that Mandala means an en
closing of essence because of having the ‘essence’ (manda) in the sense 
of ‘enclosing’ (-/a) it.”30 Thus Chinnamunda’s mandala is enclosing the 
‘essence’ of Chinnamunda within a particular confine in order to perform 
the ritual.

A ctual M ed itation  o f  the  D e ity
(1) Visualization of the deity is discussed in chapter 5.
(2) Offerings to the deity and attendants: In Buddhist Tantra the basic 

number of offerings is seven—the offering of saffron water, flowers, in
cense, lamps, scent, food, and music.31 These can be actual liquid, flowers, 
etc. or they can be imagined. Furthermore, these offerings are explained 
differently by various Tibetan scholars, such as Sakya Chogyal Phagpa, 
Buddhaguhya, and the third Karmapa, Rangjung Dorje.32

Offering Phagpa Buddhaguhya Karmapa

water ocean of hearing defilement cleansing
flowers good qualities samadhi pleasing senses
incense moral conduct morality morality
lamp insight insight insight
scent faith bodhicitta bodhicitta
food contemplative trance nectar (amrta)

music songs of praise liberation melody

Phagpa does not explain his associations but the third Karmapa, Rangjung 
Dorje does. From the three lists, only certain items are explained by the
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three blamas in the same terms. All agree that incense refers to morality 
because in Tibetan Buddhism, as well as other religions, a sign of a moral 
person is that she/he exudes a wonderful fragrance.33 The lamp is asso
ciated with insight (prajha) because wisdom is the light which dispels the 
darkness of ignorance. This scent can be interpreted as incense which 
seems to be Phagpa’s interpretation, but it can also be understood as 
kindness or bodhidtta. Karmapa stated, “Pure water with perfume and 
herbal ingredients is the bathing water of the victorious ones . . . May 
kindness, raining continually from the cloudbanks of wisdom, purify the 
multitude of foul odours.”34

Water is usually understood as purification and Karmapa elaborates 
that it represents purification of the defilements (kJesas) of body, speech, 
and mind.35 Wayman interprets Buddhaguhya’s association of flowers 
with samadhias referring to the incident where the Buddha teaches by 
holding a flower and is only understood by Mahakasypa.36 Phagpa ex
plains food as contemplative trance (samadhi); a great yogi needs samadhi, 
not ordinary food.37 Also food keeps the body healthy and in Tantra one 
needs a healthy body to achieve liberation.38 By using the Tantric method, 
one experiences bliss or nectar of deathlessness iamrta). Finally, music 
includes songs of praise to Bodhisattvas and Buddhas as well as songs of 
insight, such as the Tibetan yogi Milarepa’s songs or the Mahasiddhas.39

(3) Praises to the pithas and the kayasof the Buddha: In Buddhism, 
as in Hinduism, the goddess has special seats which are both external, 
geographically located in Asia and internal, located within each person’s 
body. One of the earliest mentions of these pithas is in the Hevajra Tantra 
which enumerates Oddiyana, Purnagiri, Kamarupa, and Jalandhara.40 The 
probable geographical locations for these are Oddiyana in Swat Valley in 
present North Pakistan, Purnagiri in the BIjapur region in Karnataka in 
south India,41 Jalandhara in the Kangra Valley in Himachal Pradesh in 
north India, and Kamarupa in Assam, India. In the Chinnamunda sadhana 
the four pithas mentioned are Oddiyana, Pulliramalagiri (or Purnagiri), 
Kamala (or Kamarupa) and Srihatta. Srihatta replaces Jalandhara. These 
latter four pithas are consistent in many of Chinnamunda sadhanas,42 
According to Sircar Srihatta is modern Sylhet in Assam.

In Tantric Buddhism a Buddha manifests in four types of bodies—the 
Emanation Body (nirmanakaya) which associated with the navel, the 
Complete Enjoyment Body (sambhogakaya) associated with the throat, 
the Truth Body (dharmakaya) associated with the heart, and the Great 
Happiness Body (mahasukhakaya) associated with the forehead, i.e., the 
place of the third eye. The most commonly known body is the Emanation 
Body, such as that of 3akyamuni Buddha who appeared in the human
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world, though it also includes manifold other Emanation Bodies which 
help beings in ways appropriate their circumstances. The Complete 
Enjoyment Body is only perceptible by high-level Bodhisattvas, and the 
other two bodies can be experienced only by other Buddhas. This ability 
of manifesting different bodies is one of the talents of a Buddha. Further
more, each of the manifestations is connected with a cakra in one’s body, 
whereby each person has the potential to become a Buddha and to 
manifest these bodies. These are the praises to the pithas and the káyas.

(4) Repetition of mantras is a common practice in the both Hindu and 
Buddhist Tantric traditions. In Buddhism usually a practitioner undergoes 
a retreat and makes a determination to recite 100,000 times, or a multiple 
of 100,000 times, the syllables in the root mantra of the deity accompanied 
by ritual worship including the visualization meditation. Sometimes the 
practitioner does this retreat in order to establish a stronger spiritual bond 
with the chosen deity, or a practitioner may have more mundane inten
tions, e.g., acquisition of power and boons. Upon successful completion 
of a retreat, a fire ceremony is performed as a thanksgiving to the deity, 
and “to pacify excess and omission that may have occurred during the 
retreat and for the welfare of sentient beings”.43

(5) gTorma offerings (bait) are equivalent to the sacrificial offerings 
in the Hindu practice. These gtorma are ritual cakes which in Tibet are 
made of barley flour, butter, and frequently brown sugar. As one offers 
the gtorma, one must imagine that one is a deity. Then offerings emanate 
from space and are transformed into nectar (amrta). One offers these to 
many different deities and protectors, both benign and malevolent—gods, 
nágas, bhútas, pretas, pišacas, etc.44 These offerings are made to appease 
the deities and to propitiate their aid. Tucci states:

An imaginary plane is reached, on which the sacrificer and the whole feast 
( mgron) to which the imagined divine guests are invited to come together 
in an apothecsis transcending space and tim e. This series of 
innerconnected visions however always remain within the structure o f the 
ritual architecture of a supranormal world which opens before the par
ticipants in these meditations.45

A practitioner, if desired and time permits, can present these ‘ritual cakes’ 
daily but usually they are offered only on certain days and for particular 
reasons.

(6) Rejoicing and the dedication of merit is the conclusion of any 
Buddhist Tantric practice. One rejoices in the accumulation of virtues in 
oneself and in all other sentient beings. The Dalai Lama states:
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Although all phenomena lack any states apart from nominal existence on 
the conventional level, yet since positive fruits are produced from positive 
cause, 1 shall rejoice in the deeds of others.46

Moreover, the merit one has gained by this practice should be shared with 
all sentient beings.47 In the innermost Essence Preliminary Practice ‘Jigs 
med gLing pa states:

If  one dedicates merit for the ultimate benefit of others the virtues will 
never decrease, they w ill only increase . . . The exceptional means of
dedicating merit is to do so in conjunction with the realization of their
non-reality— without the practice being defiled by attachment to any 

reality in the merit to be dedicated, in the objects to whom it is being
dedicated, and in the purpose for which it is dedicated.48

I n t r o d u c t io n  t o  t h e  P r a is e s  t o  T r ik a y a v a jr a y o g in i

BY SlDDHACARYA VlRUPA

These praises to Trikayavajrayogini were written by Siddhacarya Virupa, 
a disciple of Mahasiddha Laksmlnkara.49 They consist of an invocation, 
visualizations, praises, and supplications. As with Hindu praises, most 
Buddhist practitioners have not pledged to perform these praises daily; 
however, they are encouraged to do so. The praises contain a description 
of Trikayavajrayogini (lit., three-bodies of Vajrayogini, i.e., Chinnamunda, 
Vajravairocani, and Vajravarnini) which state that blood is issuing from the 
three subtle channels (nadis). This demonstrates that Chinnamunda’s 
iconography is a visual depiction of the yogic practice of controlling the 
subtle winds within the main subtle channel and its two ancillaries. The 
praises are self-explanatory and the objects of supplication include the 
attainment of the siddhis, becoming Vajrasattva,50 and the attainment of 
Buddhahood for all sentient beings.

CmNNAMUNDA VAJRAVARAHI SaDHANA51

Here is the meditation on Chinnamunda Vajravarahi. I pay homage to 
Vajravarahi, the chief of the mandala of the yoginls, who adorns the three 
worlds and is the source of benefit for all sentient beings. O Vajrayogini, 
to you I pay homage.

The Tantric adept rises at dawn and sits on a comfortable seat condu
cive to (meditating upon) Vajrayogini. One faces in the direction previ
ously explained.52

Firstly, the Tantric adept should recite, Orh, Ah, Hum in order to protect 
the dwelling, oneself, and one’s practice. Then in the centre of one’s navel 
meditate on the one who is pledge-bound (samayasattva) who is on a
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fully blossomed white lotus. Seated on top of this (lotus) one visualizes 
a sun disc whose rays are radiantly glowing. Upon this sun disc is the 
syllable Hrih which looks like an argha flower. From this syllable Hrih 
there emanates a multi-coloured lotus upon which is a sun disc.

Upon this (sun disc) meditate on the dharmodaya (a three-dimen
sional triangle, lit., the source of dharmas). Then in this triangle is a syllable 
Hrih which transforms into BhagavatT Vajravarahl who is yellow with a 
reddish lustre. She has severed her own head with a scimitar (kartr) that 
she holds in her hand. She holds her head in her left hand and the scimitar 
(in her right hand) which is pointing downward. Her right leg is extended, 
her head is adorned with skulls, she has her hair loose, and her nude body 
is adorned with the five mudras. Meditate on this BuddhadakinT in the 
centre.

Then a stream of blood flows upward from the neck of her severed 
head and enters her mouth. Similarly streams of blood enter the mouths 
of the two yoginls (who stand beside her on each side). To the left (of 
BhagavatJ VajrayoginI) stands the green Goddess Vajravarnini and to the 
right is the yellow Goddess Vajravairocanl.

The left one (Vajravarnini) holds a scimitar and skull in her left and right 
hands respectively. The right one (Vajravairocanl) holds a scimitar and 
skull in her right and left respectively. The right one’s (Vajravairocam’s) 
right leg is extended and the left one’s (Vajravarnini’s) left leg is extended. 
Their hair is loose and they are nude. Meditate on the formidable VajrayoginI 
in the centre who is flanked by these two terrifying and charming yoginls. 
This is the focus of the meditation.

Then make offerings. Having created a mandala in front with red 
sandalwood water, draw a triangle which rests on a sun disc. Then from 
the syllable Hrih on that (triangle) arises the adamantine and venerable 
Goddess with all the attributes previously explained. Make offerings in 
accordance with the ritual in proper sequence. Offer flowers in the centre 
of the triangle with the mantra— Orh Sarvabuddhadakinyai Svaha. Then 
offer libation, flowers, incense, perfume, light, and other items of good 
quality. Likewise on Bhagavatl Vajrayogini’s left recite, Orh Vajravarninyai 
Hum Svaha and on her right, Orh Vajravairocanyai Hum Svaha.

Then make praises with offerings to the four holy places as one recites, 
Udhila (Oddiyana), Phulliramalagiti, Kamalakhya, and Srihata. Then recite 
this mantra while offering praises to Dharma, Sarhbhoga, Nirmana, and 
Mahasukhakayas. Then recite this mantra, (Orh) Sarva-buddhadakinyai, 
Orh Vajravarninyai, Orh Vajravairocanyai Hum Hum Hum Phat Phat Phat 
Svaha. If one recites it 100,000 times while in retreat, it will pacify all 
obstacles. If one recites it 200,000 times, one will be able to captivate all
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women. If one recites it 300,000 times, one will be able to conquer cities. 
If one recites it 400,000 times, one will be able to captivate kings. And if 
one recites it 500,000 times, all one’s wishes will be fulfilled. Practise this 
by a river, at a charnel ground, by a solitary tree, at a sanctified place, in 
the house of a candika, or in the outskirts of a city.

Resolve, ‘Until I have abandoned all thought constructions, I will 
remain as a fortunate, naked yogin practising austerities.’ Then offer the 
ritual cakes igtorma) saying (in Sanskrit), Om Sarvabuddhadakinyai, Orh 
Vajravarninyai, Om Vajnavairocanyai, take&ie flowers, incense, light, per
fume, and sacrificial offerings. Protect me, Hum Hum Hum Phat Phat 
Phat Svaha. This completes the sadhana by SrimatidevI, translated by 
Nepalese Panditacarya Bharendraruce and the (Tibetan) translator Blo- 
ldan-Shes-rab (1059-1109).

TRIKAYAVAJRAYOGINl STUTI”

Homage to Sri Vajrayogini. Homage to the Buddha, Dharma, and Sarigha. 
Homage to the Guru, Buddhas, and Bodhisattvas. Homage to LocanI, 
etc., the ten adamantine women. Homage to Yamantaka, etc., the ten 
fierce heroes and their consorts (prajna). Om, Ah, Hum. (Homage) to 
the body, speech, mind, five sense perceptions, speech, and thoughts, 
mind consciousness, supranormal faculty of knowing the minds of others, 
and supranormal faculty of entering others’ bodies.

Visualize at the navel a lotus surmounted by a red solar disc upon which 
is a dharmodaya upon which is a lotus with a tawny red triangle connected 
with the four pithasQ.e., cakras) in its centre. In the middle portion (of 
this triangle) is a yellow Hrim where that yellow being (Vajrayogini) 
stands alone in the avadhuti channel. In the lalana channel stands the dark 
one and in the rasana channel stands the white (gaurika) one. In the 
middle of the pleasing seat (pit ha) standing in the three paths is the 
Goddess TrikayavajrayoginI in a pratyalfdha stance. The main figure is 
SarvabuddhadakinI who has a divine form in the three worlds and who 
fulfils all hopes. In her right hand is a scimitar (kartr) with which she has 
severed her head which is held in her left hand. She removes the sorrow 
of the world. The figure on her left is dark green Vajravarnini who holds 
a skull in her right hand and a scimitar in her left. The figure on her right 
is yellow VajravairocanI who holds a scimitar in her right hand and a skull 
in her left. The two are in the pratyalidha stance and are nude. As the hands 
are reversed so are the feet of the two54 who stand on each side of the 
Mother of the Buddhas (SarvabuddhadakinI) who is conjoined with the 
form of enlightenment. Eternally auspicious, she destroys birth and death,



and has the form of the Dharma, Sarhbhoga, Nirmana, and Mahasukha 
Bodies of a Buddha. In the three worlds, the Goddess presides always like 
the moon.

From the headless body out of the avadhuti channel comes blood 
which enters her own mouth and also gushes from the lalana and rasana 
channels. The red blood symbolizes compassion and she drinks for peace. 
She extinguishes the sufferings of the worlds, destroys the four Maras, and 
severs with her scimitar the mental afflictions, etc.

“Praises to you, O Mother of the Victorious Ones, you are so pleasing.
I will do my best for myself and others who are in the ocean of cyclic 
existence. Please, O Goddess, be kind to me; I am foolish, ignorant, and 
commit faults with my body, speech, mind. I do not know how to be 
devoted to my teacher or to you. So in this world, please be kind to me. 
Please purify my body, speech, and mind and make them tranquil. By this 
I shall be released from samsara and no longer dwell in the six realms. I 
shall be free and my body will be like a vajra (adamantine). When my 
body is abandoned by all Maras, then my body will be illusory and have 
all siddhis without obstacles. All siddhis will be accomplished and my 
body will not be subjected to old age and death. By frightening all Maras 
and fulfilling all hopes, give me the excellent siddhi." The Goddess 
dissolves into the mind with the five senses. “May I become Vajrasattva, 
have a youthful life without disease and with happiness. By your grace, 
may all achieve Mahamudra and wherever the gods, asuras, and humans 
dwell, may they be happy. May all obtain the result of brilliant Buddha- 
hood.” This concludes the praises of TrikayavajrayoginI in the Sri 
Guhyasamaya Tantra written by Siddhacarya Virupa.

C o m pa riso n  o f  B u d d h ist  a n d  H in d u  T antra

The goal of Buddhism and Hinduism reflect the understanding and ex
perience of the unconditioned or ultimate reality of each tradition. For the 
Hindus, generally speaking, the goal is for one’s Atman to become liber
ated from cyclic existence and to merge with the impersonal Brahman or 
to be eternally with one’s chosen deity.55 Each individual will eventually 
achieve this permanent state and does not return to cyclic existence. The 
main exceptions are the avatars who continually “descend” to earth 
when chaos and evil prevail. Tantric Buddhists desire to achieve Buddha- 
hood in the shortest time possible, not to escape cyclic existence, but in 
order to help other beings in achieving Buddhahood as quickly as pos
sible. In Vajrayana sadhanas, including the Chinnamunda Vajravarahi 
Sadhana, explicitly or implicitly the generation of the bodhicitta, the four 
immeasurables, and the dedication of merit are the sections of a sadhana
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which stress this altruistic intention of achieving Buddhahood for the sake 
of all sentient beings. The concept of bodhidtta and the Bodhisattva ideal 
are some of the most distinctive features of Mahayana Buddhism.56 An
other important difference between Hinduism and Mahayana is that all 
Mahayana methods operate with the underlying premise of the under
standing of voidness of intrinsic existence.

To achieve these goals there are many methods and some of these 
methods can lead a practitioner astray. Many Hindu and Buddhist Tantric 
sadhanas warn the practitioner not to become enamoured by the acqui
sition of siddhis and other supranormal powers. These powers are so 
attractive that some practitioners seek to acquire these worldly aims and 
are not interested in liberation for themselves or others. A true and pure 
practitioner would consider them only as means to the goal but not the 
goal itself.57 The Hindus have eight siddhis, but these are not identical to 
the Buddhist ones. (See the beginning of the chapter for the Buddhist 
siddhis.) The Hindu siddhis are.

(1) Animan—the ability to become very small to the size of an atom;
(2) Mahiman—the ability to become very big;
(3) Laghiman—the ability to become very light;
(4) Gariman—the ability to become very heavy;
(5) Prapti—the power to obtain everything;
(6) Prakamya—the power of irresistible will,
(7) Isitva—the power of supremacy; and
(8) Vasitva—the power to subdue anything.58”

Comparing these mundane accomplishments with the eight siddhis and 
the six supranormal powers of the Buddhists, similarities are evident. 
These include the basic interest in dominating or subduing, in changing 
one's form, in controlling elements or at least, not being subject to their 
influence, and generally in controlling of animate and inanimate things. 
Although these siddhis and supranormal powers should not be sought for 
the motive of acquiring power, they may be utilized to attract a person 
to the Hindu or Buddhist path.59

Let us look at specific methods described in two sadhanas of the Hindu 
Chinnamasta and the Buddhist Chinnamunda Vajravarahi. The 
“Chinnamastatantra” of the Sakta Pramoda is divided into nine sections 
from the visualization of the deity to the repetition of thousand names. 
Among all the Buddhist sadhanas of Chinnamunda, none is as complete 
as the Hindu one and some sections such as the kavaca and thousand 
names sections are rarely found in the Buddhist sadhanas. If one contrasts 
the ritual worship section Cpuja) which is the heart of all daily Tantric 
practice in both traditions, one can formulate both basic patterns which
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are common to all Tantric practices and distinct differences between 
Buddhism and Hinduism.

The Hindu puja section begins with the regular preliminaries which 
include homage to one’s guru and one’s chosen deity (istadevata) and 
then proceeds to the Tantric preliminaries. The Buddhist puja section of 
regular preliminaries also begins with homage to one’s deity and to one’s 
guru but it adds in the specifically Buddhist practice of taking refuge in 
the Three Jewels, generating bodhicitta, and cultivating the four 
immeasurables all with the underlying premise of the voidness of inherent 
existence. The Hindu puja continues with the cleansing of oneself through 
ablution which in Buddhism is represented by the purification of oneself 
by reciting the hundred-syllable mantra of Vajrasattva. The next Hindu 
section consists of various nyasa which empower oneself and transform 
one’s body into a divine body.60 This is a very elaborate section compared 
to the Buddhist consecration of one’s body;61 however, both traditions of 
Chinnamasta insist that one’s ordinary self must be transformed into an 
extraordinary self in order to worship. In the Hindu rite of bhuta£uddhi, 
the practitioner imagines that his/her body composed of the five elements 
are being reabsorbed gradually into Brahman, then progressively in re
verse order, the body becomes manifest again indicating that she/he is co- 
substantial with Brahman. In the Buddhist rite of purification, a practitio
ner visualizes that his/her body is completely cleansed of impurities and 
after purification, his/her body is blessed gradually by Vajrasattva and 
consort. The blessing begins with the head, then throat, heart, and the 
entire body. Upon completion of the purification and consecration, one 
can meditate on Chinnamasta/Chinnamunda and draw or visualize her 
‘residence’ which in Hinduism is known as a yantra and in Buddhism as 
a mandala. The Hindu sadhana elaborates on Chinnamasta’s residence 
with the special conch ritual which is very important in Hindu Tantric 
worship. This special couch is frequently filled with wine indicating the 
blissful nature of the Goddess. This is followed by the pitha puja. Although 
the mandala yantra, special conch, and pitha (the goddess’ throne) are 
known as her residence, she is everything in the ceremony. The practitio
ner should identify everything with Chinnamasta. Thus both 1 linduism 
and Buddhism have three main preliminaries: (1) purification of oneself,
(2) consecration of oneself, and( 3) visualizing Chinnamasta/Chinnamunda 
and the creation of her residence.

Proceeding to the actual meditation session of the deity, one begins in 
both traditions with an invitation to the deity. Here we encounter two 
major differences between the Hindu and Buddhist sadhanas. In the 
Buddhist sadhana, the practitioner imagines or experiences (depending
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on ability) the voidness of inherent existence prior to the actual visualiza
tion. Then one visualizes oneself as Chinnamunda. By contrast, in the 
Hindu practice, there is no mention of voidness of inherent existence and 
Chinnamasta remains in front of the practitioner. Since in Hindu Tantra 
Chinnamasta is in front, the practitioner who has already been trans
formed into a deity can instill the vital breath {pranapratistha), and con
secrate her six limbs, whereas in the Buddhist sadhana, the practitioner 
has already undergone this consecration, so does not need to perform this 
ritual while she/he is visualizing her/himself as Chinnamunda.

In the conclusion section both sadhanas have some similarities. An 
important difference is that in the Buddhist sadhana which upholds the 
Mahayanist ideal of altruism, a practitioner concludes with the dedication 
of merit. Although many sections of the actual meditation on the deity 
are similar in both traditions, differences are apparent. The two main 
differences are the method generating the deity and the dedication of 
merit; the latter is a fundamental Buddhist component not found in the 
Hindu sadhana.

In regard to the fire ceremony in both traditions the practitioner offers 
certain items in the fire, repeats certain mantras, and performs the cere
mony for specific reasons. The concept of performing a fire sacrifice 
iyajha) originated in the Vedic times and eventually was incorporated in 
both the Tantric traditions. According to the Hindus there are six types 
of accomplishments as a result of performing specific versions of the fire 
ceremony. These six are: (1) appeasing (sand), (2) influencing (vasyam),
(3) ‘stunning’ (stambhanam), (4) causing division or hating (dvesam),
(5) causing to flee (uccatana), and (6) killing (marana). The Buddhists 
have four divisions of accomplishments, which are: (1) appeasing (sand),
(2) increasing or prospering {paustika), (3) dominating ( vasikarana), and
(4) destroying {marana). The first (appeasing) and last (destroying) of 
each tradition are the same and all the other Hindu ones can be classified 
under the ‘dominating’ category in Buddhism. Furthermore, the domi
nating and killing categories are under the rubric of the ‘dreadful rites’ 
{abhicara).62 The sadhanas do not have specific fire ceremonies for each 
type of accomplishment specifically tailored to Chinnamasta/ 
Chinnamunda.63 Although many of the basic components of the practice 
to Chinnamasta/Chinnamunda are similar in the two traditions, there are 
some fundamental differences.
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Chapter 5

Visualization o f Chinnamasta/ 
Chinnamunda

Tantric practice includes an important aspect of spiritual practice 
(sadhana)—the visualization of the deity. In a Tantric sadhana, worship 
of a deity involves either imagining oneself as the deity or visualizing the 
deity in front of oneself. An oft-quoted verse in the Hindu tradition is “In 
order to worship a deity, one must become a deity.”1 In Buddhist Tantra, 
one must visualize oneself as a specific deity in order to acheive Buddha- 
hood. In Tantra in Tibet, the 14th Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso states:

In order to attain the definite goodness of the highest achievement, 
Buddhahood, deity yoga is needed. Also, in order to attain the common 
achievements, the eight feats and so forth, one must view  one’s body 
clearly as a divine body and train in the pride of being a deity. Without 
deity yoga the Mantra path is impassible; deity yoga is the essence of 
Mantra.2

Imagining oneself as a deity is not unique to the Tantric method, but it 
is a major component. Why must one visualize oneself as a deity? 
According to the Tantric method a practitioner, whose motives are pure, 
seeks the most expedient means to liberation or Buddhahood.3 These 
means consist in visualization of the deity. The deity represents the ideal, 
the refined form, which has no defilements or obscurations preventing 
liberation from cyclic existence. How does one become like the deity? In 
order to understand this Tantric method, one must remember that the 
Tantras inherited much from Upanisadic thought. One central concept 
is the Upanisadic hypostasy of macrocosmic equivalents in the human 
body; each part of the body is a homology of a place or thing in the 
universe.4

By accepting this macrocosm/microcosm homology, a Tantric prac
titioner mentally merges the self and a deity because the deity’s body is 
an undefiled microcosm of the universe. One’s ordinary body is consid
ered defiled and these defilements must tie transformed in order to have
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a pure homology. One’s body becomes the principal iristrument in this 
transformation in order to achieve the ultimate goal of the sadhana, 
liberation or Buddhahood. A. Bharati states.

'X'hat distinguishes tantric form from other H indu and Buddhist teaching 
is its systematic emphasis on the identity of the absolute (parsmartha) 3nd 
the phenomenal ( vyavahara) when filtered through the experience of the 
sadhana .5

Both Tantric traditions do agree that the sadhana is of central importance 
and that the imagining of oneself as the deity is the essential part of the 
sadhana. Furthermore, in Hinduism and Buddhism, someone or some
thing becomes distinct by name and form (namarupa). In chapter 3 the 
name and its significance was discussed and in this chapter the aspect of 
form will be explored. In this study of Hindu Chinnamasta and Buddhist 
Chinnamunda, the particular visualization and its interpretations of form 
are dependent on the particular Tantric tradition. This chapter will com
pare and contrast various hermeneutics which reflect the particular reli
gious tenets of Hinduism or Buddhism; also herein will be demonstrated 
the commonality of the two Tantric traditions.

Though there are many sadhanasof Chinnamasta/Cliinnamunda, com
mentaries are rare. The earliest commentary is from one of the older Hindu 
texts, Mantramahodadhi, by Mahldhara in 1389 c .e . Chronologically, the 
next one is the Buddhist one by ‘Jam dbyangs mkhyen brtse’i dbang po 
(1820-1892) in the rGyudsde kun 5fus(Vol.23). The other three are recent 
Hindu commentaries—“Dasa Mahavidya” by S. G. Srimotilal in the Sakti 
Ahka (1934), the Kashmir Saivite commentary of ‘Chinnamasta’ by J. 
Misra in Bharatiya Pratikavidya (Patna, 1959), and the aforementioned “i>ri 
Chinnamasta Nityarcana” commentary by Sri Swamiji Maharaja. Of these 
five only Misra gives a word for word or line for line commentary; the rest 
only emphasize a few salient points. Commentaries on Chinnamasta are 
difficult to find because she is an uncommon Tantric deity. Frequently 
Tantric sadhanas were kept secretly and were only revealed to initiates 
who took the vow (samaya) to practise the sadhana. Some of the 
sadhanas state that this sadhana should not be revealed to anyone who 
does not cherish it more than one’s own life. With this injunction, public 
accessibility to this material was limited until this century when scholars 
began to compile and translate these texts. In recent decades some of the 
Hindu gurus and Buddhist blamas have been more willing to bestow 
initiations and impart commentary on many Tantric sadhanas. Thus as 
the sadhanas axe revealed, perhaps oral commentary and eventually writ
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ten commentary will become more readily available for lesser known 
deities, such as Chinnamasta. The hermeneutics will depend on written 
commentaries, oral commentary, and general Tantric scholarship to inter
pret the sadhanas, as well as the Upanisadic “inheritance”.

THE SADHANAS

The first sadhana is from the Buddhist Sadhanamala which contains 312 
sadhanas of various Buddhist deities.6 The sadhana of the headless 
VajrayoginI is as follows:7

The practitioner should visualize (lit., meditate) at one’s navel an opened 
white lotus surmounted by a very red solar disc. On top of that is a 
sindura (red) colored Hrim . This H rim  transforms into Bhattarika  
Vajrayogini (the practitioner imagining him /herself as Goddess) who is 
of yellow color, who holds in her left hand her own self-severed head 
with the scimitar ( kartr) held in her right hand. Her left hand is raised 
upwards while the right is extended below. She is nude (vasana i unya), 
and her right leg is outstretched while the left is bent. The practitioner 
meditates on the streams of blood issuing from the severed body as falling 

into the mouth o f her severed head and into the mouths o f the two 
Yoginis on either side of her.

The practitioner should also visualize the two Yoginis to the left and 
right (of the principal goddess), the green (Syama) Vajravarnini and the 
yellow Vajravairocani, both of whom hold the scimitar (kartr) in their left 
and right hands respectively, and the skullcup Ckarapa) in the right and 

left hands respectively. Their left and right legs respectively are out
stretched, while the other legs are bent, and their hair is dishevelled. On 
ail sides, between the two Yoginis and in the intermediate space (antariksa) 
is the very frightening cremation ground.

The second sadhana is a Buddhist meditation which is a combination of 
two earlier meditations. It is from the Yidani rgya mtsho 7 sgmb thabs 
rin chen ‘byunggnas by Taranatha and reads as follows:

From space, light rays emanate from the letter 'Ram' in your navel. Your 
body has become a red triangle mandala, in the center is a four peialled 

white lotus, in its centre is your mind of enlightenment (bodhicitta) as a 
moon and on the moon is the sun. The sun and moon combine, from 
the middle of this combination emanate three ‘H rih ’ which transform into 

three scimitars (kartr) inscribed with a ’Hrih’. All merge into one. In the 
midst of this merging emanates a reddish yellow  Buddhadakini whose 
right leg is extended and left leg is bent as she stands on Kali (T. dus mtshan 

ma). In her right hand she brandishes a scimitar which hangs downwards and 
in her left hand she holds a skullcup of blood; under her left arm is a white
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khatvanga which symbolizes method (including bodhicitCa). On her left side 
stands Vajravarnini irD o  rje rab bsngags ma ) who is green and has her left 
leg extended; she brandishes a scimitar in her right hand and a skullcup in her 
left. To  the right of the main deity stands Vajravairocani who is yellow, has 
her right foot extended, holds a knife in her right hand and a skullcup in her 
left one. All (three deities) are wearing an ornament o f five dried skulls (as 

a tiara) on their heads and fifty freshly severed heads as a garland. Each has 

the five ornaments (mudras). All are nude, inexhaustible, have three eyes, 
dishevelled hair, and faces which are both angry and smiling; they are fright
ening to those who are terrifying to others. They arc sitting in the middle of 
the great burning grounds.

The main dikin  is  right hand brandishes a scimitar with which she has severed 

her own head which she holds by the hair strands in her left hand. 1 ler three eyes 

look downwards. At the place where the head has been severed, three subtle 
channels have been cut. From the central channel red and white drops are mixed 
and blood spurts into her mouth. From the left channel blood mixed with 
Aksobhaya falls into the left dakinfs mouth and from the right channel blood 
mixed with ordinary blood falls into the right dakinfs mouth. You should 
meditate with clarity and strong effort in this manner as long as you can

The third sadhana is from one of the older Hindu texts, the 
Mantramahodadhi, by Mahldhara.8 In addition he wrote a commeniaiy 
named Nauka (lit., boat) 9 In chapter 6 one finds the meditation of 
Chinnamasta as follows:

l pay homage to goddess Chinnamasta who shines in the middle o f the 
solar disc, w ho holds in her left hand her own severed head with  
dishevelled hair, whose mouth is open wide and who drinks her own 
blood dripping down from her neck, who is stationed above Rati and 

Smara who are engaged in sexual intercourse, and w ho is extremely 
pleased in seeing her attendants, Dakini and Varninl.

Mahidhara’s only comment on this meditation is that yabha means sexual 
intercourse and that Chinnamasta is standing on Rati and Kama who are 
indulging in sexual intercourse.10

The second Hindu sadhana is from another Hindu Tantric compen
dium, the Tantrasara, written by Krsnananda Agamavaglsa at the end of 
the sixteenth century.11 This Tantrasara is a digest for serious Hindu 
Sakta Tantric practitioners. N. N. Bhattacharyya states that the 
Tantrasara is the “most comprehensive and popular of the numerous 
digests that are in Bengal. A few manuscripts of this work are found in 
non-Bengali scripts, and outside of Bengal, indicating thereby the ex
tent of its popularity.”12 In the Tantrasara, Chinnamasta is not listed as 
a deity; however, Pracanda-candika is.13 Pracanda-candika is another 
name for Chinnamasta because from the first verse, the deity is referred
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to as Chinnamasta. In this Pracanda-candika section there are four 
visualizations of the deity. The most elaborate is the first one which is 
as follows:14

Visualize in your navel, a half-opened white lotus and in its centre is a solar disc 
red as a hibiscus flower and resembling a red bandhuka flower. This disc is 
decorated with an equilateral triangle pointing downward which is formed by 
three lines, each representing a guna (beginning in the left in an counter-clockwise 

direction) rajas, sattva, and tamas. Standing in the middle is the Great Goddess 
(Mahadevi, i.e. Chinnamasta) who is as effulgent as ten million suns. In her left 
hand she holds her own head; her mouth is wide open, and the lip o f her tongue 
is lolling. She drinks the sanguine stream issuing from her recently-severed throat. 
Her hair is loose, dishevelled and decorated with various flowers. In her right 
hand she brandishes a scimitar (.kartf), she is nude, extremely fierce to behold, 
decorated with a skull rosary, and stands in the pratyalidha stance. She wears a 
bone necklace and has a snake as her sacred cord. She is a perpetual sixteen- 
year-old with full firm breasts. She stands on Rati and Kama who are in reverse 
sexual embrace (i.e. Rati is above Kama). One visualizes in this manner saying 

the mantra.
She is flanked by Dakinl and Varnini to her left and right respectively. 

Varnini is drinking from the nectar-like sanguine stream which is shooting 
up from the Goddess’ neck. She is red with a smiling face, has loose hair 
and is nude. She holds a skull and a scimitar in her left hand and right 
hands respectively. She wears a snake as her sacred cord and has a fiery 
splendour. Decorated with various ornaments and a bone rosary, she 
stands in the pratyalidha stance and is a perpetual twelve year old.

On the goddess’ left side is Dakini whose brilliance equals the fire at 
the end of an aeon. Her matted hair glistens like lightning, her teeth with 

protruding canines are as white as cranes and she has swelling breasts. 
This great goddess is terrible to behold— nude with loose hair, has a great 
flickering longue and is ornamented with a skull rosary. Her left and right 
hands hold a skull and a scimitar respectively. She drinks the ambrosial 
sanguine stream issuing from Chinnamasta's neck. She is extrem ely  

terrifying and holds a terrible skull. A wise devotee should meditate upon 
this Goddess attended by these two, Varnini and Dakinl. The Bhairava 
Tanira states: She holds in her left hand her own head with a skull and 
drinks her blood with her mouth. The Tanira states that whoever per
forms this worship without meditating on Chinnamasta, the Goddess will 
sever his (or her) head and drink his (or her) blood.

These four sadhanas are the basis of interpreting how Chinnamasta is 
depicted and the significance of the various items depicted. The interpre
tation is divided into three categories: (1) the deity’s location, (2) the deity 
and her implements, and (3) the deity’s attendants.
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THE DEITY’S LOCATION

Although no location is given in Mahldhara’s sadhana, he does imply a 
location by referring to the solar disc. In the other three sadhanas, the 
practitioner must visualize the deity at the navel. Taranatha’s meditation 
begins with the visualization emanating from space. In accordance with 
Buddhist belief in the lack of an inherent self, in most Buddhist Tantric 
sadhanas, the visualization of the deity is preceded by the words ‘from 
space’ or a mantra, such as, Orh Svabhavasuddhah Sarvadharmah 
Svabhavasuddho 4Ham,15 These words remind the practitioner that 
neither the deity nor the meditator have a permanent, eternal nature. The 
Hindu meditations do not begin like this because they do believe in an 
unchanging eternal self, the atman. This is a major philosophical differ
ence between the two traditions.

The N avel
In J. Misra’s commentary, he states that the navel is the centre of 

consciousness (nabhi [cetana ke vistara ke bindusthana] mem). In the 
beginning of creation is consciousness; as the first vibration expands itself 
(Skt. spanda), it becomes equated with the bindu in the navel.16 Since 
the navel is equated with creation, this implies that Chinnamasta’s loca
tion is in the source of creation.

A Tantric explanation of the navel, specifically the manipura cakra 
located at the navel, is that the manipura cakra is the locus of creation and 
also dissolution, its necessary complement.17 The navel is not ordinarily 
associated with dissolution; but for a Tantric practitioner, it is. According 
to both Hindu and Buddhist Tantra, a practitioner must eliminate the 
concept of duality in order to be liberated. Both Tantric traditions accept 
that duality is caused by the subtle winds which are located in the two 
subtle channels. At the manipura cakra the right subtle channel, pihgala 
nadi (in Hinduism) or rasana nadi (in Buddhism), and the left subtle 
channel, ida nadi( in Hinduism) or lalana nadi (in Buddhism), converge 
with the central subtle channel, susumna nadi (in Hinduism) or avadhuti 
nadi (in Buddhism). The subtle winds traverse the side channels but these 
winds are impeded in entering the central channel because the opening 
at the manipura cakra is closed. As long as the entrance is closed, a person 
experiences duality. This duality can be understood in many ways but at 
the manipura cakra, duality indicates the duality of creation and dissolu
tion. People who do not know how to manipulate the opening of the 
central channel will not experience the dissolution aspect until the time
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of death. At the time of death the winds enter naturally and effortlessly 
into the central channel, but a person usually does not remember this 
because she/he dies. Conversely, a Tantric practitioner practises bringing 
the subtle winds into the central channel in order to gain mastery of this 
process. Why? By mastering this manipulation, one can transcend the 
entrapment of duality—birth and death—thereby rendering the potent 
bonds of cyclic existence ineffective. Eventually by this practice, a Tantric 
practitioner becomes liberated from Samsara, cyclic existence. This does 
not indicate that one need die to experience this unity or non-duality. By 
becoming familiar with the death process, one can control it when one 
dies, thereby becoming able to consciously choose rebirth or not.

First, the navel is the centre of consciousness—the consciousness which 
is the pivotal point between the collapsing of consciousness thereby 
destroying duality as well as the reaffirmation of consciousness creating 
duality. Second, the manipura cakra is also a pivotal point between 
liberation or enslavement to cyclic existence. If one knows how to open 
the central channel at the manipura cakra, one can achieve salvation; 
conversely, if one does not, one remains in the continual cycle of births 
and deaths. Thus Chinnamasta is placed at this pivotal point; indicating 
that she is connected with the power to either enslave or liberate the 
practitioner.

The Lotus
According to the Tantrasara meditation, the correct order of visualiza

tion is a white lotus which in its centre has a red solar disc which is 
decorated with a downward-pointing equilateral triangle. In Taranatha’s 
meditation the visualization begins with Rani, whence the practitioner’s 
body is transformed into a red triangular mandala which at its centre is 
a four-petalled white lotus topped by a moon and a sun.18 In Hinduism 
and Buddhism, the lotus as a symbol or implement is ubiquitous. Both 
the religions associate the lotus with purity and beauty. Frequently a deity 
is said to have lotus-eyes ipadmaksi), lotus-thighs ipadma-uru)-, more
over they hold lotuses and have a lotus as a seat cushion. In Buddhism 
the lotus is a powerful symbol because it represents the mind of enlight
enment, bodhicitta. This symbolism developed because a lotus grows 
from the mud but remains untainted by it Similarly, the lotus of the mind 
is originally pristine, yet it becomes adventitiously defiled. A Buddhist 
practitioner is encouraged to realize this mind of purity for the sake of all 
sentient beings. In Hinduism this concept of bodhicitta is not important, 
but in Mahayana Buddhism (including Tantra) it is a major concept. All 
beings must cultivate bodhicitta in order to become enlightened for the
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sake of all sentient beings. Thus in the two traditions the lotus symbolizes 
purity but in Tantric Buddhism it is also associated with bodhicitta.

F ire  E lem ent

In the Hindu Tantric text, Sat Cakra Nirupana enjoins “Meditate there 
on the region of fire, triangular in form and shining like the rising sun .. . ;’19 
The navel area, specifically the manipura cakra, is associated with the tejas 
tattva which is characterized by expansion, the production of heat and 
stimulation of the visual sense of colour and form.20 In this text on the 
six cakras, the manipura cakra is the region of fire and heat. Furthermore 
the cakra’s seed syllable is Ram known as the Agni bija, the fire god’s seed 
syllable.21 The Buddhists also state that Rani is the seed syallable of the 
manipura cakra and that this cakra is associated with the goddess Candali, 
the fire goddess who is propitiated for the attainment of mystical or yogic 
heat (Tib. gtum mo).22 This fire located in the manipura cakra region is 
not gross fire which is familiar to us but a pure form of the fire element. 
As Wayman cites in the Buddhist Tantras, E.H. Johnston shows that these 
elements (wind, fire, water and earth) are already regarded as divine forces 
in Upanisadic literature.23 Fire is very important because when the central 
channel is opened this fire eventually reaches the top of the head where 
according to the Tantric traditions nectar (amrta) is located. When this 
nectar is heated, it descends the channel and the practitioner experiences 
bliss in various degrees. Thus one can see that the manipura cakra is a 
major pivotal point in regard to bliss and liberation

The In v erted  Triang le

The three-dimensional inverted triangle (i.e., downward pointing) is 
frequently a symbol of a womb (bhaga) and the feminine.24 The inverted 
triangle can be found in many yantras of goddesses, such as the Dasa 
Mahavidyas.23 In the meditations on these goddesses the triangle symbol
izes a more abstract concept. The Tantrasara meditation states that the 
triangle is composed of three lines representing rajas, sattva and tamas 
gunas. These three ‘distinct powers’ are found in various proportions in 
every composed entity. The beings dominated by rajas guna exhibit 
turbulence, instability, volatile actions and pain; those dominated by the 
sattva guna are calm, pleasing and usually illuminating; those dominated 
by the tamas guna display delusion, confusion and inertia. Since the 
triangle consists of the three gunas which are in every composed entity, 
this indicates that the triangle symbolizes the source of creation. In the 
centre of the triangle is the bindu, the place of the Goddess.26 This bindu 
is known as the mahasaktipitha, the principal abode of the great feminine
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power.27 In Yantra, Khanna states that the bindu is a ‘Whole’, or ‘Full’ 
(puma), the undifferentiated, all-embracing reservoir of the infinite.28

In the Buddhist meditations the three-dimensional triangle is called 
dharmodaya, a specific type of triangle which symbolizes the source of all 
phenomena (dharmas). 29 Furthermore, there are two types of triangles 
associated with Vajrayogini—the single or the double. Tucci states in The 
Theory and Practice o f the Mandala that the dharmodaya signifies a 
double intersecting triangle, sometimes referred to by others as a tetrahe
dron since it is three dimensional. The dharmodaya is not always a double 
intersecting triangle but the double version is definitely more prevalent.30 
On the other hand, Mallmann states in the NispannayogavalK 1:141-142 
n.6.) that the dharmodaya signifies one triangle.31 In a Tibetan Buddhist 
meditation on Vajrayogini, it states;

All the dharmas comprising grasping and fixation become empty. From within 

emptiness . . .  arises the source of dharmas, a triangle . . . .  On that is the nature 
of my consciousness . . like a fish leaping from water, 1 arise in the body of Jetsun 
Vajrayogini.’2

This quote, states that one’s visualization, begins with the visualization of 
Voidness, that all dharmas are void (of intrinsic nature), and that from the 
Voidness the triangle appears which represents the source of dharmas. On 
this triangular source of dharmas, the nature of one’s consciousness 
appears in the body of Vajrayogini. In both the Hindu and Buddhist 
meditations there is a progression or evolution from the source to indi
vidual differentiation.

According to Misra, who also has written about the progression in 
Kashmir ̂ aivitic terms, the white lotus symbolizes creation: as the initial 
vibration expands, creation occurs. The next step is visualization of the 
solar disc which represents the universe with form as a reflection (of 
consciousness) (vimarfa). This is followed by the triangle which repre
sents the three saktis (powers) known as icchakakti (will power), jhanasakti 
(knowledge), and kriya$akti (action).33 These three are the sources of 
impulses which begin the process of differentiation.34 Hence in Misra’s 
commentary, one sees again this process of differentiation from one 
source; the initial vibration (spanda) inducing creation, followed by spe
cific forms with specific impulses or powers.

In sum, as to the location of Chinnamasta, both the Tantric traditions 
agree that the Chinnamasta's abode is at the navel in the manipura cakra, 
specifically in the centre of the triangle. Both agree that this manipura 
cakra is the locus for yogic heat symbolized by the seed syllable Ram. 
However the two traditions vary in their interpretations of what the



triangle represents. The Hindu texts state the triangle is composed of the 
three gunas. The gunas, an ancient concept in Indian thought, remains 
important to the present time. In several Indian philosophical schools the 
gunas are the basic components of animated beings; these gunas are the 
first evolutes of differentiation.35 Though this is an ancient Indian concept 
found in the Upanisads, the Tantric Buddhists never accepted or adapted 
this theory. The theory of gunas piay a minor role in Buddhism compared 
to its major influence in Hinduism. What becomes important in Buddhist 
philosophy is the concept of dharma (phenomena).36 This concept is 
incorporated in Tantric Buddhism as seen in the Chinnamunda Vajrayogini 
meditation. For the Tantric Buddhists the inverted triangle does not 
represent the three gunas or £aktis which are the Hindu concepts but 
symbolizes the source of dharmasidharmodaya), a Buddhist concept. 
Thus both the Tantric traditions agree that Chinnamasta stands in the 
centre of the triangle and that the triangle is the source where differen
tiation begins; however, both traditions interpret this source according to 
their own philosophical tenets.

THE DEITY AND HER IMPLEMENTS

In all four meditations treated herein the description of Chinnamasta 
follows the description of her abode in the navel of the body. All these 
meditations describe Chinnamasta as effulgent and shining like the sun 
(in Tantrasara as 10 million suns); sometimes she is described as yellow 
in colour (Sadhanamala) or as reddish yellow (Taranatha), indicating the 
colour of the setting or rising sun. In Tantric Buddhism the sun is asso
ciated with insight (prajha)—the insight needed for liberation, the red 
element, and the female gender.37 This reddish-yellow colour is also 
associated with passion. Trungpa states in his Vajrayogini commentary: 
"Such passion is immensely powerful; it radiates its warmth in all direc
tions. It simultaneously nurtures the welfare of beings and blazes to 
destroy the neurotic tendencies of ego.”38 In Hindu Tantra the sun is 
interpreted in various Tantras, such as in Prapahcasaratantra, which ex
plains the Gayatri mantra, tatsavitur varenyam bhargo devasya dhfmahi 
dhiyo yo nah pracodayatas follows:

Tat refers to the first cause of all substance in the form of the fiery energy in the 
disc of the sun, that is sadanandarp param brahma: the true bliss, the highest 
Brahman. Savitur ( ‘of the sun’)  refers to: Always the producer of all animate 
beings.39

Another interpretation is found in the ¿aradatilaka (1,40) which associ
ates the right side in general with the sun and with Agni; in the
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RudrayámaJatantra (17,97f.) Agni is associated with the kundalinii40 The 
sádhanas explicitly state how luminous she is and want to emphasize her 
effulgence. As the sun is the major source of illumination and growth in 
its positive value, the practitioner is reminded to regard Chinnamastá this 
way. After describing Chinnamastá’s effulgence and colour, three medi
tations continue with “holding her own head in her left hand”. This is 
significant in two respects: (1) most meditations of Tantric goddesses 
stress the left, the left being associated with the female.41 (2) By beginning 
with Chinnamastá’s severed head, the authors of the sádhanas are stress
ing the importance of this act; Chinnamastá is one of the few goddesses 
in Tantric Hinduism and Buddhism who is depicted as holding her own 
severed head. The symbolism of one’s own severed head is complex in 
Tantra and should be preceded by an overview of head symbolism in 
Hinduism and Buddhism.

The Im portance o f  the H ead
Throughout Indian thought and literature the importance of the head 

is indisputable. In the famed Purusa Sükta of the Rgveda (10.90) where 
Purusa creates the universe by his own dismemberment, many major 
creations originated from his head. His mouth became the Bralimin, Indra 
and Agni emerged from his mouth, from his eye the sun was bom, from 
his mind the moon, and from his head the sky evolved (10.90.12-14). Also 
in the Satapatha Brahmana (6.1.1.4) seven persons were needed to form 
the head “Because (in it) they concentrated the excellence (in)”. The 
Brhadáranyaka Upanisadbegins with the chapter, “The world as a sac
rificial horse" wherein “Aum, the dawn, verily is the head of the sacrificial 
horse (1.1.1)”. In all these quotes the head symbolizes supremacy, the 
ruler or leader. It is associated with Aum, the most important Indian 
mystical syllable which symbolizes totality.42 As in Hinduism, the impor
tance of the head is indisputable in Buddhism. The head is considered the 
best part of the body. Wayman states in his The Buddhist Tantras, 
“. . . because the Tantras inherited the viewpoint that a man is a micro
cosm corresponding to the macrocosm. . .. The head is the highest and 
best member. . .”.43

The H ead as an E x tern a l Id e n tify in g  Factor
In Indian mythology some stories illustrate how the head is the decisive 

factor for identifying a person. The two stories which I shall cite are about 
transposed heads. The first is from the popular Vetálavikrama series 
known as the ‘Transposed Heads’.44 A brief synopsis of the story is that 
since washerman Dhaval wanted to marry washerwoman Madanasundari,
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he went to propitiate the great goddess, Gauri, and made an oath that he 
would offer his head if his wish was granted. Indeed his wish was granted 
and the two wed. Later when his wife, her brother and he went to visit 
his father-in-law, they passed by the Gauri Temple. When he entered the 
temple, he remembered his oath and severed liis head.45 A while later, his 
brother-in-law entered the temple and seeing what happened to Dhavala, 
he also severed his head. Madanasundari was waiting outside and won
dering what happened to her husband and brother. When she entered the 
temple and saw what had occurred, she decided to sever her head. 
However, Goddess Gauri intervened and commanded her to join the 
heads with their respective bodies. In her haste, she inadvertently mis
placed the heads. The vetala, who is narrating the story to King 
Vikramasena. asked him, “Who is to perform the service of 
Madanasundari’s husband?” The King replied, “O Vetala, the head is the 
seat of the five senses, the five motions, the hands and feet and so on. The 
head is the basis for the parts. Therefore the woman belongs to the 
head.”46

Another story is a version of Renuka ?s beheading.47 In this version two 
women are beheaded; one is the high caste Renuka and the other is a low 
caste woman. Parasurama pleaded with his father to revive his mother, 
Renuka. When his father did give permission, it was very dark and 
Parasurama accidentally transposed the heads. As in the Vetalavikrama’s 
'The Transposed Heads’, the head determined who was whom. Renuka 
was determined to be the one with Renuka’s head and the low caste 
woman’s body. Both stories emphasize that the head and its external 
characteristics are crucial in identifying the person.48

The H ead as an In te rn a l Id e n tify in g  Factor

In Buddhism external characteristics of persons or objects are caused 
by karma but manifest in form. Form is one of the five aggregates 
Cskandhas) which as a whole creates a semblance of an eternal self 
(.atman). Each aggregate is assigned a particular place in the body; the 
form aggregate is placed in the head. Wayman in his “Five fold Ritual 
Symbolism of Passion” quotes Tsong-kha-pa’s commentary, 'Dod ‘jo, 
on the Sricakrasamvaratantra as follows:

The Vi£e$adyota (Toh.1510) explains that since the aggregate of form 
Crupa skandha) is the basis of seeds, the chief place of the rupa skandha 
is the middle of the head; and explains that the forehead is the place of 

the bindu: hence one contemplates it (i.e., the skandha of form) there 49

Furthermore, in Hindu and Buddhist philosophies the concept of form
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coupled with the concept of name (namarupa) are major components in 
establishing individuality or differentiation. This concept is well-devel
oped in the early Upanisads, such as in Brhadaranyaka Upanisadi 1.4.7.): 
“At that time this (universe) was undifferentiated. It became differenti
ated by name and form . . . ” Thus these statements show that the form 
aggregate is located in the head and that the coupling of form and name 
create differentiation.

Furthermore, in Tantric Hinduism, as in Tantric Buddhism, the head is 
the source of seed.50 This creates differentiation by invoking the illusion 
of a separate individual; by having such an illusion, an individual does not 
feel connected with the great soul (paratman) which pervades everything. 
The KausitakiBrahmana Upanisadil .6) states: "All this, whatever there 
is. All this you are.” Unlike Hindus, Buddhists do not accept any eternal 
self (paratman) yet the grasping at the concept of an individual inherent 
self (atmagraha) is a major impediment to liberation. A Tantric Buddhist 
must realize that there is no individual inherent self (atman) nor any great 
self (paratman) by experiencing the voidness of intrinsic nature in all 
persons (pudgala nairatmya) and phenomena (dharma nairatmya). In 
summation both the religious traditions do accept that the concept of an 
individual self is an impediment to liberation. However the Hindus believe 
that the individual self and the great self do exist eternally and one only 
has to realize that the individual self is part of the great self.51 In contra
distinction the Buddhists do not accept the belief in a permanent inherent 
self (atman) and instead stress the realization of voidness of an inherent 
self.

The Sym bolic S ignificance o f  Severing th e  H ead
The Buddhist and Hindu religious traditions want to sever the concept 

of the individual self, but for different reasons. The following stories 
illustrate the realization of voidness of intrinsic reality of persons (pudgala 
nairatmya) by Buddhist practitioners who severed their grasping at the 
concept of an individual self (atmagraha). In the following story Gam- 
po-pa, a main disciple of the Tibetan yogin, Milarepa, is meditating and 
attempting to gain some sort of realization.52 The story is as follows:

Thereupon G am -po-pa set up hermitage three miles rem oved from 
Milarepa’s cave and began meditating. After six weeks, he had visions; 
the first day the Buddha appeared, the second day a manuals, and so on. 
Each time, he reported his visions to Milarepa, who kept on saying, “It 

is nothing! Go back to your practice." After a few more weeks, Gam-po- 
pa had a vivid vision of all six worlds, and naturally he thought that he 
hit the mark. He ran to Milarepa to report, but Milarepa was sleeping. The
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Milarepa merely said, “Let me sleep! I am not a scholar like you. But 1 
know that the Prajnaparamita says all this is mere illusion 1 suggest that 
you go back and practise!” Gam-po-pa, crestfallen and frustrated, re
turned to his meditation. At length, he dreamt one day that he had cut 
off his own head and that he saw it rolling down the hill. Thereafter there 
were no more visions, for the root o f 'atmagraha' was cut off.53

In this episode one learns that the severing of the head symbolizes the 
destruction of the erroneous belief in a permanent self. Gam-po-pa no 
longer has visions because he transcended the duality of subject and 
object. This understanding can be found also in the Tibetan Buddhist 
Tantric collection, rGyudsde kun btus(vol. 23:412), wherein ‘Jam dbyang 
mkhyen brtse’i dbang po states, "The understanding of the non-existence 
of apprehended and apprehender is symbolized by her (Chinnamunda’s) 
form’’.54 This explanation is the raison d ’etre to practise the sadhana of 
Chinnamunda, i.e., a practitioner’s goal is to understand the illusory nature 
of the dichotomy of subject and object.

The ultimate reality is the non-duality of form and voidness as illus
trated in another story. This story describes the realizations of the two 
Mahasiddha yoginis, Mekhala and Khanakala (see chapter 1). In this story 
they sang this song of realization as they severed their heads and offered 
them to their teacher, Mahasiddha Kanhapa. They sang:

Through the grace of the Guru’s instruction, uniting creative and fulfilment 
meditation, we destroy the distinction between samsara and nirvana; vision and 

action united in co-incident harmony we destroy the distinction between accep

tance and rejection;
In the union of vast space and pure awareness we destroy the distinction between 

self and others.
As tokens of the indeterminate, we offer these gifts.

The guru exclaimed:

Behold these two great Yoginis!
They have reached their goal in joy!
Now forgetting your own peace and happiness, live for 

the sake of others!55

These two yoginl’s were able to sever their heads when asked by their 
teacher. This act of severing their heads, as in Gam-po-pa’s meditation, 
revealed their understanding of voidness of intrinsic reality of persons. The 
two yogini sisters realized the non-duality of opposites: samsara and 
nirvana, self and others, etc. They had transcended this illusory dicho
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tomy and were equipped with the proper insight and means to help others 
in achieving enlightenment.

In Hinduism, one finds many statements in the Upanisads of severing 
one’s concept of an individual self (atinan) because this individual self is, 
in reality, part of the great self (paramatinari). Though this great self is 
pervasive, it is extremely subtle and cannot be easily perceived. In the 
Chándogya Upanisad(6.1$. 1) Svetaketu is instructed by his father about 
the great self. This is a description of the essence illustrated by nyagrodha 
tree.

1 .“Bring here a fruit of that nyagrodha tree .. .  Break i t . .  .What do you see there?” 
“These very small seeds, Venerable Sir.” "Of these, please break one. . .  .What do 
you see?” “Nothing at all, Venerable Sir.”
2.Then he said, “My dear, that subtle essence which you do not perceive, 
verily, my dear, from that very essence this great nyagrodha tree exists. 
Believe me, my dear.
3.That which is the subtle essence, this whole world has for its self. That 
is true. That is the self. That is you Svetaketu.

This example illustrates that the self is pervasive such that even if it is 
broken into the smallest parts and becomes imperceptible to the senses, 
it does exist. Also the Katha Upanisad 1.2.18 says:

The knowing self is never bom; nor does it die at any time. It sprang from 

nothing and nothing sprang from it. It is unborn, eternal, abiding and primeval. 
It is not slain when the body is slain.

In both these quotes, the annihilation of the seed or the body does not 
destroy the essence—the unborn, eternal, abiding, primeval self. Moreover, 
it stresses that what a person believes to be the self—the individual unit, 
the seed, or the body—is part of a greater whole. Yet one must ask if 
Chinnamastá with her decapitated head is dead or alive? Everyone would 
agree that without one’s head, one could not exist. This is the paradox 
of Chinnamastá. Ernest Payne in his The Sáktas quotes Ronaldshay as 
stating that Chinnamastá “symbolized the Motherland (India) 'decapi
tated by the English, but nevertheless preserving her vitality unimpaired 
by drinking her own blood’.” Kinsley also feels that she is alive and 
thriving but not by her own means. Kinsley states, “She is shown being 
nourished or sustained not by death (or sacrifice) but by the copulating 
couple beneath her.’’56 This frozen moment of temporarily decapiu; ring 
her head indicates her ability to transcend the relative dichotomy of life 
and death.
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Before discussing the severing of the head in sacrificial terms, I shall 
mention a popular psychoanalytical interpretation initially propounded by 
Freud.57 This interpretation of the severing of the head as a castration 
symbol is applied by prominent authors, such as Wendy Doniger and 
Gananath Obeyesekere.58 Obeyesekere states that a castration symbol for 
a woman is to sever her breasts which can be identified with the penis.59 
The Buddhist Goddess Pattini does sever her breasts but Chinnamasta 
does not. Though there is no ‘displaced’ castration in Chinnamasta’s 
iconography or myths, O’Flaherty does discuss the head held by 
Chinnamasta under the heading of ‘Beheading and Castration’. She states 
in Women. Androgynes and Other Mythical Beasts that though 
Chinnamasta appears to be holding her own head, it could be Siva’s.60 
“The question remains ambiguous, perhaps purposely ambiguous . . .  but 
it is possible that some Tantric texts may identify the head as Siva’s.” I 
agree with O’Flaherty that Chinnamasta’s decapitation is ambiguous and, 
indeed, purposely ambiguous. Chinnamasta’s temporary decapitation is 
a koan. However all sadhanas explicitly state that she holds her own head 
which she has severed with her own knife. Moreover according to the 
sadhanas Chinnamasta has only temporarily severed her head. Near the 
end of the sadhana, a practitioner must visualize the severed head being 
put back on the body. If this act of Chinnamasta’s decapitation symbol
izes castration, then why would the head be replaced at the end of 
sadhanaP61

Courtright in his Gancsa also discusses the severing of the head in terms 
of castration symbolism but he is not satisfied with this explanation alone. 
He presents some very insightful discussions about the symbolism of a 
severed head and his concluding words from the section on the severed 
head are especially pertinent to interpreting Chinnamasta’s self decapita
tion.

Personal fulfilment comes when personal idiosyncratic attachments give 
way to acceptance of the transpersonal divine order, an order made 

apparent only at the moment in which the particular self surrenders itself. 
The Maharashtrian poet-saint Tukarama expressed this theological vision 

succinctly ( Tukarama Catha no. 3414, 3171)
If we want to enjoy God, we should lop off our head from our body 
and hold it in our hands
When the body has been sacrificed to god, says Tuka, all worship has 

been accomplished 62

Another modern commentator, S.G. Motilal, discusses the severing of 
Chinnamasta’s head as significant of the head offering sacrifice.63 Motilal
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enumerates five methods of sacrifice (yajria) of which the fifth is the 
splitting of the head sacrifice. He emphasizes that according to smti the 
sacrifice of the severed head is the essence of sacrifice because in every 
sacrifice there is a head ritual. A story connected with the head ritual is 
in the Satapatha Brahmana (14.1.1 .ff) which recounts the legend when 
Visnu gained glory (sri) but was unable to contain it, thereby losing his 
head by his own bow. His head became the sun. When he lost his head, 
vital sap emerged which was wiped up by the gods, especially Indra who 
arrived first. Indra wanted all the glory for himself; however Dadhyanc 
Atharvana knew the sweet essence of the ‘pravargya sacrifice’ which is 
how to restore the head and how the sacrifice becomes complete 
($atapatha Barhmana 14.1.1.19). Indra threatened to sever Dadhyaric’s 
head if he divulged this secret to anyone. The Asvins heard of Dadhyaric’s 
knowledge and offered themselves as his disciples. He refused until the 
Asvins promised to protect him with a ruse of putting a horse’s head on 
him when he revealed the secret. Then when Indra severed Dadhyaric’s 
head (the horse’s head), the Asvins replaced Dadhyaric’s own head 
(14.1.2.9). This ‘pravargya sacrifice’ is involved with the severed head and 
how to join it sacrificially again to the body.64 In this ritual the severed 
head represents the sun, the illumination of the universe. In Tantric 
thought this sun could be understood as the eradicator of the ignorance 
which prevents release from cyclical existence. The symbolic act of 
severing one’s head signifies the realization that one is not separate from 
others but part of the great self. However the severing of the head is not 
the final step, since one must be able to restore one’s head to complete 
the ‘sacrifice’ which brings immortality.

R estoration o f  the  H ead
Indian mythology has many stories of decapitation and of transposed 

heads, but few exist of self-decapitation and restoration of the same 
head.65 The legends of Chinnamasta and the Mahasiddha sisters are 
important examples of this unique motif.66 In an article by J.C. I leesterman, 
“The Case of the Severed Head”, he discusses the Vedic sacrifice—the 
dismemberment and restoration of a sacrificial victim. His insights can 
be applied in understanding Chinnamasta’s self decapitation and subse
quent restoration. He states:

The sacrifice is a cosmos which is violently broken up to be put together
again . . .  the constantly alternating movement between the two poles of
disintegration and reintegration, death and birth. .. . The pivotal point,
however, is that actual death and disintegration have been eliminated.67
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In Vedic sacrifices the restoration of the head is merely symbolic because 
the victim is indeed sacrificed; therefore, one wonders why the restoration 
of the head is included. Satapatha Bràhmana, a sacrificial text, terminates 
with the ‘pravargya sacrifice’, is this statement:

And, verily, whosoever either teaches, or partakes o f this (Pravargya) 
enters that life, and that light: the observance of the rule thereof is the same 
as at the creation.68

This indicates when one receives a new head, a transformation occurs 
which is usually interpreted as receiving a better head. Courtright states 
that when Ganesa received his elephant head, he received his ‘real’ one 
which ‘expresses his true nature’.69 One can apply this to Chinnamastà. 
She illustrates that having the ability to sever one’s head and to restore it 
leads not to death but to immortality. Chinnamastà displays the ultimate; 
though it appears as a disunity, it is a unity. The Katha Upanisad^l. 1.14- 
15) states:

As water rained upon a height flows down in various ways among the 

hills; so he who views things as varied runs after them.
As pure water poured forth into pure becomes the very same, so the self, 
O Gautama, of the seer who has understanding becomes (one with the 

Suprem e).

Three Eyes
In the sàdhanasquoted, only Tàranàtha’s states that Chinnamundâ has 

three eyes—right, left, and a centre vertical one frequently referred to as the 
third eye, the eye of transcendent knowledge. Misra’s commentary, 
however, does discuss Chinnamastà’s three eyes and all pictorial illustra
tions depict Chinnamastà/Chinnamundà as triocular. Misra comments 
that these three eyes represent the sun, moon, and fire.70 In the Doctrine 
o f Vibration, Dyczkowski quotes from Abhinavagupta’s Tantrâloka as 
follows:

This Wheel o f the Absolute ( anuttaracakra) flows out from the Heart 
through the void of the eyes, etc. onto each sense object. The rays of this 
Wheel progressively engender the Fire (o f the subject), Moon (o f the 
object), and the Sun (of the means of knowledge), in each phrase of 
destruction, creation, and persistence of the external world.71

In this quote Abhinavagupta speaks of the flowing out of the Absolute 
through the orifices. In stating this, he indicates that the Absolute can be 
found in the hean, within an individual, thereby implying that introspec
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tion is needed to discover the Absolute. One should not direct the senses 
to externals, which create the illusion of duality and multiplicity, but 
withdraw the senses into oneself. This is a continuation of the yogic 
method propounded in the Upanisads. The Katha Upanisad(2.\.V) states:

The self is not sought through the senses. The Self-caused pierced the 
openings (of the senses) outward; therefore one looks outward and not 
within oneself. Some wise person, however, seeking eternal life with his 
eyes inward, saw the self.72

The direction of a deity’s eyes are important in Hinduism. Diana Eck in 
Darsan states:

The prominence of the eyes of Hindu divine images also reminds us that 
it is not only the worshipper who sees the deity, but the deity sees the 
worshipper as well. The contact between devotee and deity is exchanged 
through the eyes.73

In pictorial representations, Chinnamasta does not look directly at her 
devotees. By looking at herself, she directs her devotees to look within 
themselves. This is a brilliant and profound aspect of Chinnamasta’s 
iconography.

Likewise in Buddhism, the downward-cast eyes can indicate an em
phasis on introspection. Buddhism does not accept that an atman (a 
permanent self) can be found within the body but by accepting the 
Upanisadic yogic method, it does advocate that the yogic process is 
beneficial in achieving liberation. The third Karmapa, Rangjung Dorje 
(1284-1339), comments about the three eyes, “Because she is the knower 
of past, present, and future, she rolls her three furious bloodshot eyes”.74 
Trungpa elaborates that having “three eyes means that nothing escapes 
the vision of VajrayoginT”; furthermore, one can say that she looks down 
with compassion on all sentient beings.75 As in I iinduism the third eye 
located in the centre of the forehead indicates the realization of transcen
dent knowledge which is necessary in order to help beings effectively.76 
In summation both the religious traditions stress that having three eyes 
as does Chinnamasta, indicates a transcendent knowledge which aids one 
to liberation.

B lood as a D estructive V ita l F lu id

All four meditations state that Chinnamasta is drinking the blood 
which is spurting from her severed throat. The Buddhist meditations do 
not mention the widening of the mouth or the lolling tongue as the Hindu 
ones do. The extended mouth and darting tongue are common charac-
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teristics among several of the Daša Mahávidyás, such as Káli and Tárá. In 
the DeviMáhátmya episode of Durga’s battle with the Asura Raktabija (lit., 
blood seed), whenever Durgá pierced Asura Raktablja’s body and a drop 
of his blood fell on the ground, immediately another Raktabija appeared 
ad infinitum. Since any attempt to kill Raktabija had the reverse effect, only 
generating more Raktabljas, Durgá asked Káli and other wrathful manifes
tations (mátrkás, etc.) to open their mouths very wide and to drink the 
biood of Raktabija before it touched the ground. When the goddesses 
defeated Raktabija through this technique and eventually were trium
phant over all the asuras (rivals to the gods), the devas (gods) reigned 
again.77 V. S. Agrawala glosses Raktabija’s name:

The name is significant, viz. the Asura who is bom from the seed as 
churned out of the blood. . . Raktabija is the symbol of the physical man. 
The cosmic blood reservoir of the life principle has the potency of creating 
a Raktabija from each single drop of blood in its body. If the same is 

soiled by matter it becomes an Asuric force (8.51) but the Goddess 
Cámundá who had made short the work of Canda and Munda sublimates 
the blood of Raktabija by drinking it herself, that is, making an offering 

of it to the sacrificial process symbolized in the body of Kálí-Cámundá. 
Thus the possibility for evil engrained in the animal blood is exhausted.78

Thus by opening her mouth wide and drinking the blood, the goddess 
indicates her ability to transmute a potentially negatively charged force 
into a positively-charged force. Agrawala’s thesis of sublimation is not 
supported explicitly by the Hindu meditations of Chinnamastá. No Hindu 
sádhana states that the blood is amrta (nectar); however, one Buddhist 
sádhana describes the bloodstream as nectar (nihsrtámrtadhárá.).79 Thus 
this blood, a vital essence of being, has the potential to be destructive if 
embodied by asuras but conversely can be transformed into a positive 
power by the Goddess. As Chinnamastá drinks her own blood, it indicates 
a self-transformation of potential negativity and by internal transmutation, 
external negativities are also transfonned.

jBlood as a B en efic ia l V ita l F lu id
The Bráhmanas discuss the vital fluid; however, it is not always stated 

that blood is this essence. Since the Bráhmanas are sacrificial ritual texts, 
however, we may assume that this vital fluid is blood. As in aforemen
tioned ‘pravargya sacrifice’ when Visnu was beheaded, the vital sap 
emerging from his head was wiped up by the gods. Furthermore, in the 
construction of the Mahávíra’s pot which symbolizes Visnu’s severed 
head, in the Satapatha Bn ihmana(\4 A .2.9}, it states:
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O divine Heaven and Earth, when the sacrifice had its head cut off, its sap 

flowed away, and entered the sky and the earth . . .  (14.1.2.19) when the 
sacrifice had its head cut off, its vital sap flowed away, and therefrom those 
plants grew up: that vital sap thus supplies and completes it.

This vital sap is desired by the gods; it is a part of the sky and the earth; 
it is a necessary component in a sacrifice and also completes it.80 Noting 
these different aspects of the vital sap or essential fluid, we understand that 
transmutation of this vital sap is possible. For the Tantrics, the ultimate 
transformation is the formation of amrta, the nectar of immortality for the 
Hindus and the nectar of bliss for the Buddhists.

In order to create this transformation, a Tantric practitioner must 
master pránáyáma, the manipulations of the subtle winds in the body.81 
Pránáyáma is a similar process in both the Tantric traditions; however, the 
results are interpreted differently. In Hinduism, there are five major subtle 
winds known collectively as prána and of the five, two of the most 
important are the prána and apána.62 As long as the subtle winds circulate 
in the subtle veins (nádis), the consciousness is preoccupied with the 
external world because then it ‘rides’ on the winds. When the conscious
ness travels through the idá nádi, the consciousness is introverted and 
when it flows through the pirígalá nádi the opposite occurs. These two 
nádis, the idá and the piňgalá, which are located on the left and right side 
respectively of the main subtle channel, the susumná, create a sense of 
polarity or duality when prána and apána traverse them. The practitioner 
must excercise retaining her/his breath (kumbhaka) in order to prevent 
the winds from traversing the two side channels. By retaining the breath, 
the practitioner forces the subtle winds to enter the susumná at the base 
of the spine where the kundalini, hypostatized as a female serpent, ‘sleeps’. 
This kundalini, “symholizes cosmic energy; due to the individual’s igno
rance the cosmic energy remains powerless and limited, as the individual 
energy (jivašakti)".83 By ejecting the subtle winds into the base of the 
susumná, the kundalini is aroused and after arduous practice, the kundalini 
ascends to the fontanelle, the sahasárara cakra, which symbolizes the 
Supreme Self (parátmari). When the practitioner accomplishes this uni
fication, one is released from fetters of cyclic existence and attains immor
tality by uniting with the Parátman. As Gupta states, “We can see in the 
process that symbolically (the practitioner) has reversed the process of 
creation and effected the reabsorption of the world (and himself) into an 
undifferentiated unity”.84 In sum, the blood issuing through the three 
subtle channels of Chinnamaslá can be interpreted as the vital essence in 
its subtlest form, prána. Furthermore, since Chinnamastá drinks the blood
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from the central channel, the susumna, this can be interpreted as drinking 
amrta thereby illustrating to her practitioners that she has achieved the 
goal, salvation or undifFerentiation, through the Tantric method of awak
ening the kundaliniin order to reunite with the Paratman.

In Tantric Buddhism, the technique of pranayama is also applied but 
the interpretation is different. Moreover, the Buddhist sadhanas (e.g. 
Taranatha) are explicit in stating that these three channels are the nadis. 
The lalana on the left side of the avadhuti, begins at the left nostril and 
joins the avadhuti below the navel; it is white, represents the absolute 
aspect, the corporeal aspect, the objective pole and is symbolized as the 
moon. The rasana on the right side of the avadhutibegins at the right 
nostril and joins the avadhuti below the navel; it is red in colour, represents 
the relative aspect, speech aspect, the subjective pole and is symbolized 
by the sun. The avadhuti is the central channel which runs straight from 
the perineum up the spine to the fontanelle where it arches and terminates 
between the two eyebrows. This channel is also known “as the two 
abandonments because gathering the winds into this channel causes the 
negative activity associated with the winds of the right and left channels 
to be abandoned”.85 In the biography of Mahasiddha Jalandhara, his 
teacher who was a dakini said to him, “Empty the lalana and rasana into 
the avadhuti, then eject all the constructs of your mind through the ‘gate 
of purity’ on the crown of your head. Thereafter meditate upon the 
indivisibility of appearances and emptiness.”86

In ChinnamundavajrayoginI sadhanas there is mention of the subtle 
drops, as well as the subtle winds and channels. Taranatha states, “After 
the three channels are severed, the white and red drops are mixed in the 
central channel. . .”.87 In The Clear Light o f Bliss a short explanation is 
given about the white and red drops (Skt. bindu and T. thig-le). The white 
drop is the pure essence of the white seminal fluid and its principal seat 
is the crown of the head; the red drop is the pure essence of blood and 
its principal seat is the navel. There are both gross and subtle forms of 
these drops. The ones in the vacuole of the central channel found in the 
heart are the subtle ones while the gross ones flow through other chan
nels. When these drops melt and flow through the channels, they give 
rise to the experience of bliss.88

The severing of the three channels and the mixing of the white and red 
drops are very important in eliminating the notion of duality which creates 
the erroneous belief of a permanent and unique self. The Tantric Bud
dhists state that while the winds remain in the two channels flanking the 
central one, one has the sense of duality—subject and object, female and 
male, etc. This sense of duality creates a polarized tension or a struggle
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for dominance. In the Caryagiti, a collection of realization songs by the 
great Mahásiddhas, there is a song rich with imagery about duality.89

1. The river of existence (M: the three na<fis), fathomless (or frightening) 
and deep (M: due to the evil of opacity), flows (M: carries urine, 
excrement, etc.) swiftly; on the banks Ualaná and rasaría) there is mud 
(M: the evil o f opacity), in the middle (.avadhütí), no support (M: it 
cannot be grasped by inexperienced yogins).

2. For the sake of Dharma/dharma Cátila builds a bridge (M: oneness of 
relative and absolute truth); people (M: yogins desiring release), going 

to the other shore, safely cross over (M: the ocean o f Samsára).
3. Splitting (M: destroying the grasping at sense-objects of) the tree of 

delusion (M: bodhicitta), the planks are joined (M: the bodhicitta is 
united w ith  Perpetual Light); w ith  the strong axe o f non-duality  

( yugánaddha), Nirvana is spilt (?).
4. When going on the bridge CM: oneness of the svádhisthána and Clear 

Light), be not on the right or on the left (M: sun or moon); Enlighten
ment (M: the perfection the Great Seal) is near, do not go far!

5. If  you, O people (M: yogins) are to cross over to the other shore (M: 
cross the river of the triple false appearance), ask Cátila the incompa
rable lord.

Though a commentary on this profound song of realization cannot be 
presented here; a few salient points will be discussed. The song empha
sizes that the concept of duality sunders reality and prevents recognition 
of this delusion. Most people, except for experienced yogins, stay on the 
two mud banks symbolizing this duality. Only the experienced yogin can 
make the bridge, i.e., manipulate the winds to enter into the avadhüti\ and 
experience the Great Seal (Mahámudrá), or enlightenment.

H e r Stance
In most sádhanas, Chinnamastá stands in either the álidhapada or the 

pratyálidhapada stance.90 The former is the bowman’s stance of the right 
leg lunging forward and slightly bending of the left leg and the latter is 
the same stance with the reversal of the legs. This bowman’s stance 
indicates that she is prepared to defend her devotees, ready to strike their 
enemies and be ever vigilant in protecting them. A more esoteric Hindu 
explanation is that Chinnamastá is ever alert in destroying the internal 
enemy—ignorance which creates the illusion of separateness between a 
being and Brahman. Likewise a practitioner must be constantly aware and 
prepared to strike whenever ignorance dominates and deludes.91 The 
Mundaka Upanisad states:

Taking as the bow the great weapon of the Upani§ads, one should place
in it the arrow sharpened by meditation. Drawing it with a mind engaged
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in the contemplation of that (Brahman), O  beloved, know that Imperish
able Brahman as the target.92

In both traditions Chinnamastá is standing on a deity; in Buddhist sádhanas 
she stands on (Kálí) and in Hindu sádhanas she stands above Rati, god
dess of desire, and Káma, god of desire, who are in sexual union with the 
woman on top of the man ( viparita).93 Standing defiantly on these deities 
indicates that not only does she triumph over them but she has overcome 
or conquered what they symbolize. Standing on a prostrate Kálí, 
Chinnamundá has transcended time and is beyond the dualities of birth 
and death. Also this symbolizes that a Buddhist deity has supremacy over 
a Hindu deity and Hinduism. Moreover, a Hindu deity symbolizes the 
concept of átman, a major tenet refuted by Buddhists. Thus Chinnamundá 
is victorious over one of the most deeply-rooted impediments to libera
tion—átmagraha. In contrast Rati and Káma in the Hindu depiction 
represent the main impetus for creation and the perpetuation of cyclical 
existence, Samsára. Hence by standing on them, Chinnamastá triumphs 
over the craving for cyclical existence and indicates to her devotees that 
they, too, must be unaffected by worldly desire in order to attain liberation. 
D. Kinsley presents another view:

Chinnamastá takes life and vigour from the copulating couple, then gives 
it away lavishly by cutting off her own head to feed her devotees.94

This is a plausible interpretation in Hinduism because the woman on top 
in a sexual embrace represents šakti, the power to create.95 This is not 
applicable in Buddhism because there is no copulating couple under 
Chinnamundá and because woman in Maháyána symbolizes, prajňá, 
transcendent wisdom. Thus the deities under Chinnamastá’s feet symbol
ize different concepts in the two religions. In Hinduism these concepts 
are both positive and negative and in Buddhism they are impediments.

D ishevelled  H a ir  and  N u d ity
These two characteristics of Chinnamastá are best described as a pair 

because in this context they represent an abandoning of societal values. 
Chinnamastá as a yogin knows the relativity of societal values of respect
ability and non-respectability. Poems by the great devotee of Mother Kálí, 
Ramaprasad, poignantly express the rejection of societal values by Kálí.

Mother, incomparably arrayed 
Hair flying, stripped down.96
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Kálí, why are you naked again?
Good grief, haven’t you any shame?97

Also it is not a coincidence that in the Mahábhárata Draupadl’s garments 
and hair were pulled (kešámbarakarsanam); these two aspects indicate a 
loss of public respectability.98 In Draupadi’s case, the pulling of her 
garments and hair were forced upon her, but in Chinnamasta's (or Kali’s) 
her nudity and dishevelled hair represent freedom. Hiltebeitel discusses 
Draupadl’s dishevelled hair as symbolizing dissolution: "itself (dishev
elled hair) (is) an image of Kálarátri, the Night of Time, the night of 
dissolution (pralaya) of the universe”.99 Such dissolution also indicates 
an aspect of pervasiveness. One of the Sanskrit words for nudity is 
digambara (lit., clad with the quarters of the sky) symbolizing that 
Chinnamasta is so pervasive that it is as impossible to cover her as it is to 
cover the sun. Vast space alone is her vesture.100

In Buddhism, Chinnamundá is also a yogin who rejects societal values 
with her nudity and dishevelled hair. However in Buddhism, where 
compassion is stressed, her nudity indicates that she is unencumbered by 
defilements; “she has no armour of ego to clothe her”.101 By having this 
realization she can benefit sentient beings and extend absolute compas
sion, indicating that their welfare precedes her own.102 In summation, 
both the traditions represent Chinnamasta as a yogin and the Buddhist 
tradition emphasizes the yogin’s power to help beings through compas
sionate means.

DEITY’S IMPLEMENTS

The K a r tr ,
In both the religions the knife is seen as cutting through major ob

stacles to liberation. With the Aartr(sacrificial knife) held in her right hand, 
Chinnamasta severs her own head thereby committing a ‘self-sacrifice’.103 
By this severance she sacrifices the illusory, yet firmly established concept 
of the individual ‘I’. The concept of individual self (.átmari) must be 
severed in order for one to merge with Brahman, becoming liberated. In 
contradistinction a Buddhist explanation is that this kartr is not a sacrificial 
knife but a hook of mercy which protects one from falling into either the 
extreme of cyclic existence (samsára) or the quiescient state of Nirvana. 
Other interpretations are severing the concept of atmagraha, grasping to 
a notion of the self or, as Marijusri’s sword destroys ignorance, 
Chinnamundá’s kartr severs the concept of discursive thought, another 
major impediment to enlightenment. According to Kazi Dawa Samdup 
(p. 20), the kartr indicates that her wisdom cuts all reasoning, destroys all 
fiends (máras) and defilements. This ability indicates that Chinnamasta
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is connected with wisdom (jnana). In Buddhism Chinnamunda is the 
jnana dakinl (wisdom ‘sky-goer’) or sarvabuddha dakinl (all-enlightened 
‘sky-goer’) and in Hinduism Chinnamasta is a mahavidya.

S ku ll Rosary, Bone Necklace, Serpent as Sacred C ord
In Hinduism the skull rosary, bone necklace and serpent sacred cord 

are symbols of transcending the concept of time, i.e., the fear of death. 
Life and death are human constructions which bind beings to cyclical 
existence. Chinnamasta is able to fuse these concepts by wearing the 
symbols of death on an animated body,. By this fusion she illustrates that 
these categories are not absolute and neutralizes their effects, thereby 
indicating a way to salvation. The serpent as her sacred cord is significant 
t)ecause it is associated with temporality and immortality. Since a serpent 
has the ability to slough off an old skin without dying, it is a symbol of 
immortality. By having a serpent as a sacred cord, Chinnamasta indicates 
that she is not part of the ordinary Hindu class ( varna) system and its 
obligatory duties.

Skull, Five M udras, Khatvanga
The Buddhist sadbanas describe Chinnamunda as holding a skull, 

having a five-skull tiara, wearing a fifty-skull garland, and holding a 
khatvanga (Tantric staff).10"1 The tiara of five dried skulls symbolizes the 
five wisdoms of the Pentad Buddhas (Aksobhya’s mirror-like wisdom, 
Ratnasambhava’s wisdom of equality, Amitabha’s discriminative wis
dom, Amoghasiddhi’s wisdom of all-accomplishing action, and Vairocana’s 
wisdom of the Dharmadhatu.) The fifty-head-garland represents the fifty 
completely purified samskaras. The five mudras or five ornaments (head 
ornament, earrings, necklace, bracelet and anklets, and belt) symbolize 
the five perfections of giving, morality, patience, perseverance, and medi
tation; the sixth is represented by the female body—insight (prajna).

Under Chinnamunda’s left arm is a white khatvanga which symbolizes 
method. The holding of the khatvanga represents Chinnamunda’s union 
of skilful means (khatvanga) and insight (her body); these two are needed 
to achieve liberation. The khatvanga includes many symbols. The three 
heads topping the khatvanga are respectively a dried skull representing 
the Dharmakaya, the decaying one for the Sambhogakaya, and the re
cently severed one for the Nirmanakaya.105 The eight sides symbolizes 
the eightfold path propounded by the Buddha.106

DEITY’S ATTENDANTS

In both the traditions Chinnamasta is flanked by two goddesses who, in 
contrast to Chinnamasta’s sixteen years, an indication of maturity and
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completeness, are twelve years old, symbolizing a transitional phase from 
immaturity to maturity. Their names vary according to the sadhanas. In 
some Buddhist sadhanas the goddess flanking Chinnamunda’s left is 
green Vajravaraninl and the one on her right is yellow Vajravairocanl. 
Mahidhara does not indicate their colour, age, or position but refers to 
them as Dakini and Varnini; in the Tantrasara's sadhana the one on 
Chinnamasta’s left side is the black Dakini and on the right side the red 
Varnini. Though the two traditions do not agree on the names, both agree 
there is a triad with the central figure as the main deity flanked by two 
attendants depicted in different colors.

In the section on blood symbolism, the three channels emiting blood 
from Chinnamasta symbolize the three subtle channels (nadis). This 
symbolism is reiterated by the hypostatization of the three nadis as the 
three goddesses. In Buddhist terms, the rasana is hypostatized Vajravara- 
ninl, the lalana as Vajravairocanl, and the avadhutias Chinnamunda; in 
Hindu terms the ida is hypostatized as Dakini, the pihgala as Varnini, and 
the susum na as Chinnamasta.106* This is funher demonstrated by the way 
the three goddesses stand; they are inter-locked with each other at their 
feet just as the three subtle channels are connected at the navel cakra. 
Though each one’s body is free-standing and not intertwined with the 
other’s, the two attendants drink the blood issuing from Chinnamasta’s 
severed throat thereby indicating their dependence on Chinnamasta. As 
the two side subtle channels do not become separated from the central 
subtle channel until the yogin can manipulate the subtle winds in entering 
and remaining in the central subtle channel, the two attendants cannot 
become independent until they reach yogic maturity.

A mature or adept yogin knows how to manipulate these subtle winds 
so they enter the central channel. By accomplishing this, the dichotomy 
of subject and object is eradicated and the relativity of duality is realized. 
For instance, if there is a subject, then there must be an object; if there is 
a night, then there must be a day; if there is a left, then there must be a 
right. All these divisions are dependent on each other for definition. 
Chinnamasta’s two attendants are described in various terms indicating 
duality. In the Buddhist sadhanas the two attendants have different 
names, different colors and mirror each other in the way they stand. In 
the Hindu sadhanasxhe differences are more pronounced. Varnini is red, 
has a smiling face, and a fiery splendour; whereas Dakini is black and 
exceedingly frightful to behold. Moreover in all the sadhanas, the atten
dants have their heads intact which indicate that they do not have the 
yogic ability to sever their heads; this represents the clinging to an ‘I’ 
concept.107 The delusion of duality is iterated by their drinking of
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Chinnamasta’s blood. Hence in both the traditions the two attendants 
represent an spiritually ‘immature’ person who is not liberated because she 
has not realized the relativity of duality.

Another way to interpret Chinnamasta and her two attendants accord
ing to the Hindu conception is presented by Misra. He states that Varnini 
or Yogini represents the rajas guna, Dakini or Bhogini represents the 
tamas guna, and Chinnamasta represents the sattva guna.106 According 
to The D octrine o f  Vibration, an excerpt from the Spanadanirnaya by 
Ksemaraja: “that liberated soul recognizes that these three (gunas) are 
natural and uncreated powers of pure consciousness.”109 He continues 
to elaborate that (1) sattva corresponds to Sankara’s (Siva's) power of 
knowledge (jriana)—the light of consciousness iprakasa)-, (2) the rajas to 
the power of action (kriya)—the reflective awareness of consciousness 
( vimarsa); (3) the tamas to the power of Maya . . . the initial subtle distinc
tion which appears between subject and object in pure consciousness. 
This explanation demonstrates a liberated soul’s recognition of the inter
action of the three gunas. Since Chinnamasta is in the centre, drinking 
her own blood and feeding her blood to her two attendants, she indicates 
that she is a liberated soul whereas her two attendants are not liberated 
because they drink her blood instead of their own. In other words, 
Chinnamasta has severed the notion of duality while the others have not.

These interpretations of Chinnamasta’s location, physical appearance, 
and attendants are certainly not exhaustive. Though more interpretations 
could be presented, I highlighted the symbolism of the navel, fire, triangle, 
head, blood and attendants which demonstrates Chinnamasta’s centrality 
as a Tantric goddess. Furthermore these aspects clearly show that to 
comprehend her, one needs to incorporate many facets of the Indian 
tradition which are explicitly esoteric or have been adapted for the esoteric 
Indian traditions, such as the Upanisadic “inheritance”. One can see how 
Hindu or Buddhist tenets are embedded in the hermeneutics of the 
iconography.

Differences between the two religion’s beliefs are apparent: atman as 
opposed to the lack of an eternal self, the gunas versus dharm odaya  as 
source, and self-liberation versus the motivation of bodhicitta. However, 
what is also striking is the commonality of certain techniques in both 
Hindu and Buddhist Tantric traditions, e.g. the manipulation of the subtle 
winds in the subtle channels. This knowledge of manipulating the winds 
is one of the major Tantric methods employed to experience bliss and 
eventual liberation.

By using the tantric lens, one learns that Chinnamasta and her two 
attendants not only represent the three subtle channels but reveal a
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profound tantric teaching of liberation. It is a masterful illustration of the 
interaction of the three subtle channels and the manipulation of the winds 
entering the central channel. Tantric adepts frequently used drawings to 
convey the subtlest teachings. Chinnamasta is certainly one of these 
mahayoginis. Thus this great yogini, the texts that discuss her, and her 
iconography distinctly demonstrate her importance in the Indian and 
Tibetan esoteric traditions and in understanding the great goddess tradi
tion which has influenced the entire Asian continent as well as more and 
more Western scholars in this century and certainly in the next century.
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Conclusion

Throughout this study I tried to answer certain questions about 
Chinnamastá. What is her origin? Who is she? What does she symbolize? 
What teaching does she embody? To answer these questions I have 
studied her legends, rituals, and iconography from both a Hindu and 
Buddhist perspective. Certain themes are reiterated in both the traditions; 
other aspects are elaborated more in one tradition only. Both the traditions 
are concerned with the yogic/tantric method as a symbol of personal 
sublimation. Many of her legends exemplify the yogic/Tantric technique 
of severing the head temporarily. As has.been examined Chinnamasta’s 
various legends, rituals and iconography, demonstrate that that 
Chinnamastá is pre-eminently a Tantric goddess. Since she is a Tantric 
goddess, there are certain generalities that can be deduced concerning her 
symbolism, and the similarities and differences between Hindu and Bud
dhist Tantra. Although the origin of Tantra is embedded in Hinduism and 
Buddhism, interest in the field ofTantra’s origin and the relationship 
between Hindu and Buddhist Tantric adepts is relatively recent. Tantra, 
as an esoteric teaching, was originally an oral tradition which later became 
written. Relying primarily on textual sources, it becomes problematic to 
compare two different types of texts to determ :ne Chinnamastá’s origin. 
The Buddhist textual sources are sádhanasWwh transmission lineages and 
die Í lindu texts are specifically literary ones, such as the Upapuianas.

In both the traditions Chinnamastá is considered a wisdom goddess, 
a goddess who has the wisdom necessary for liberation. According to 
Buddhist Tantric symbolism the female symbolizes transcendental wis
dom iprajňa) and die inanimate aspect in comparison to the male sym
bolism of compassion and active method. In Buddhism she is a form of 
Vajravárahi/Vajrayoginl, a goddess exemplifying prajňá and is connected 
with more female Maliásiadhás than male Mahásiddhas. This is reiterated 
in the Buddhist legends of Chinnamundá; swords of wisdom emerge from 
practitioners’ mouths before they enact severing their heads. In Hindu 
Tantra this symbolism is reversed in that the female represents activity 
isakti) and the male represents inactivity. Moreover the vivid imagery of 
‘swords of wisdom’ is absent in the Hindu legends. Still, Chinnamastá is 
clearly a wisdom goddess by her association with Durgá as one of the ten
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great knowledge goddesses (dasa mahavidyas). One may speculate th2t 
the reason for a lack of evidence in Hinduism for explaining why 
Chinnamasta is a wisdom goddess is that she was borrowed from Bud
dhism which stresses goddesses as wisdom-holders rather than as $aktis.

In this comparative study, the commonality between I lindu and Bud
dhist Tantric beliefs is evident. An important concept accepted by both 
Tantric traditions is the system of subtle winds, channels, and cakras'm 
the human body. Each agree that there are two primary subtle winds, 
prana and apana, which ascend and descend respectively in the two subtle 
channels which intertwine with the central subtle channel. At the places 
of conjunction is a cakra which acts as a knot. As long as the two side 
channels remain thus intertwined, the subtle winds cannot enter the 
central channel or ascend and descend it freely. An ordinary person is 
unable to ‘untie the knots’ and as long as the two subtle winds do not 
course in the central channel without constriction, one experiences a 
separation from others. This sense of separation or apparent dichotomy 
appears to be absolute until the two subtle winds enter the central subtle 
channel. For an ordinary person the converging of the winds occurs at 
the time of death. A yogin or Tantric practitioner tries to simulate the 
death experience in order to realize the relativity of all dualities and to be 
free from the snares of cyclic existence.

Chinnarnasta’s legends reiterate the theme of cutting through this 
apparent duality. Most legends focus on the salient act of her severing 
temporarilv her head. No legend indicates a suicide or a loss ot control; 
quite the contrary, all legends portray her as an adept in the vogic/Tantric 
technique of ‘untying the knots’. Were she not an adept yogin, blood 
could not ascend and flow freely from her severed head; she would have 
died and certainly could not have replaced her head. Chinnamasta thus 
embodies the realization of severing duality. This liberati ve knowledge is 
the raison d ’etre of Tantra. Since this is the essence ofTantra, any deity 
who teaches this technique is a Tantric deity. Many sadhanas of various 
deities do instruct the practitioner in methods of transcending dualism; 
however, few deities exemplify this technique in their iconography. 
Chinnamasta and her two attendants is the most notable example. Her 
iconography intentionally overwhelms the view’er. The paradox of her 
living form with head in hand arrests our rational thought and forestalls 
a facile or hasty interpretation. It purposely creates uncertainty. It also 
obscures because one who does not know her sadhanas cannot under
stand that her decapitation is temporary. Without knowledge of this key 
factor, one can never penetrate the apparent paradox.

Since Tantra is fraught with dangerous methods which could make a
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person insane without the guidance of an adept teacher, it constantly veils 
its instructions.

Chinnamasta’s iconography communicates this concern. To an ordi
nary viewer, Chinnamasta is decapitated and to some, she is dead. For 
a Tantric practitioner, however, her iconography is a supreme example of 
the interaction of the subtle winds and channels. Her two attendants are 
the two side subtle channels and Cliinnamasta is the central subtle chan
nel. The knots are untied and the winds appearing as blood ascend the 
unconstricted subtle channels. The triad represents the three subtle chan
nels at the navel cakra which is their abode—the pivotal point for liberation. 
This magnified depiction of something invisible to ordinary perception is 
this extraordinary vision which is aweful and fascinating. One is privy to 
an experience reserved normally for yogins or Tantric adepts Chinnamasta 
reveals the Tantric technique of liberation without words; her iconography 
is her code. Those who can decipher it can be freed fr< >m cyclic: existence. 
For this reason, Chinnamasta is a paramount Tantric deity in both Bud
dhism and I linduism.

Though Buddhist and Hindu Tantra share some common elements, 
other explanations and emphases differ within the two traditions. The 
Hindu tradition does not have the same system of classification as the 
Buddhist tradition. The Buddhist Chinnamunda sadhanas arc part of the 
Anuttarayoga Mother Tantra which stresses bliss and the realization of 
voidness of inherent existence in order to experience the supreme state 
of reality. In the Chinnamunda sadhanas a practitioner must vividly 
imagine him/herself as Chinnamunda. A Buddhist practitioner who has 
Chinnamunda as his/her chosen deity iistadcvata) should arise in the 
morning as Chinnamunda. Moreover if one practises the uncommon 
preliminaries, one imagines one’s body, speech, and mind as inseparable 
and as ‘of one taste’ with the body, speech, and mind of the guru. In this 
way, one experiences great bliss. The Dalai Lama states and explains the 
‘dissolution process of entirety’ which is a visualization of one’s entire 
body melting into light and completely dissolving. One then visualizes 
oneself as the enjoyment body (sambhogakaya) and subsequently as 
Chinnamunda generating the pride of the emanation body. (Although he 
discusses this in the context of Yamanataka practice, not Chinnamunda 
practice, both are Anuttarayoga Tantric practices and the same principles 
apply.) This powerful and continuous visualization process aids a prac
titioner in understanding Chinnamunda’s symbolism of liminal transcen
dence. The separateness of life and death or any seemingly mutually 
exclusive concepts are understood as relative rather than absolute di
chotomies.
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When comparing the Chinnamasta/Chinnamu nda sadhanas, one finds 
thal in both the traditions they consist of three main sections: prelimina
ries, actual meditation, and offerings.

In both, preliminaries include homage to one’s guru and chosen deity, 
purification and consecration of one’s body. The Hindu practice has an 
extensive purification and consecration compared to the Buddhist prac
tice; however, only the Buddhist practice includes taking refuge in the 
Three Jewels, generating bodhidtta, and cultivating tine four immeasurables 
always coupled with the insight of voidness of inherent existence. The 
actual meditation of both involves the worship of Chinnamasta/ 
Chinnamunda. The Hindu practitioner visualizes Chinnamasta in front of 
him/her. whiie the Buddhist practitioner visualizes him/herself as 
Chinnamunda. The offering sections of both are similar, but only the 
Buddhist practice concludes with a dedication of merit. Thus we note 
both su iking similarities as well as significant differences between the two 
Tantric traditions. Chinnamasta is a paramount Tantric goddess wrho 
inspires awe and fascination and gives us a focus for the comparative 
study of two transformative traditions.



APPENDIX 1

The Thousand Names o f the Goddess

Sri D e v i speaks:
Tell, Deva Mahadeva, you are the best among who knows the Sastras. 

Please do, O Jagannatha, tell me, O Dear One. For the benefit of all the 
beings, you have told all the praises, kavacas, etc. of Pracandacandika 
Devi. Now be merciful to a devoted worshipper, please reveal to me , O 
Lord of Gods, these auspicious 1000 names of Chinnamasta.

Sri Siva speaks:
Listen, Devi, I shall tell you about Chinna, so pleasing to the mind. 

Diligently, guard this which is beneficial to oneself; even under threat of 
death, do not reveal it anywhere. Listen to this, O Mahesani, I shall tell 
you everything. Even without ritual worship, without meditation, without 
recitation, one can attain siddhis. Even without meditation, O Devi, 
without bhutasuddhi, only by reciting, one will obtain siddhis, that is the 
truth, O lovely faced woman. Previously in the company of all the gods 
at the peak of Mount Kailasa, I told them when they asked, whatever! 
told them, I shall tell you. Listen, O lovely faced woman.

This is the praise of the thousand names of Sri Pracanda candika. The 
rsi is Bhairava, verse is Samrat chandah, the goddess Pracanda candika, 
and the accomplishments are the four goals of dharma, artha, kam a, and 
moksa.

Nam es 1-100

I. Pracandacandika (powerfully fierce one), 2. Canda (fierce one), 
3- Candadevyavinasini (indestructible fierce goddess) /  4. Camunda (name 
of the emaciated goddess)1 and 5. Sucanda (very fierce one) and 6. Capala 
(electrifying one),2 7. CarudehinI (incarnation of belovedness) /  8. Lalajjihva 
(one with the lolling tongue), 9. Caladrakta (one with quivering blood), 
10. Carucandranibhanana (who has the appearance of the lovely moon /
II. Cakoraksi (whose eyes are like the cakora bird),312. Candanada (who 
has a fierce roar), 13. Caricala (who trembles)4 and 14. Manonmada (who 
gratifies the mind)/ 15. Cetana (who thinks), 16. Citisamstha (who re
mains in thought) and 17. Citkala (part of Brahman),5 18. Jnanarupini
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(who embodies wisdom) /  19. Mahabhayarikaridevi (very frightening 
goddess), 20. Varadabhayadharni (supportress of the bestowing of fear
lessness) /  21. Bhayadhya (possessing fear), 22. Bhayarupa (has a fearful 
form), 23- Bhavabandhavimodnl (releaser of the fetters of existence) /  24. 
Bhavani (goddess of Being) and 25. Bhuvanesi (goddess of the earth) and 
26. Bhavasamsaratarini (who crosses over cyclic existence) /  27. 
Bhavabdhirbhavamoksa (releaser from the ocean of existence) and 28. 
BhavabandhavidyotinI (knower of the fetters of existence) /  29. Bhagjrathi,6 
30. Bhagastha (abiding in the bhaga, i.e., the womb), and 31. 
Bhagyabhogyapradayini (who bestows fortune and pleasure)/ 32. Kamala 
(lotus-like one), 33. Kamada (who fulfils wishes), 34. Durga,7 35 
Durgabandhavimocini (the releaser of the difficult fetters of existence) / 
36. Durdarsana (difficult one to perceive), 37. Durgarupa (difficult form) 
[to beholdj), 33. Durjrieya (difficult to know), 39. Durganasinl (destroyer 
of the difficult)/ 40. DTnaduhkhahara (destroyer of afflicted sorrows) and 
41. NityaniiyasokavinasinI (destroyer of die imperishable and perishable 
sorrows) /  42. Nityanandamayl Devi Nityam (the goddess who eternally 
possesses imperishable bliss), 43. Kalyanakarini (the doer of beneficial 
[works]) / 44. Sarvarthasadhanakari (doer of the spiritual practice which 
attains all goals), 45. Sarvasiddhisvarupini (embodiment of accomplishing 
all) /  46. Sarvaksobhanasaktih (power of all agitation) and 47. 
Sarvavidravinlpara (supreme one for defeating) /  48. Sarvararijanasaktih 
(power over all exciting passion), 49. Sarvonmadasvarupini (embodiment 
of all craziness) /  50. Sarvajriasiddhidatri (giver of supramundane success 
of omniscience) 2 nd 51. SiddhividyasvarupinJ (embodiment of the science 
of supramundane attainments) /  52. Sakala (she who is whole), 53. 
Niskala (one without parts), 54. Siddha (she who has succeeded), 55. 
Kalatita (one beyond pa its), 56. Kalamayl (embodies the arts) /  57. Kulajria 
(one who knows the clan),8 58. Kularupa (whose form is the clan) and 
59. CaksuranandadayinI (giver of the blissful eye) /  60. Kulina (Kula 
practiuoner),9 61. Samarupa (who has the same form) and 62. Kamariipa 
(takes on any desired form), 63- Manohara (fascinating to the mind)/ 64 
Kamalastha (one in the lotus), 65. Kanjamukhl (who has a lotus face), 66. 
Kurijaresvaragamini (who rides or. the lord of elephants) /  67. Kularupa 
(whose form is of the clan),10 68. KotaraksI (having eyes like the hollow 
of a tree)), 69. Kamalaisvaryadayinl (confers lordliness of Kamala)11 /  70. 
Kunti,12 71. Kakudini (one with a hump), 72. Kula (Kula goddess), 73 
Kurukulla,13 74. Karalika14 /  75- Kamesvari (goddess of love or desire). 76. 
Kamamata (the mother of god Kama), 77. Kamatapavimocini (liberator 
from the pain of desire) /  78. Kamarupa (can take any desired form),15 79 
Kamasaltva (who has desire as her sentience), 80. Kamakautukakarini
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(who creates the eagerness of desire) /  81. Karunyahrdaya (compassion
ate heart), 82. Krim Krim Mantrarupa (one who embodies the mantra krim 
krirn)16 and 83. Kotara (the nude goddess) /  84. Kaumodaki (who is (like) 
Visnu’s mace (Kaumodaki), 85. Kumudini (she who is at a place abound
ing in lotuses), 86. Kaivalya (identical with the final emancipation),17 87. 
KulavasinI (dweller of the Kula) /  88. Kesavl (abundant-haired one), 89. 
Kesavaradhya (honoured by Visnu), 90. Kesi DaityanisudinI (who killed 
the demon Kesi), 91. Klesaha (the destroyer of defilements), 92. Klesarahita 
(who is free from pains), 93. Klesasarighavinasini (destroyer of the group 
of defilements) /  94. Karali (formidable one) and 95. Katalasya (gaping- 
mouthed one), 96. Karalasuranasini (destroyer of the formidable demi
god, Karalasura) /  97. Karalacarmasidhara (one who holds the knife and 
sheath of Karalasura), 98. Karalakulanasini ( destroyer of the Karalasura’s 
clan)/ 99. Kankinl (heron-like one), 100. Kankanirata (devoted to the 
heron)18

N am es 101-200

101. KapalavaradharinI (holding the best skull) /  102. Khadgahasta (sword 
in hand), 103. Trinetra (the three-eyed one), and 104. Khanda- 
mundasidharinl (holding a severed head and a sword) /  105. Khalaha 
(killer of wicked people). 106. Khalahantrl (destroyer of wicked people) 
and 107. Ksaratl (streaming forth), 108. Khagatisada (goes through the 
sky always)19 /  109. Ganga (the goddess Ganga), 110. Gauiamapujyii 
(worshipped by Rsi Gautama), and 111. Gauri,20112. Gandharvavasini 
(dwells among the celestial musicians) /113. Gandharva, 114. Gagnaradhya 
(w’orshipped as a sky form), 115. Gana,21 116. Gandharvasevita (wor
shipped by the celestial musicians) /  117. Ganatkaragana Devi (the god
dess’ troop who acts through the troop),22 118. Nirguna (without at
tributes) and 119. Gunatmika (with attributes) /120. Gunata (endowed 
with attributes), 121. Gunadatri (the giver of 'qualities’) and 122. 
GunagauravadayinI (bestower of the importance of qualities) /  123 
Ganesamata (mother of Ganesa), 124. Gambhlra (profound one), 125. 
Gagana (sky-form one), 126. Jyotikarini (illuminator) /  127. Gaurangi 
(white-coloured one), 128. Gayagamya (one who goes to Gaya),2? 129 
Gautamasthanavasini (who dwells in the place of Rsi Gautama) /  130. 
Gadadharapriya (dear to Visnu),24 131. Jneya (who has insight), 132. 
Jnagamya (who attains knowledge), and 133. Guhesvarl (Goddess of the 
cave or the hidden one).25/' 134. Gayatri (identical with the hymn in the 
Gayatri meter), 135. Gunavati (who has ‘qualities’), 136. Gunatita (one 
beyond ‘qualities’), 137. Gunesvarl (goddess of ‘qualities’) /  138. 
GanesajananI Devi (the goddess who is the mother of Ganesa), 139.
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Ganesavaradáyiní (who grants wishes of Ganesa)/140. Ganádhyaksanutá 
(praised as the leader of the troop),26141. Nityá (eternal one), 142. Ganá- 
dhyaksaprapüjitá (worshipped by the lord of the troop)27/ 143. Girisaramani 
Devi (the goddess who is the wife of Siva [the lord of the mountain]), 144. 
Girisaparivandita (goddess adored by Siva) /  143. Gatidá (presenter of the 
path), 146. Gatihá (who annihilates the path), 147. Gita (singer of praise), 
148. GautamI, 149. Gurusevitá (who is worshipped by gurus) /  150. 
Gurupüjyá (worshipped by the gurus), 151. Guruyutá (joined to the guru), 
152. Gurusevanatatpará (who is entirely devoted to serving the guru)/153. 
Gandhadvárá ([worshipped] with perfumes) and 154. Gandliádhyá (who 
emanates a fragrant smell), 155. Gandhátmá (who embodies a fragrant 
smell), 156. Gandhakarini (producer of fragrant smells) /  157. 
GTrvánápatisampüjyá (whom the lord of mountains and forests wor
ships), 158. Glrvánapatitustidá (who pleases the lord of the mountains and 
forests)/ 159. Gírvánádhisaramani (who pleases Siva), 160. 
GIrvánádhisavanditá (one whom Siva worships), 161. GIrvánádhisa 
samsevyá (whom Siva shall serve), 162. Gírvánádhísaharsadá (who pleases 
Siva) /  163. Gánasaktih (who can sing), 164. Gánagamyá (who will be 
praised through song), 165. Gánasaktipradáyiní (who gives power to 
sing) /166. Gánavidyá (who has knowledge of singing), 167. Gánasiddhá 
(thiougn the power of singing becomes a Siddha), 168. Gánasantusta- 
mánasá (who is happy by singing) /169. Gánátítá (who is beyond sing
ing), 170. Gánagitá (whose qualities will be praised through song), J 71. 
Ganaharsaprapurita (filled with gladness through singing) /  172. 
Gandharvapatisamhrstá (to whom Kubera [lord of the celestial musicians) 
will rejoice), 173. Gandharvagunamanditi (who rejoices in the qualities of 
a celestial musician) /  174. Gandharvaganasamsevyá (whom the celestial 
musicians serve), 175. Gandharvaganamadhyagá (who lives amidst the 
celestial musicians) /176. Gandharvaganakusalá (who is beneficial to the 
celestial musicians), 177. Gandharvaganapüjitá (who is worshipped by the 
celestial musicians) /  178. Gandharvagananirata (who is loved by the 
celestial musicians), 179. Gandharvaganabhüsitá(who is surrounded by 
celestial musicians)/180. Gharghará (roaringone), 181. Ghorarüpá (frightful 
in appearance), 182. Ghoraghurghurnádiní (whose fierce roar is frighten
ing)/ 183. Gharmavindusamudbhuta (one born from sweat), 184. 
GharmavindusvarüpinT (who embodies sweat) /  185. Ghantaravá (whose 
sound is like a bell), 186. Ghanaravá (whose sound is like thunder), 187. 
Ghanarüpá (who has a cloud-like form), 188. Ghanodañ (who has a firm 
belly) /189. Ghorasattvá (who embodies fierceness), 190. Ghanadá (gives 
rain), 191. GhantanádavinodinI (who is happy when she hears the sound 
of the bell) /  192. Ghoracándáliní (fierce CándálinI), 193. Ghorá (fierce
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one), 194. Ghoracandavinasinl (destroyer of the fierce demon), 195. 
Ghoradanavadam anI (controller of the fierce Danava), 196. 
Ghoradanavanasini (destroyer of the fierce Danava) /  197. Ghora- 
karmadirahita (who is separated from fierce doers, etc.), 198. 
Ghorakarmanisevita (worshipped by fierce doers) /199. Ghoratattvamayi 
Devi (the goddess who embodies a fierce form), 200. GhoratattvavimocinI 
(who destroys fierce beings). /

N am es 201-300

201. Ghorakarmadirahita (who is separated from fierce ones), 202. Ghora- 
karmadipurita (who is joined with the fierce ones) /  203 Ghorakarmadi- 
nirata (who is involved in fierce acts), 204. Ghorakarmapravarddhini (who 
increases fierce actions) / 205. Gnorabhutapramathinl (who destroys 
fierce demons) 206. Ghoravetalanasini (who kills the fierce ‘vampires’
I vetala]) /  207. Ghoradavagnidamani (who extinguishes fierce forest fires), 
208. Ghorasatrusunidin! (who annihilates fierce enemies) /  209. 
Ghoramantrayuta (who is joined with the fierce mantra), and 210. Ghora- 
mantraprapujita (who is worshipped with the fierce mantra) /  211. Ghora- 
mantramanobhijna (who knows the minds of others through the fierce 
mantra), 212. Ghoramantraphalaprada (who attains results by [reciting] 
the fierce mantra) /  213. Ghoramantranidhih (whose abode or treasure is 
the fierce mantra), and 214. Ghoramantrakrtaspada (who controls the 
fierce mantra) /  215. Ghoramantresvari Devi (the goddess of the fierce 
mantra), 216. Ghoramantrarthamanasa (who knows the meaning of the 
fierce m antra)/ 217. Ghoramantrarthatattvajna (who knows the nature of 
the meaning of the fierce mantra), 218.Ghoramantranhaparaga (who has 
mastered the meaning of the fierce mantra) /  219. Ghoramantrartha- 
vibhava (who manifests the meaning of the fierce mantra), 220. Ghora- 
mantrarthabodhini (who explains the meaning of the fierce mantra) /  221. 
Ghoramantrarthanicaya (who is the conglomeration of the meaning of 
the fierce mantra), 222. Ghoramantrarthajanabhuh (source of the mean
ing of the fierce mantra) /  223. Ghoramantrajaparata (who is engaged in 
the recitation of the fierce mantra), 224. Ghoramantrajapodyata (who is 
ready to recite the fierce mantra) /  225. Nakaravarananilaya (lives in the 
letter na), 226. Nakaraksaramandita (who has na as an adornment) /  227. 
Nakarapararupa (whose supreme form is the na), 228. NakaraksararupinI 
(embodies the na) /  229. Citrarupa (one with variegated form), 230. 
Citranadi (with the variegated subtle channel [nadl]), 231. CarukesI (with 
the beautiful hair), 232. Cayaprabha (whose illumination is built up) /  233. 
Cancala (who shakes), 234. Cancalakara (creates movement), 235. Carurupa 
(who has a wonderful form) and 236. Candika (the fierce one) /  237.
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Caturvedamayl ( embodies the four Vedas), 238. Canda (the fierce one),
239. Candalaganamandita (who is adorned by the candalas [outcastes]) /
240. Candalachedini (destroys wicked ones), 241. Candatapanirmulakarini 
(eradicates suffering which results from violence) /  242. Caturbhuja (four
armed), 243. Candariipa (has a fierce form), 244. CandamundavinasinI 
(who destroyed Canda and Munda) /  245. Candrika (one like moonlight), 
246. CandrakJitin (who is as famous as the moon), 247. Candrakantisthatha 
(who is as beautiful as the moon) / 248. Candrasya (whose face is like the 
moon), 249. Candrarupa (whose form is like the moon), and 250. 
Candramaulisvarupini (her own form is the moon crescent)29 /  251. 
Candramaulipriya (adored by Siva), 252. Candramaulisantustamanasa 
(content with Siva) /  253- Cakora band huramanl (pleased with the relative 
of the cakoraX29 254. Ca'korabandhupujita (worshipped by the relative of 
the cakora) /  255. Cakrarupa (whose form is the discus), 256. Cakramayi 
(embodies a discus), 257. Cakrakarasvarupini (whose own form is like a 
discus) / 258. Cakrapanipriya (loved by the discus holder, i.e., Visnu), 259. 
Cakiapaniprliipradayinl (gives love to Visnu) /  260. Cakrapanirasabhijna 
( who knows Visnu’s bliss),30 26l. Cakrapanivaraprada (who bestows the 
gifts of Visnu) /  262. Cakrapanivaronmatta (pleased with Visnu’s gifts),
263. Cakrapanisvarupint (whose own form is one wTho holds a discus) /
264. Cakrapanisvarl Nityam (who is always Visnu’s wife), 265. 
Cakrapaninamaskrta (to whom Visnu gives homage) /  266. 
Cakrapanisamudbhula (arising from Visnu), 267. Cakrapanigunaspada 
(who is at the level of the gunas of Visnu) /  268. Gandravali (wears a moon 
rosary), 269- Candravati (who wears a moon ornament), 270. Candra- 
kolisamaprabha (whose brightness is equal to 10,000 moons) /  271. 
Candanarcitapadabja (whose lotus feet are adorned with sandalwood),
272. Candanavitamastaka (whose head is [smeared withl sandalwood) /
273. Caruklrtih (whose fame is sweet), and 274. Carunetra (who has 
beautiful eyes), 275. Carucandravibhusana (adorned with a beautiful 
moon) /  276. Carubhusa (one with beautiful ornaments), 277. Caruvesa 
(one with beautiful garments), 278. Caruvesapradayani (bestower of 
beautiful garments) / 279. Carubhusabhusitahgl (adorned w'ith beautiful 
garments), 280. Caturvaktravaraprada (fulfils the wishes of Brahma, the 
four-faced one) /  281. Caturavaktrasamaradhya (who delights Brahma) 
282. Caturvaktrasamasrita (united with Brahma) /  283. Caturvaktra (four
faced), 284. Caturbaha (four-armed), 285. Caturthi ([is worshipped] on the 
fourth day of the month), 286. Caturdasi ([is worshipped] on the four
teenth day) /  287. Citra (whose asterim is Citra),31 288. Carmanvati (w'ho 
lives in the Carman River), 289. Caitrl (associated with Citra), 290. 
Candrabhaga (who should be worshipped on the full moon day), 291.
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Campaka (who likes to receive campaka flowers)*2 /  292. Caturda- 
sayamakara (source of the fourteen Yamas),33 293- Caturdasayamanuga 
(who is a companion to the fourteen Yamas) /  294. Caturdasayamapnia 
(who is pleased with the fourteen Yamas). 295. Caturdasayamapriya (who 
is dear to the fourteen Yamas) /  2S>6. Chalastha (she lives in deception),34 
297. Chidrarupa (fissured form), and 298. Chadmada (deceiver),35 299. 
Chadmarajika (filled with deception), 300. Chinnamasta (who has a sev
ered head).

N am es 301-400

301. Chinna (the severed one), 302. Chinnamundavidharini (holding a 
severed head)/' 303. Jayada (giver of victory), 304. Jayarupa (embodies 
victory), and 305. Jayanti (victorious one), 306. Jayamohinl (victorious 
MohinI36) /  307. Jaya (victory), 308. Jivansamstha (exists in [every) being), 
and 309. Jalandharanivasini (living in Jalanclhara)37 / 310. Jvalamukhi (fire
mouthed goddess)38, 311- Jvaladatri (bestows fire or light), 312. 
Jajvalyadahanopama (resembling the blazing fire of ja) /  313- Jagadvandya 
(praised by the universe), 314. Jagatpujya (worshipped by the universe), 
315. Jagattranaparayana (entirely devoted to the protection of the uni
verse) /  317. Jagati (earth), 318. Jagadadhara (supportress of the all ani
mated ones, i.e., Earth), 319. Janmamrtyujarapaha (destroys birth, death 
and old age) / 320. Janani (mother of all), 321. Janmabhumih (the birth
place),39 322. Janmada (creator of birth), 323 JayasalinI (resplendent with 
victory) /  324. Jvararogahara (cures fevers), 325. Jvala (blazing one), 326. 
Jvalamalaprapurita (surrounded by flames) /  327. Jambharatlsvari (god
dess of Jambhara’s enemy, i.e., Indra), 328. Jambharativaibhavakarini 
(creates the wealth or glory7 of Indra) / 329. Jambharatistuta (praised by 
Indra), 330. JambharatisatrunisudinI (destroys Indra’s enemies) /  331. 
Jayadurga,40 332. Jayaradhya (worshipped by Jaya), 333- Jayakall,41 334. 
Jayesvari (the goddess of victory) /  335. Jayatara (brings victory), 336. 
Jayatlta (beyond winning or losing), 337. Jayasahkaravallabha (beloved by 
Siva)42 /  338. Jalada (bestower of rain), 339. Jahnutanaya (Goddess Ganga, 
daughter of Jahnu), 340. Jaladhitrasakarini (who creates the fear of the 
ocean)43 i  341. Jaladhivyadhidamanl (gets rid of ocean sickness), 342. 
Jaladhijvaranasini (destroys the ocean fever) /  343. Jahgatnes! (goddess of 
animated beings), 344. Jadyahara (destroys stupidity), 345. 
Jadyasanghanivarini (wards off stupidity) /' 346. ladyagraslajanatita (be
yond stupidity), 347. Jadyaroganivarini (warding off the disease of stupid
ity), 348. Janmadatri (gives birth), 349. Janmahartrl (destroys birth), 350. 
Jayaghosasamanvita (always with the sound of victory) /' 351. Japayoga- 
samayukta (conjoined with recitation practice),44 352. JapayogavinodinI
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(gladdened wilh recitation practice), 353. Japayogapriya (pleased by reci
tation practice), 354. japya (one who is to be muttered), 355. Japatlta 
(beyond muttering), 356. Jayasvana (sound of victor/) i  357. Jayabhavasthita 
(established in the state of a wife), 358. Java (wife), 359. Jayabnavapiapurinl 
(filled with the state of a wife) /  360. Japakusumasankasa (resembles a 
hibiscus)-, 361. Japakusumapujita (\v orshipped with the hibiscus) /  362. 
Japakusumasamphia (pleased with the hibiscus), 363- Japakusumamandita 
(decorated with a hibiscus) /  364. Japakusumavadbhasa (her rays are like 
the colour of the hibiscus), 365. Japakusumarupini (her form is like the 
hibiscus) /  366. Jarr.adagrusvarupa (her form isjamadagni),“5 367. Janaki,46 
368. Janakatmaja (Sita, born fromjanaka) / 369. Jhanjhavatapramuktahgl 
(whose limbs release storms), 370. Jhorajhankaravasinl (dwells in this 
buzzing-like sound)47 /  371. Jhankarakarini (makes this buzzing-like 
sound), 372. Jhanjhavatarupa (embodies the sound of storms),48 373 
Jhahkan (makes this buzzing like sound) / 374. NakaranusvarupinI (em
bodies na)4y 375. Tanatankaranadini (sound of a released arrow) /  376. 
Tahkari (makes the twanging sound), 377. Takuvani (has this sound), 378. 
Thakaraksararupini (embodies tha) /  379. pindima (like the small drum),r,° 
380. Dimbha (young child), 381. pindudindimanadini (has the sound of 
this small drum) /  382. Dhakkamayl (embodies the dhakka drum)51, 383- 
Dhilrnayi (embodies the sound of the drum), 384. Nrtyasabdavilasin! (she 
enjoys the sounds of dance) /  385. Dhakka (big drum), 386. Dhakkesvari 
(goddess of the large drum), 387. Dhakkasabdarupa (embodies the sound 
of the large drum) /  388. Dhakkanadapriya (pleased with the large drum’s 
sound), 389. Dhakkanadasantustamanasa (enjoys to hear the sound of 
the large drum) /  390. Nakara (form is era),52 391. Naksaramayi (embodies 
na form), 392. Naksaradisvarupini (her own form is all ‘subtle' sounds) / 
393- Tripura (the 3 stales of Uiing),53 394. Tripuramayi (embodies the three 
states of being), 395. Trisaktistrigunatmika (embodies the three powers 
and the three ‘qualities’) /  396. Tamasi (the ‘quality’ of inertness or 
dullness), and 397. Trilokesi (grxldess of three worlds), 398. Tripura (three 
cites),54 399. Traylsvari (goddess of triads) /  400 Trividya (three knowl
edge)55

N am es 401-500

401. Trirupa (three forms [perhaps Brahma, Visnu, and Sival), 402. Trinetra 
(three-eyed), 403- Trirupini (three forms) / 404. Tarini (protectoress), 405. 
Tarala (trembling), 406. Tara,56 407. Tarakariprapujita (Kartikeya, Siva’s 
son, worships her) /  40. Tarakarisamaradhya (delighted by Kartikeya), 
409. Tarakarivaraprada (bestows the wishes of Kartikeya) /  410. Tarakari- 
prasustanvi (the slender one who brought forth Kartikeya, i.e., Parvati),
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411. Tamni (young one), 412. Taralaprabhá (sparkling shine) /  413. Trirůpá 
(three-formed), 414. Tripuragá (going to the three cities), 415. Trisula- 
varadhárini (holder of the gift of a trident)57 /' 416. TrisGlinI (trident god
dess), 417. Tantramayi (embodies Tantra), 418. Tantrašástravišáradá (pro
ficient in Tantric treatises) /  419. Tantra rupa (her form is Tantra), 420. 
Tapomurtih (austerities is her form), 421. Tantramantrasvanipinl (her 
form is Tantra and Mantra) /  422. Tadittadillatákárá (she makes light
ning),58 423. Tattvajňánapradáyiní (bestows essence knowledge) /  424. 
Tattvajňánešvaří Devi (goddess of the essence knowledge), 425. 
TattvajňánapramodinI (goddess who bestows the essence knowledge) /  
426. Traylmayl (three-formed), 427. Trayísevyá (honoured by the three), 
428. Trayaksari (three-lettered one),59 429. Trayaksaresvari (goddess of 
three letters) /  430. TápavidhvamisinI (destroyer of sufferings), 431 
Tápasáňghanirmúlakárinl (eradicator of much suffering) /  432. Trásakartri 
(terrifying creator), 433. Trásahartrl (destroyer of terror), 434. TrásadátrT 
(terrifying giver), and 435. Trásahá (killer of terror) /  436. Tithišá (goddess 
of the lunar day), 437. Tithinjpa (embodies the lunar day), 438. Tithisthá 
(established in the lunar day), 439. TithipOjitá (worshipped on (certain) 
days) /  440. Tilottamá,60 and 441. Tiladá (gives seasame), 442. Tilaprita 
(pleased with seasame [offerings]), 443- Tilešvari (goddess of seasame) /  
444. Triguná (has three distinct powers), 445. Trigunákárá (makes the 
three distinct powers), 446. Tripuri (form of the three cities), 447. 
Tripurátmiká (form of TripuradevI)61 /  448. TrikOtá (goddess of Trikuta),62 
449. Trikútákárá (maker of the three peaks), 450. TrikGtácalamadhyagá 
(among the three-peaked mountain) /  451. Trijatá (three top-knotted),63 
452. Trinetrá (three-eyed), and 453. Trinetravara-sundari (the most 
beautiful of three eyed one, i.e., Párvatl)64 /  454. Trtlyá (diva’s consort, 
Párvatí), 455. Trivarsá (three years old), 456. Trividhá (three kinds), 457. 
Trimatesvarl (goddess of the three, i.e., Brahma, Visnu, and Šiva) /  458. 
Trikonasthá (established in the triangle),65 459. Trikonesi (goddess of the 
triangle), 460. Trikonayantramadhyagá (amidst the triangle yantra)66 /  
46l. Trisandhyá (the three meditations or junctions),67 462. Trisandhyacarya 
(worshipped three times a day), 463. Tripadá (three steps),68 464. 
Tripadáspadá (three feet) /  465. Sthánasthitá (established in holy places), 
466. Sthalasthá (situated in a mound),69 467. Dhanyasthalanivásiní (dwells 
in wealthy areas) /  468. Thakáráksararúpá (her form is tha letter), 469. 
Sthúlarupá (has a coarse or corpulent form)70 /  470. Sthúlahastá (has large 
arms), 471 SthúláXis massive), 472. SthairyarGpaprakášini (manifesting a 
solid or firm form) /  473. Durgá, 474. Durgártihantri (destroyer of difficult 
affliction), 475. DurgabandhavimocinI (releaser from difficult binds or 
from jail)/ 476. Devi (Goddess), 477. Danavasamhantri (destroyer of the
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demons), 478. DanujesanisudinI (kills the chief of the demons) /  479. 
D arapatyaprada (gives wives and sons), 480. Nitya, 481. 
SarikararddharigadharinI (has the androgynous form of half Siva and 
half Parvati) /  482. DivyarigI (divine-limbed), 483- Devamata (mother of 
deities), and 484. DevadustavinasinI (destroyer of what is wicked to 
deities), 485. DInaduhkhahara (destroyer of poverty), 486. 
DInatapanirmulakarinI (eradicator of suffering [caused by] poverty) /  487. 
DInamata (mother of the poor), 488. DInasevya (served by the poor). 489. 
DInadambhavinasini (destroys those who cheat the poor) /  490. 
DanujadhvamsinI (destroys demons), 491. Devi, 492. DevakI (Krsna's 
mother), 493- Devavallabha (beloved by the gods), 494 Danavaripriya 
(dear to the enemy of demons),'’1 495. DIrgha (tall one), 496. 
Danavariprapujita (worshipped by the enemy of demons) /  497. 
Dirghasvara (having a long sound), 498. Dirghatanuh (long-bodied, i.e., 
tall), 499. Dirghadurgalinasini (destroys prolonged difficulties) /  500. 
DIrgharietra (has elongated eyes).

N am es 501-600

501. Dirghacaksun (having elongated eyes)72, 502. Dlrghakesi (having 
long hair). 503- Digambarl (nude one) /  504. Digambarapriya (dear to the 
nude one, i.e., Siva), 505. Danta (controls or restrains [the senses]), 506. 
DigambarasvarupinI (her own form is nudeness) /  507. Duhkhanina 
(devoid of sorrow), 508. Duhkhahara (destroys suffering), 509. Duhkha- 
sagaratarinl (crosses over the ocean of suffering), 510. Duhkhadaridrya- 
samani (quells poverty and sorrow), 511. Duhkhadaridryakarini (creates 
sorrow’ and poverty) /  512. Duhkhada (gives suffering), 513- Dussaha 
(endures the difficult), 514. DustakhandanaikasvarupinI (her form is 
vanquisher of wicked people) /  515. Devavama (who is to the left of the 
god, i.e., consort or w'ife), 516. Devasevya (served by the gods). 517. 
Devasaktipradayini (bestows power to the deities) /  518. DaminI (light
ning), 519. Daminiprita (pleased with the sound of thunder),73 520. Daminl- 
satasundarl (lovely as 100 lightning flashes) /  521 Daminlsatasamsevya 
(served with 100 lightning flashes), 522. Daminidamabhusita (adorned 
with a girdle of lightning), 523. Devaiabhavasantusta (pleased with divine 
beings), 524. Devatasatamadhyaga (surrounded by 100 deities) / 525. 
Dayardra (merciful and harsh), 526. Dayarupa (has merciful form), 527. 
Dayadanaparayana (involved in being merciful) /  528. Dayaslla (cultivates 
mercy), 529. Dayasara (essence of mercy), 530. Dayasagarasamsthita 
(established in the ocean of mercy) /  531- Dasavidyatmika (incarnate of 
the ten knowledges),74 532. Devi, 533. DasavidyasvarupinI (embodies the 
ten knowledges) /  534. DharanI (Earth), 535. Dhanada (bestows wealth),
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536. Dhátrí (nourisher), 537. Dhanyá (bestowcr of wealth), 538. Dhanyapara 
(giver of wealth), 539 Siva (peaceful one) /  540. Dharmarupá (embodies 
dharma), 541. Dhanistá,75 542. Dheyá (nourisher), 543. Dhíragocará (dwell
ing with the wise ones) /  544. Dharmaráješvari (goddess of Yama), 545. 
Dharmakarmarúpá (her form is virtuous action),76 546. Dhanešvari (wealth 
goddess) /  547. Dhanurvidyá (teaches archery), 548. Dhanurgamya (is 
armed with a bow), 549. Dhanurdharavarapradá (gives boon to archers) /  
550. Dharmasílá (cultivates dhamia), 531. Dharmalílá (manifests dharma),71 
552. Dharmakarmavirahitá (not moving in dharma and karm a)161 553. 
Dharmadá (gives dharma), 554 Dharmaniratá (involved with dhamia), 555. 
Dharmapákhandakhandiní (defeats heretics of dharma) /  556. Dharmeší 
(lord of dharma), 557. Dharmarupá (her form is dharma), and 558. 
Dharmarájavarapradá (bestows boons to righteous rulers) /  559. Dhanrani 
(virtuous wife), 560. Dharmagehasthá (virtuous householder), 561. 
DharmádharmasvarOpini (embodies both dharma and not dharma) /  562. 
Dhanadá (gives wealth), 563. Dhanadaprita (worshipped by the one who 
gives wealth, i.e., Kubera), 564. Dhanadhányasamrddhidá (gives both 
wealth and grain) /  565. Dhanadhányasamrddhisthá (established in the 
accumulation of wealth and grain), 566. DhanadhányavinášinI (destroys 
wealth and grain) /  567. Dharmanisthá (devoted to dharma), 568. 
Dharmadhírá (is steadfast in dharma), 569. Dharmamárgaratá sada (always 
rejoices in those who follow the path of dharm a)/ 570. Dharma- 
bíjakrtastháná (dwells in the seed of dharma), 571. Dharmabljasuraksinl 
(protects well the seed of dharma), 572. Dharmabíješvari (goddess of the 
dharmic seed), 573. Dharmabijarúpá (embodies the seed of dharma), 574. 
Dharmagá (follows dharma) /  575. Dharmabíjasamudbhútá (born from 
the seed of dharma), 576. Dharmabíjasamášritá (is protected by the seed 
of dharma) /  577. Dharádharapratipráná (who is the respective vital breath 
of Visnu) /  578. DharadharapatistutI (praised by holder of a mountain, i.e., 
Krsna) /  579. Dharádharendratanujá (bom from the king of the mountains 
(Himalaya), i.e. Párvatí), 580. Dharádharendravanditá (honoured by king 
of the mountains) /' 581. Dharádharendragehasthá (lives in the Himálaya, 
i.e., Párvatí), 582. Dharádharendrapálini (protected by Párvatí) /  583. Dhara- 
dharendrasarvártinášiní (Párvatí destroys all suffering), 584. DharmapálinI 
(protectoress of dharma) /  585. Navíná (young), 586. Nirmúlá (pure), 587. 
Nityá (epithet of Durgá),79 588. Nágarájaprapujitá (worshipped by the god 
Himalaya), 589. Nágesvari (goddess of the nagas),60 590. Nágamátá (mother 
of the nágas), 591. Nágakanyá (Nága maiden or young girl), 592. Nagniká 
(young girl) /  593. Nirlepá (untained), 594. Nirvikalpá (without discursive 
thoughts), 595. Nirlobhá (free from avarice), 596. Nirupadravá (free from 
affliction) /  597. Niráhárá (fasting), 598. Nirákárá (without form), 599.
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Niranjanasvarupini (her form is colourless) /  600. NaginI (wife of a naga).

N am es 601-700

601. Nagavibhava (lord of nagas), 602. Nagarajaparistuta (praised by the 
king of the nagas) /  603. Nagarajagunajna (knows the ‘qualities’ of the 
king of the nagas), 604. Nagarajasukhaprada (gives happiness to the king 
of the nagas) /  605. Nagalokagatanitya (always goes to the Naga realm), 
606. Nagalokanivasini (dwells in the Naga realm) /  607. Nagalokesvari 
(goddess of the Naga realm), 608. NagabhaginI (sister of nagas), 609. 
Nagapujita (worshipped by nagas) /  610. Nagamadhyasthita (surrounded 
by nagas), 611. Nagamohasahksobhadayini (causing pride and delusion 
in the nagas) i  612. Nrtyapriya (pleased with dance), 613. Nrtyavati 
(belongs to dance), 614. Nrtyagltaparayana (devoted to song and dance) /  
615. Nrtyesvari (goddess of dance or proficient in dance), 616. NartakI 
(dancer), 617. Nrlyarupa (has a dancing form), 618. Nirasraya (has no 
permanent abode) /  619. Narayanl (Visnu’s wife), 620. Narendrasiha 
(established among the kings), 621. NaramundasthimalinI ([wearsl a human 
skull and bone garland), 622. Naramamsapriya Nitya (always pleased with 
human flesh), 623. N'araraktapriya Sada (always pleased with human 
blood)) /  624. Nararajesvari (goddess of kings), 625. Narirupa (woman’s 
form), 626. Narisvarupini (her own form is a woman’s) /  627. Nariganacita 
(worshipped by women), 628. Narlmadhyaga (amidst women), 629. 
Nutanambara (new clothes) 1630. Naramada (is this river),81 631. Nadirupa 
(her form is a river), 632. Nadlsangamasamsthita (lives at the confluence 
of rivers, i.e., holy place) /  633. Narmadesvarasamprlta (pleased with the 
lord of the Narmada River, Siva),82 634. Narmadesvararupini (embodies the 
lord of Narmada) /  635. Padmavati (dwells in a lotus), 636. Padmainukhi 
(lotus like face), 637. Padmakinjalkavasini (dwells in the middle of the 
lotus) / 638. Pattavastraparidhana (wears silken garments), 639. 
Padmaragavibhusita (adorned with rubies) /  640. Parama (supreme), 641. 
Prltida Nitya (always gives happiness), 642. Pretasananivasini (lives among 
corpses) /  643. Paripurnarasonmatta (intoxicated by complete nectar), 
644. Premvihvalavallabha (beloved by Siva) /  645. Pavitrasavanihputa 
(purifier),83 646. PreyasI (loved by Siva), 647. Paramatmaka (embodies the 
supreme) /  648. Priyavratapara Nityam (always keeps her vows), 649. 
ParampremadayinI (gives supreme love) /  650. Puspapriya (pleased with 
flowers), 651. Padmakosa ([dwells ini the calyx of the lotus), 652. Padma- 
dharmanivasini (dwells in the lotus and clharma), 653- Phatkarinltantrarupa 
(incarnate of the Phatkarinitantra), 654. PherupheravanadinI (sound of a 
jackal) /  655. VamsinI (has a clan), 656. Vesarupa (her form is any clothes), 
657. BagalakamarupinI (her form is the love of a crane) /  658. Vagmayl
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(endowed with speech), 659. Vasudhá (the earth), 660. Dhrsyá (over
powers), 661. Vágbhavákhyá (utterance of speech), 662. Varánará (best 
people) /  663 Buddhidá (bestower of intelligence), 664. Buddhirúpá 
(embodies intelligence), 665. Vidyá (knowledge), 666. Vádasvarupiní 
(embodies elucidation) /  667. Bála (youth), 668. Vrddhamayírúpá (in
creases in size), 669. Váni (Speech), 670. Vákyanivásiní (dwells in speech) /  
671. Varuná (a river), 672. VágvatT (another name for Saraswatl), 673. VIrá 
(heroine), 674. VTrabhúsanabhúsitá (surrounded by heros) /  675. 
VIrabhadrárcitapadá (VIrabhadra worships at her feet),84 676. 
VIrabhadráprasúh (mother of VIrabhadra) /  677. Vedamárgaratá (pleased 
with Vedic way), 678. Vedamantrarúpá (embodies the Vedic mantra), 679. 
Vasatprlyá (pleased with the word of oblation)85 /  680. Vlnávádyasamáyuktá 
(conjoined with the sound of the vína),86 681. VTnávádyaparáyaná (de
voted to the sound of the vína), 682. Vlnáravá (sound of the vína), 683. 
Vlnašabdarúpá (embodies the sound of the vína), 684. Vaisnavl (Visnu’s 
wife) /  685. Vaisnavácáranitratá (pleased with the Vaisnava practices), 686. 
Vaisnavácáratatpará (protects the Vaisnava practices). 687. Visnusevyá 
(served by Visnu), 688. Visnupatnl (Visnu’s wife), 689. Visnurupá (has 
Visnu’s colour and form), 690. Varánaná (beautiful) /  691. Višvesvari 
(goddess of all), 692. Višvamátá (mother of all), 693- VišvanirmánakárinI 
(creator of all emanations) /  694. Višvarúpá (embodies all), 695. Visvesi 
(lord of all), 696. VisvasamhárakárinI (destroyer of the universe) /  697. 
Bhairavi (fierce one), 698. Bhairvárádhyá (honoured by Bhairava [a form 
of SivaD, 699. Bhútabhairavasevitá (served by the fierce beings [bhúta])/ 
700 Bhairavesi (lord of fierce ones).

N am es 701-800

701. Bhlmá (formidable), 702. Bhairavešvaratustidá (gives contentment to 
Siva) /  703. Bhairavádhisaramaní (pleased with Siva), 704. Bhairavádhl- 
šapálini (protectoress of the fierce chief, Šiva) /  705. Bhímešvari (lord of 
formidable ones), 706. Bhimesi (leader of formidable ones), 707. Bhlmá 
(formidable), 708. Bhimavarapradá (fulfills wishes of Bhima), 709- 
Bhlmapújitapádábjá (Bhima worships at her lotus-like feet), 710. Bhima- 
bhairavapálanl (protects with ferocity and strength), 711. Bhlmásuradhva- 
msakari (destroys Bhímásura), 712. Bhlmadustavinášini (destroys the for
midable wicked ones) /  713- Bhuvaná (the universe), 714. Bhuvanárádhyá 
(honoured by those on earth), 715. Bhavání (another name for Párvatí), 
716. Bhútadá Sadá (always gives children) /  717. Bhayadá (gives fear), 718. 
Bhayahantri (remover of fear), 719. Abhayábhayarúpini (embodies both 
fear and fearlessness) /  720. Bhlmanádávihvalá (unperturbed by formi
dable sounds), 721. Bhayabhítivinásiní (destroys being afraid), 722 Mattá
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(intoxicated), 723. Pramattarûpà (embodies complete joy), 724. Madon- 
mattasvampinl (her form is intoxicated with delight) /  725. Mânyà (praised), 
726. Manojnâ (charming), 727. Mânà (respectful), 728. Mangala (auspi- 
dousness), 729. Manoharâ (fascinating) /  730. Mànanîyâ (respected), 731. 
Mahàpüjyà (greatly worshippable), 732. MahamahisamardinI (slayer of 
the great buffalo), 733. Mataiigi (one of the Dasamahâvidyâ) 734. MâyâvâsinI 
(dwells in Màyâ)07 /735. MâdvT (wine), 736. Madhumayi (embodies honey), 
737. Mudrâ,88 738. Mudrikà (tantric consort), 739. Mantrarupinl (embodies 
mantras) /  740. Mahàvisvesvari (goddess of Mahâvisva), 741. Duti (female 
messenger), 742. Maulicandraprakàéinï (who is the light of the moon 
crescent) /  743. YasahsvarüpinïdevI (goddess incarnate of fame), 744. 
Yogamârgapradâyinï (bestows the yogic path) /  745. YoginI (practices 
yoga), 746. Yogagamyâ (follower of yoga), 747. Yâmyesi (lord of the 
southern direction or of Yama), 748. Yogarüpinï (yogic-form) /  749. 
Yajnângï (form of the sacrifice [yajna]), and 750. Yogamayl (embodies 
yoga), 751. Japarùpâ (form of repetition [japaD, 752. japàtmikà (her form 
is repetition (of sacred names]) /  753. Yugâkhyà (named aeon), 754. 
Yugàntà (termination of aeon), 755 Yonimandalavàsinî (dwells in the 
yonimandala) /  756. Ayonijâ (not born from a womb),89 757. Yoganidrâ 
(yogic sleep), 758. YoganandapradayinI (gives bliss through yoga) /  759. 
Ràmâ (joyful one),90 760. Ratipriyâ Nityam (always dear to Rati), 761. 
Ratiràgavivrddhinï (lit., increased sensuality, i.e., involved in the realm of 
desire) /  762. Ramani (pleasant), 763. Râsasambhütà (born from the 
rasa),9' 764. Ramyà (beautiful), 765. Ràsapriyà (likes Ràsalïlâ), 766. Rasa 
(essence)92 /  767. Ranotkanthà (battle cry), 768. Ranastha (battlefield), 
769. VaràrangapradàyinI (bestower of the best colour) /  770. Revalï (wife 
of Balarâma, Krsna’s brother),9? 771. Ranajetrl (victorious in war), 772. 
Rasodbhûtâ (lx>rn from rasa), Tib- Ranotsvà (fighting festival [is dedicated 
to herl) /774. Latâ (creeper), 775. Lâvanyarùpâ (beautiful form), and 776. 
LavanàbhisvarüpinI (her form is [as vast asl the salty ocean) /  777. Lavanga- 
kusumârâdhyà (worshipped with the clove flower), 778. Lolajihvà (quiv
ering tongue), 779. Lelihà (licking lips) /  780. Vasini (who subdues), 781. 
Vanasamsthâ (lives in the forest), 782. Vanupuspaprlya (pleased with 
forest flowers), 783- Varà (the best) /  784. Pranesvari (goddess of vital 
breath), 785. Buddhirùpâ (embodies intelligence), 786. Buddhidâtrï (be
stows intelligence), 787. Buddhyâttnikà (scholar) /  788. SamanI (night), 
789. Svetavarnâ (white coloured), 790. Sànkarî (wife of Siva), 791. Sivabhasini 
(utters auspicious words) /  792. Sâmyaniipà (who has a conciliating form), 
793- Saktirùpà (power is her form), 794. Saktibindunivàsinï (dwells in the 
point of power)94 /  795. Sarvesvarl (omnipresent goddess), 796. Sarvadàtrl
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(giver of everything), 797. Sarvamátá (mother of all), 798. Sarvari (Night) /  
799. ŠámbhavT (a kind of hand gesture), 800. Siddhidá (giver of siddhis 
[supernatural powersD.

Names 801-900

801. Siddhá (accomplished in siddhis), 802. Su^mnásvarabhásini (under
standing the sound of the susum ná nádiý5 /  803. Sahasradalamadhyasthá 
(established in the 1000-petalled lotus, i.e., the Sahasráracakra),96 804. 
Sahasradalavarttini (abiding in the 1000-petalled lotus) /  805. Harapriyá 
(dear to Siva), 806. Haradhyeyá (Siva meditates [on her]), 807. Huin- 
kárabljarúpini (her form is Húrii) 1808. Larikesvari (goddess of Laňka), 809 
Taralá (trembling), 810. Lomamárhsaprapújitá (she is worshipped with 
leaves and flesh) /  811. Ksemyá (lucky), 812. Ksemakari (creates peace), 
813. Ksámá (Earth), 814. Kslrabindusvanipinl (embodies drops of amrta) 
/  815. Ksiptacittapradá (makes one absent-minded), 816. Nityá, 817. 
Ksaumavastravilásiní (a playful woman with silken garments) /  818. Chinna 
(severed one), 819. ChinnarOpá (has a severed form), 820. Ksudha (food 
or hunger), 821. KsautkararupinI (her form is Ksaut) /  822. Sarva- 
varnamayldevi (goddess who embodies all the letters), 823. Sarvasam- 
patpradáyinl (bestows all wealth or success) /  824. Sarvasampatpradátri 
(donor of all accomplishments), and 825. Sampadápadabhúsitá (adorned 
by the rich and the poor) /  826. Sattvarúpá (the ‘quality’ of sattva is her 
form),-97 and 827. Sarvárthá ([givesl ail goals), 828. Sarvadevaprapújitá 
(worshipped by all deities) /  829. Sarvesvari (goddess of all), 830. Sarvamátá 
(mother of all), 831. Sarvajňá (omniscient), 832. Surpsátmiká,9* 833- Sindhuh 
([lives] in Sindhu river), 834. Mandákini ([lives] in the MandakinI river), 835. 
Gaňgánadl ([lives] in the Ganges), 836. SágararúpinI (embodies the 
oceans) /  837. Sukesi (beautiful hair), 838. MuktakesI (loose hair), and 839. 
Dákinl (name of Chinnamastá’s attendant), 840. VaravarninI (name of a 
goddess) /  841. Jňánadá (confers wisdom), 842. Jňánagaganá (knowledge 
as vast as the sky), 843. Somamandalavásiní (dwells on the moon disc) /  
844. Ákásanilayánityá (always lives in the intermediate space [ákása]), 845. 
Paramákásarúpiní (her form is the space in the heart)99 /  846. Annapurna 
full of food), 847. Mahánityá,100 848. Mahádevarasodbhavá (Mahadeva’s 
pleasure), 849. Marigalá (fortunate), 850. Káliká (name of the tenth avatar 
of Visnu), 851. Candá (fierce one), 852. Candanádátibhísaná (very fierce 
sound) /  853. Candásurasyá (of Asura Canda), 854. MardinT (destroyer), 
855. Cámundá (name for the goddess who destroyed Asura Canda and 
Munda),101 856. Capalátmiká (embodies lightning) /  857. Candl (fierce 
one). 858. Cámarakeši (shaggy hair) and 859. Calatkundaladharinl (wears 
dangling ear rings) /  860. Mundamáládharánityá (always wears a skull
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rosary), H6l. Khandamundavilásini (woman with a severed head) /  862. 
Khadgahastá (sword in hand), 863- Mundahastá (skull in hand), 864. 
Varahastá (boon-giving hand gesture), 865. Varapradá (gives boons) /  
866. Asicamaradhará Nityá (always holds knife and shield), 867. 
Pásañkusadhará (holds noose and goad), 868. Para (greatest) /  869. 
Sülahastá (trident in hand), 870. Sivahastá (auspicious hand). 871. 
Ghantánádavilásini (woman who has the sound of the bell) /  872. 
Dhanurbánadhará (holds the bow and arrow), 873. Ádityá (sun), 874. 
Nágahastá (snake in hand), 875. Nagátmajá (born from the mountain) /  
876. Mahisásurahantri (destroyer of Mahisásura),102 877. Raktabíjavinásini 
(also destroyer of Raktabija),105 878. Raktarupá (red colour), 879. Raktagátrá 
(red or bloody Ixxdy), 880. Raktahastá (red-coloured hand), 881. Bhayapradá 
(gives fear) /  882. Asitá (black colour), and 883 Dharmadhará (has virtue), 
(has virtue), 884. Pásañkusadhará (holds the noose and the goad), 885. 
Para (supreme) /  886. Dhanurbánadhará Nityá (always holds the bow and 
arrow), 887. Dhümralocananásini (destroys the demon Dhümralocana)104/  
888. Parasthá (lives in the supreme, i.e., Brahman), 889. Devatámürti 
Qdwells] in divine images), 890. Sarvání (Párvatl or Durgá, wáfe of Siva), 
891. Sáradá pará (Brahrná’s wife, Sarasvati) / 892. Nánávarnavibhüsáñgí 
(decorated with various colors or with the four classes), 893- Nánárága- 
samápiní (fulfills whatever you desire), 894. Pasuvastraparidháná (wears 
an animal skin), 895 Puspáyudhadhará (holds a flower weapon [as the 
god of love, Kámadeval), 896 Pará (supreme) /  897. Muktarañjalamáládhyá 
(wears a pearl necklace), 898. Muktaháraviiásini (a w'oman who delights 
in her pearl necklace) /  899. Svarnakundalabhüsa (adorned with gold ear
rings), 900. Svarnasimhásanasthitá (sits on a golden lion throne).

Nam es 901-1000

901. Sundaráñgi (beautiful limbed one), 902. Suvarnabhá (golden one), 
903- Sambhavl (Parvati, Siva's wife), 904. Sakatátmiká (a cart is her form) /  
905. Sarvalokesavidyá (knowledge of all the worlds), 906. Mohasam- 
mohakáriní (creates delusion) /  907. Sreyasi (best), 908. Srstirupá (creation 
is her form), 909. Chinnachadmamayi (embodies the stopping of decep
tion), 910. Chalá (deceit) /  911. Chinnamundadhará Nityá (ahvays holds 
a severed head), 912. NityánandavidháyinI (always causes bliss) /  913. 
Nandá,105914. Pürná, and 915. Riktá, 916. Tithayah PCirnasodasI,o6/917. 
Kuhüh (full moon), 918. Sañkrántirüpá (changing from one constellation 
to another), 919. Pañcaparvavilásiní (woman of the five lunar days (tithi), 
920. Pañcabánadharánitya (who has obligation to hold the five arrows 
[like Kámadeval), /  921. Pañcamaprltidá Pará (who is the supreme giver 
of the fifth joy) /  922. Pañcapatrámabhilásá (five kinds of leaves [she likesl
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for worship), 923. PahcamrtavilasinI (woman of the five nectars)’07 / 
924. Pancali (daughter of Pahcala, i.e. Draupadi),108 925. PahcamI Devi 
(DraupadO,109 926. PahcaraktaprasarinT (who makes the five bloods flow), 
927. Pancabanadhara Nitya (always holds the five arrows), 928. Nityadatri 
(gives forever), 929. Dayapara (always compassionate) /  930. Palaladipriya 
Nitya (always pleased with meat, etc.),”0 931. Pasugamya,’” 932. Paresita 
(highest wishes [realized]) /  933- Para (supreme),” 2 934. Pararahasya (very 
secret), and 935. Paramapremavihvala (supreme love to sentient beings) /  
936. Kullna (the best class), 937. Kesimargastha (standing in the path of 
the demon Kesin),”3 938. Kularnargaprakasinl (illuminates the kula path) /  
939. Kulakulasvarupa (her form is the union of Siva and Devi),”4 and 940. 
Kulamavamayl (embodies all classes), 941. Kula (she who is the clan) /  
942. Rukma (radiant), 943. Kalarupa (form of time, or Yamaraja), 944. 
KalakampanakarinI (instills fear in Yamaraja) /  945. VilasarupinI (her form 
is of pleasure),” 5 946. Bhadra (good or helpful), 947. Kulakulanamaskrta 
(Siva and Sakti pay honour to her) /  948. Kuberavittadhatri (bestows the 
wealth of Kubera [god of wealthl), and 949. Kumarajanani Para (the 
supreme mother of Skanda, Siva’s son)"6 /  950. Kumarirupasamstha 
(established in a young girl’s form), and 951. Kumaripujanambika (the 
Mother [Chinnamastal is worshipped through a virgin) /  952. Kurahga- 
nayana Devi (goddess with the deer-like eyes), 953. Dinesasyaparaiita 
(face like the sun) /  954. Kundall (decorated with earrings or bracelets), 
955. Kadallsena ([to her] armies are like banana trees), 956. Kumargarahita 
(free from evil ways), 957. Vara (best) /  958. Anantarupa (infinite forms), 
959. Anantastha (established in infinity), 960. AnandasindhuvasinI (lives in 
the blissful Sindhu River)/961. Uasvarupini Devi (goddess with 11a as her 
form),"7 962. Ilbhedabhayankari (creates the dualism of /and 1) /  963. 
IdanadI (name of subtle channel), 964. Piiigalanadl (name of subtle chan
nel), 965. Ikaraksararupini (has the form of letter /)/ 966. Uma (another 
name for Siva’s wife), 967. Utpattirupa (form of origin), 9 6 8 . Uccabhava- 
vinasinl (destroys egoism) /  9 6 9 . Rg Veda, 970. Niraradhya (worshipped 
without [forml), 971. Yajurvedaprapujita (worshipped with the Yajur 
Veda) /  972. Samavedena (with the Sama Veda), 973. Sahglta (with 
praises), 974. Atharvavedabhasini ([gives] understanding through the 
Atharva Veda) /  975. Rkararupini (embodies the vowel f). 976. Rksa (the 
north or a bear), 977. NiraksarasvarupinI (no letters are her form) /  978. 
Ahidurgasamacara (who acts as difficult as a snake), 979. Ikaranasvarupini 
(the vowel /is her form) /  980. Aumkara (AUM), 981. Pranavastha (estab
lished in AUM), 982. Aurhkaraaisvarupinl (Aum, etc. is her form) /  983. 
Anulomavilomastha (established in both the natural order and unnatural 
order), 984. Thakaravarnasambhava (born from tha) /  985. Fancasa-
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dvamabijadhya (eminent by the fiftieth letter), 986. Pancasanmundamalika 
(wears a fifty skull necklace), 987. Pratyekadasasaiikhya (counted for 
each eleventh day), 988. Sodas! (name of one of the Mahavidyas), 989. 
Chinnamastaka, 990. Sadafigayuvatipujya (six mantras used  when a young 
girl is worshipped), 991. Sadangarupavarjita (abandoned the form of six 
limbs) /  992. Sadvaktrasamsritanitya (always the six-faced one, i.e. Skanda, 
seeks refuge in her),118 993. ViSvesI (goddess of all), 994. Sadgadalaya (six 
parts used for herbal medicine)119 /  995. Malamantramayl (embodies 
many syllables),120 996. Mantrajapamata (mother of those who recite the 
mantra), 997. Madalasa (intoxicated) /  998. Sarvavisvesvari (goddess of 
the entire universe), 999. Saktih (power), 1000. Sarvananda-pradayini (gives 
all kinds of joy) /

Here are the thousand names of Sri Chinnamasta. Her practitioners will 
achieve happiness by performing the worship as directed. Certainly this 
should b e  kep t secret Anyone who worships the goddess in the following 
way: for six months at midnight a devotee with loose hair recites (m an  
tras) and performs the worsliip with the repetition of the thousand names; 
(this devotee) will attain knowledge and siddhis(supernatural abilities). 
The goddess controls everyone and creates delusion. She seizes the power 
of the gods and defeats enemies. Enemies become servants, evil is de
stroyed, and death is destroyed by reciting and knowing (the 1000 names). 
By praising with purity all siddhis on earth (will be obtained). This secret 
should not be revealed to others. With certainty after wearing amulets 
great siddhis will be obtained. The great Goddess has no knowledge 
(vidyas) better than this.121 If one recites this once, all good siddhis will 
appear. Listen to the resuits by adoring and reciting on Tuesday or Friday, 
the eighth day of waning moon, change in constellation, or on full moon. 
After reciting the 108 (names), reciting the thousand names with devotion 
and after praising the great Goddess, all sins will be eliminated, one will 
be freed from all sins, and one will obtain control of all the siddhis. If for 
three months on the eighth day at midnight at the crossroads, a clean 
person offers from one’s left side bali with the recitation of the thousand 
names, one becomes unconquerable, beautiful, strong, and brave. If one 
worships a virgin with the recitation of the mantras, one will obtain all the 
siddhis. I have told you, Devi, all the siddhis you  can obtain. After reciting 
the praises of the great goddess, you will be released from all sins. All gods 
do obeisance to the Goddess. Do not tell this to anyone. You should keep 
this secret and protect this from ones who cannot understand. This is the 
entire powerful reason for praising and reciting. Who reads this book of 
Chinnamasta’s praise will become wealthy as Kubera (god of wealth), 
kings will respect one, everyone will seek one’s help, and will receive all
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siddhis. This is the conversation between Siva and Parvati about the 
essence of the entire Tantra; the praises of Sri Chinnamasta’s thousand 
names has been completed.

This is the classification of the one thousand names of Chinnamasta 
according to the nine rasas.

(1)E ro tic7,10,11,32,48,56,63,65,73,147,153 56,168,171,185,188, 
231,235,245,247-54, 258-59, 262, 268-69, 274-77,279,337,357,360, 363, 
380,384,411,453,495,498,500,502,515,520,522,585,592,612,614-17, 
625-26,629,636,638-39,655-58,661-62,667,690,702,726,761-65,774-75, 
817,837,848,859,878,895,897-99,901-2,952, and 954.

(2) C om ic: 49.
(3) Pathetic: none.
(4) Furious: 1-3,5,8-9,12,19,22,74,94-95,107,180-82,186,189,192- 

93,199,203-4,236,238,369,434,566,621-23,697,701,707,717,778-80,8S1- 
54,857,866-67,874,880-82,884, and 944.

(5) H ero ic  34,47,68,84,88,90,96-98,102,104-6,117,194-96,200,202, 
205-8,240-41,24344,255-56,263,302,304-5,375-76,435,440,470-74,477- 
78,489-90,514,54748,660,673-75,710-12,721,732,767 68,771,773,855, 
862-63,872,876-77,886-87,937, and 955.

(6) Terrible: 13, 21,184, 405,654. and 809.
(7) Odious: 4,45,51,54,58-59,60,64,71,72,83,87,101,167,218,223- 

24,233,239,297,300,301,370-72,417-21,503-6,597,635,637,64243,648, 
653,722-24,735-38,74546,748-50,781,8014,818-19,83840,858,860-61, 
879,894,931,936,950-51,961-65,986, and 997.

(8) M arvellous: 6,14,17, 20, 23-31, 33,3542,46,50, 52, 53,55, 59, 
61-62,66-67,69-70,75-80,82,86,89,91,93,103,108-16,118-23,125-27,130, 
13344,146,149-52,157-62,164-65,169-70,172-79,183,187,190-91,197-98, 
201,209-17, 219-22, 225-30,232, 234,237, 242,246,257,261,264-67, 270- 
73,280-96,298-99,303,306,308-15,317-22,324-29,332,334,335,338-55, 
361-62,364-68,374,377-79,381-83,385410,412-17,422-33,436-39,441-52, 
454-69,479-88,492-94,496-97,499,507-13,523-25,531-38,54146,552-53, 
556-65,572-73,577-84,587-91,598-611,618-20,624,627-28,630-34,64041, 
64447,649-52,659,663,665-66,668-72,676,680-89,691-96,698-700,703- 
6,708-9,716,718-20,725,727-31,733-34,739-44,747,751-60,769-70.776- 
77,782-84,786,788,790,792-800,805-8,810-11,813-16,820-36,84147,849- 
50,856,864-65,868-71,873-75,883,885,889-93,896,900,903-30,932-35, 
938-43,94549,953,956-60,966-85,987-996, and 998-1000.

(9) Peaceful: 15,16,18,44,81,85,92,124,131-32,145,526-30,539,540, 
550-51,554-55,567-71,574-76,586,593-96,664,677-79,785,787,789,791, 
812,888.

In the classification according to rasas, the thousand names were
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divided into 87 for erotic, 1 for comic, none for pathetic, 50 for furious, 68 
for heroic, 5 for terrible, 86 for odious, 699 for marvellous and 4 were not 
classified.

If one compares the one hundred and eight names classification with 
the thousand names, both groups of names have approximately two- 
thirds of the names under the marvellous category.122 This category of 
marvellous (adbhuta) exemplifies the divine and I agree with Rudolf Otto 
that the word adbhuta could be translated as ‘numinous’ or ‘awesome’.123 
This category of marvellous represents Chinnamasta accurately: indeed 
she is the Awesome Goddess.124

REFERENCES

1. Camunda is a terrific form of the Indian goddess, Durga.
2. Also an epithet for Laksmi.
3. This cakora bird feeds on moonbeams.
4. This is also an attribute for Laksmi.
5. In Lalitasahasranama .286 *728, it stales that c/i (is) Brahman which is existence, 

knowledge and bliss; kali (is) part.
6. This is a name for the goddess Gariga.
7. A common name for a goddess (lit., of difficult access).
8. This word kula has many connotations, such as family race, group but it can 

also be referring to a type of Tantric worship known as kula. A practitioner 
of a goddess cult ( i akla) worships according to the right or left hand method. 
The one who worship according to the left hand are known as Kulas. Also in 
the Lalitasahasranama.87 (citing from Cidagaganacandrika) “Kula is the mea
surer, the thing to be measured and the measuring.”

9. Woodroffe, Great Liberation: 192 ft.8 states: Kula according to Tantra, means 
Sakti, Akula means Siva, and the union of Kula with Akula is called Kaula. 
Hence the Devi is called KaulinI or Kulina.

10. Ibid.
11. In the text it is Kamalaiivara (a/ [read: el).
12. Mother of the Pandavas in the Mahabharaia.
13. Kurukulla is a name of a Buddhist goddess that is associated whth passion. Also 

thus name could be ‘Kurukula ’ (frequently a consonant is doubled) which refers 
to the family of the Kurus, cousins to the Pandavas.

14. A fierce form of Goddess Durga.
15. Also indicates one of the major seats of the goddess in Kamarupa, Assam.
16. Woodroffe, Great Liberation: 185 stales: ka=Kali, ra=Brahma, i=Mahamaya. The 

half circle o f the candrabindu is the Universal Mother and the point is the 
Destroyer of misery.

17. This is a technical term, kaivalya, which expresses the state of final emancipation.
18. This epithet is curious and perhaps that Chinnamasta's vehicle is an heron.
19. This word sada (always) could be taken with each name or the last one.
20. This name is a frequent name for Parvati, Siva's consort; also it means white
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or pale yellow in colour.
21. This word, gana, usually refers to Šiva’s troop of helpers.
22. Ganat is read as ganat.
23. There are three Hindu holy places which expediate one's wishes—Varanasi, Gaya 

and Prayag (present-day Allahabad).
24. Gadádhara literally means the one holding a club; this is a common epithet of 

Vi$nu.
25. This is a common name for a Tantric goddess, it means the hidden one. Also 

she is the goddess for sailors.
26. The word, gana, means troop in the generic sense, but it can be referring to

specifically diva's troop of helpers.
27. Probably in this case the lord of the Ganas is Šiva.
28. This moon crescent can be referring to Siva's head adornment thereby indicating 

either the goddess’ supremacy or her intimacy with Siva.
29. Cakora is a bird which feeds on moonbeams.
30. This word, rasa, is very difficult to translate because of its many connotations. 

The word, rasa, means essence, pith, taste, etc. Thus when one knows Visnu’s 
essence, one experiences bliss.

31. This indicates that under the asterism, Citra, it is the best time to worship her.
32. The literal translation is only, campaka, a sweet smelling small white flower. 

However this verse discusses the worshipping of Chinnamastá, one assumes that 
this campaka flower is offered to Chinnamastá during worship.

33. See Amara, Námaliňgánusasanam.l (for the 14 Yamas).
34. This word, chala, signifies deceit, deception, guise, etc. This name can be 

interpreted as creating illusion, Máyá
35. See preceding reference.
36. MohinI Git., is a fascinating woman) but this might refer to the form assumed 

by Vi§nu to prevent the asuras from obtaining their share of the nectar of 
immortality.

37. Jálandhara is a special site for the goddess— one of the major pithas.
38. In Himachal Pradesh, India, there is a famous temple dedicated to the goddess 

with a fire-mouth; it is known as Jválámukhí Temple.
39. This name signifies that Chinnamastá is the origin of creation.
40. A name of the goddess Durgá.
41. A name of the goddess Kálí.
42. Jayašarikara is a name for Šiva.
43. The ocean symbolized by the terrifying waters represents cyclic existence.
44. Japa is a technical word for reciting certain words, such as mantras or the na mes 

of the deity.
45. This name is interesting because Chinnamastá is associated with Rcnuká who 

is the wife of Jamadagni. One might expect the Renuka’s name instead of her 
husband's.

46. A name for the goddess Sítá.
47. This sound is a particular meditative state. See Wayman, Buddhist Insight-yH 

fn.8 which discusses King Šibi’s spiritual attainments.
48. Ibid. The first level o f yogic success is the buzzing of the bees and the fifth one 

(highest state) is the sound of the roar of thunder.
49. This signifies that she is very subtle because this ňa cannot be used by itself.
50. This dindima is a small drum used in making announcements.
51. This (fhakká drum is a large or double-barreled drum.
52. One of these subtle sounds which cannot be used alone.
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53. In the Tripura Rahasya-5 Goddess Tripura symbolizes the three sates: the waking 
(jagrat), dream (svapna), and deep sleep (susupti) states.

54. This word tripura has numerous connotations. This name can refer to the three 
cities of the demons. These are the cities of gold, silver, and iron built for the 
demons by Maya but destroyed by Siva at the request of the gods.

55. Perhaps it is referring to the three Vedas.
56. A name of a goddess, one of the Mahavidyas.
57. T his might refer to the episode in the Devimahatmya.
58. This indicates her swiftness and being quick to help her practitioners.
59. These three letters refer to her seed syllable (bija) which is hri.
60. A name of a Brahman woman who became a heavenly nymph (apsara) because 

she bathed at an improper season. The reason she was bom as an apsara was 
to destroy the demons Sunda and Upasunda. See Dowson, J.; A Classical 
Dictionar/ o f Hindu Mythology'. 319.

61. Devimahatmya:2A0 states Goddess Tripura is comprised of three gunas each of 
which is a pura, and, Tripurasundari becomes manifest as Mahasarasvat! (equal 
to dhyana), Mahakali (equal to kriya), and Mahalaksmi (equal to artha).

62. In this one and the following names (u  Iread:i/1. This Trikuta is a mythical 
mountain in Sri Lanka where the dty of Lanka, the capital of the demon Havana, 
is supposed to be situated. See Dowson, A Classical Dictionary o f Hindu 
Mythology :320. Moreover in the Lalitasahasranama:86 it mentions three kulas. 
vagbhavakuta, madyakuta or kamarajakuta, and 1,175 saklikula.

63. Another meaning is that this name refers to a demoness (.raksasi) who befriended 
Sita during her captivity in Sri Lanka. See Dowson:320.

64 This three-eyed one can refer to Siva and the most beautiful as his wife Parvati.
65. This is the 'triangle’ in the navel cakra.
66. This means that Chinnamasta is in the middle of the triangle which indicates that 

she is in the bindu, the centre of creation.
67. See Lalitasahasranama: 212 cites from Renuka Pr. "Ida is Kali, Pirigala is LaksmI, 

Su$umna is Ekavira, thus the Sandhya is threefold.
68. There is the legend ofVisnu taking three steps and covering the whole universe.
69. This name may have other meanings, Vraj Vallabha Dwivedi inteqjreted it as the 

goddess found in 108 Vaisnava holy places. Also Sircar:96&92 states that Sthala 
is another name for Nila which could refer to the Puri Temple in Orissa or the 
Nila Mountains in the Kamarupa (Assam)

70. Goddesses usually have three major forms: (1) gross (sthula), (2) subtle (suksma), 
and (3) beyond (form) (para).

71. Also could be dear to the gods (enemies of the demon Danu).
72. Since these phrases follow each other, ‘ elongated eyes ’ may refer to a meditative 

yogic gaze.
73. Perhaps this is the fifth yogic state.
74. This refers to the ten great knowledge goddesses.
75. This is one of the 27 asterisms and one should perform rituals Cpuja) on this day 

for Chinnamasta.

76. This word dharma is a protean word which can be translated as law, virtue, 
duty, nature, essential quality, resemblance, etc. In the following names which 
have dharma, I shall usually translate it as duty or virtuous actions or simply 
not translate it so that all these meanings could be inserted.

77. The Goddess frequently is described as playing (///¿); in this name one could 
understand that she is manifesting correct action or dutiful action ( dharma) for 
the sake of sentient beings.
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78. The Goddess, unlike humans, is unaffected by one’s dutiful actions and by cause 
and effect.

79. See Jjditasahasranama: 195. Also this name refers to performing ritual worship 
on a daily (nitya) basis.

80. The word naga means the black cobra or the serpent-like beings who inhabit 
the waters, especially wells and springs, and the netherworld.

81. See Dowson-221 for personification of the river.
82. This Narmada river is a well-known holy place; moreover from this river are 

found natural SivaJihgams. (W D )
83. This is a purifying liquor used in rituals, hence she has the same quality of 

purifying things.
84. See Dowson: 358. This Vlrabhadra was a powerful son or emanation created 

from Siva's mouth.
85. ‘Vasat’ is an exclamation used in making oblations to a deity. For the philosophi

cal explanation of this word, see Devimahatmya:\3-
86. Vina is an Indian lute which is held by the goddess of knowledge and learning, 

Saras\ .itl.
87. The word mays can be understood in the philosophical sense as illusion of the 

world, in the mythological sense as the demon who built the three cities 
itripura), or in the worldly sense as art.

88. This word, mudra, has several connotations, such as a consort or parched grain 
in certain Tantric rituals or a hand gesture.

89. Lalilasahasranama:339 states ayonih means without origin or having no abode, 
i.e., unlimited.

90. Also a name for goddess Laksmi.
91 This word rasa may refer to sound, speech, or Kr§na's dance with the cowherdesses 

{rasalila).
92. Rasa is a protean word in Sanskrit which has meanings, such as essence, pith, 

mood, taste, etc.
93. Also one of the 27 asterisms or constellations.
94. This saktibindu can refer to the specific place in the centre of the yoni found 

at the navel cakra.
95. In the Maitri Upanisad6.22, “ . .  By closing the eats with the thumbs they hear 

the sound of the space in the heart. There is a sevenfold comparison of it, like 
rivers . ..  They disappear (become merged) in the supreme, the non-sound, the 
unmanifest Brahman.”

96. In The Serpent Powerby}. Woodroofe, he states," . . .  is the Lotus of a thousand 
petals. This lotus, lustrous and whiter than the full Moon, has its head turned 
downward . . . .  Its body is luminous with the letters beginning with A, and it 
is the absolute bliss (p.419).

97. The Sattva is one of the three gunas (qualities); the sattva guna symbolizes clarity, 
purity, illumination, etc.

98. See Dowson:310 for this deity who lives in the sea in the Hanuman story.
99 See Maitri Upanisad~?.2. . .  Verily the nature of the aka£a within the space

of the heart is the same as the syllable A IJM ”
100. There are sixteen nityas (holy places) in the middle of these is the great nitya 

(mahanitya) (W D ).
101. See Devimahatmya. 101 (7.25).
102. Ibid:59-63 (32041).
103. Ibid:109-13 (8.39-8.62).
104. Ibid:93 (6.5-9).



105. This and the next two names are days when worship should be done or not 
be done. It is a cycle of three times per half month. There are five but only three 
are mentioned : (1) Nandá, (2) Bhadrá, (3) Jáyá, (4) Riktá, and (5) POrná. One 
should do worship on Nandá, Jáyá. and Pürná and not on Bhadrá and Riktá.

106. Also one should do worship on the sixteenth day (tith ipürnasoqlasí).
107. In worship one offers to deities the five nectars which are: milk, curd, ghee, 

honey, and sweets.
108. See Dowson :94.
109. Ibid., Draupadi was the wife of the five Panrjava brothers.
110. This meat, etc. refers to the Tantric practice of the five m's which are madya, 

mámsa, matsya, mudra, and maithuna. Sec Bose and Haidar, Tantras, 1981:131 ff.
111. There are three different kinds ofTantric practitioners: pašu, vira, and divya. 

See Gupta, Hindu Tantrism, 1979 :72ff.
112. See Laliiásahasranama (1962):79-80. Para equals Ultimate . . .  also implies, that 

since all šabda denotes names, Para is avyakta or undifferentiated power that 
creates all names.

113. See Dowson-,156 KešT is a demon who fought with Indra.
114. See LaiitásahasranámaSf).
115. See Lalitásahasranáma76 states that "The Universe is of her pleasure, or she at 

her pleasure either opens the way to self-realization or closes the way to the 
same in the devotee.

116. See Dowson:152. Kumára, Skanda. or Kártikeya is said to be bom from Siva 
without a woman.

117. This refers to the subtle channel, Idá, the instructress of Manu, or the goddess 
who presides over the earth. See Dowson: 122-23

118. See Dowson:152 (Kártikeya).
119. These parts include the leaves, roots, stems, etc. (VVD).
120. This refers to a garland of various mantras which must have the total of least 

100 syllables. (W D )
121. Vidyá can mean knowledge but in this case it refers to mantras of goddesses 

which are called vidyás.
122. Since both the groups of names have adbhuta rasa as the predominate category, 

one can understand the statement made by Šiva to Párvatl: “Without doubt one 
will attain the same results by reciting the one hundred and eight names as by 
reciting the thousand names.”

123. Otto, R., The Idea o f the Holy. 129 note 1.
124. I disagree with Radhakamal Mukerjee who categorizes Chinnamastá under the 

terrible rasa. (.Cosmic Art o f India, Bombay, Allied Publishers, 1965:167-68.)
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Plate one. The Dasámahávidyás poste r  b ough t in Varanasi



Plate two. Chinnam astà with her tw o attendants poster b o ugh t at 
Kâlîghàt, Calcutta



Plate three. Chinnam undâ and  two attendants, 14 century Nepalese- 
Tibetan painting (detail) perm ission  from o w n er  (Mary 
Slusser)



Small Chinnamastä Shrine near Changu Narayan, K athm andu Valley, 
Nepal
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Chinnamasta Temples in Nothem India and 
the Kathmandu Valley

APPENDIX 2

Temples dedicated to Hindu Chinnamasta are rare and I have not found 
any temple dedicated to Buddhist Chinnamunda. Though one finds paint
ings to the Dasa Mahavidyas at various temples, such as Jvalamukhi and 
Kangra Temples in Himachal Pradesh, Daksewara Mahadeva Temple in 
Kankhal near Haridvar and the Sithala Temple in Haridvar, and the Sankat 
Mochan Temple in Varanasi; temples solely dedicated to Chinnamasta are 
few. I am unaware of any temples dedicated to Chinnamasta in south 
India and the ones I found are in Himachal Pradesh, Uttara Pradesh, Bihar, 
Bengal and Assam in India and in the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal.

HIMACHAL PRADESH

In H. P. one of the most important temples of Chinnamasta is located in 
Cintapurni about halfway between Kangra and Hoshiarpur in District 
Una. The temple is known as the Cintapurni Temple (lit. fulfilling one’s 
thoughts or wishes) but the carved marble entrance plate reads 
Chinnamastaka Mandir. As you climb the steps to the main courtyard, the 
entrance is flanked by two large folk style paintings of Chinnamasta’s two 
attendants and above the entrance is a painted Chinnamasta. Above the 
main sanctuary is a carved relief of a decapitated Kali; however the main 
image in the sanctuary is an aniconic stone, a pindl. According to the ritual 
priests this pindichanges form but during the day it is covered with a red 
cloth. The courtyard and the surrounding areas, including the curio shops, 
have no images of Chinnamasta or her attendants. 1 wanted to purchase 
a print of Chinnamasta but was told that only prints of Durga were 
available. Householders should imagine Chinnamasta as Mother Durga; 
only sadhus could imagine Chinnamasta in her severed-head form. For a 
brief description see Erndl, Kathleen, Victory to the Mother. 50-53.

UTTARA PRADESH

In a be a u tifu l Durga T e m p le  c o m p le x  in Ram Nagar near Varanasi one
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small chapel dedicated to Chinnamastá is located in a corner of this 
complex. The chapel has an inner circumambulation walk around the 
main image of Chinnamastá and her two attendants which are made of 
carved white alabaster with painted black eyes and red rubber tubing 
symbolizing the spurting bloodstreams. Though I visited this temple five 
times and never saw anyone worshipping, it was maintained with small 
food and flower offerings. See Kinsley, David, Hindu Goddesses. 177.

BIHAR

By the Rajrappa Falls in the Ramgarh District, Bihar is a popular temple 
dedicated to Chinnamastá. Though unable to visit this temple, I was told 
on numerous occasions that this is one of the most important Chinnamastá 
temples. K. N. Sahay in Hindu Shrines o f Chotanagpur describes the 
temple:

The shrine situated on the banks of the Damodar River, at the 
confluence of the Damodar and Vairanandi Rivers. The deity known 
as Chinnamastaká Devi is represented by a stone image of a be
headed female with a head in her left hand and a sword in her right 
hand (p. 13).

He continues to explain that during a battle with an Asura (demon) the 
Goddess’ body was cut into 12 pieces. The shrine is located where the 
Goddess’ head fell. Also it is said that any person with some desire to be 
fulfilled comes to the temple and evokes a sacred vow to offer as a sacrifice 
when their desire is fulfilled. It is interesting to note the similarities with 
the Cintapurni Temple in H. P. where supposedly the Goddess’ forehead 
fell and that she will fulfill one’s wishes.

BENGAL

Since I visited Bengal very briefly, I was unable to visit any Chinnamastá 
temples; however, I was assured that Chinnamastá is a popular goddess 
in Bengal. When I visited the Kálighát Temple in Calcutta, I was hoping 
to find a shrine of Chinnamastá. I only found the Daša Mahávidyás 
depicted on the golden embossed door in front of the main Kálí image.
I found numerous “penny-posters” of Chinnamastá for sale and also the 
British Museum has an ink drawing of Chinnamastá made during the early 
1900’s which was purchased at the Kálighát Temple. In The Temples o f 
Bankura District David McCutcheon mentions that in the Shyama Rai



Temple built in 1643 in Visnupur there is an image of Chinnamasta (he 
does not describe this image) (p. 8).

ASSAM

At the famous Kamakhya Temple in Assam, there are shrines dedicated 
to the Dasa Mahavidyas. Chinnamasta’s temple is built against a rock wall 
and the cleft in the rock is considered to be the main muni of the temple.

KATHMANDU VALLEY IN NEPAL 
CHANGU NARAYAN

In the Nepalese government publication, Kathmandu Valley, it mentions 
that there is a thirteenth century image of Chinnamasta in the Saptamatrka 
Temple in Changu Narayan (Vol. 1:156). Not being allowed to enter since 
I am not a Hindu, I asked someone to describe the image. He said that 
the image is covered with a red cloth but where the head is severed, it is 
worn by devotees touching the spot. He could not tell if she was holding 
a head due to the covering and did not see any attendants.

Also near Changu Narayan at the edge of a cliff near cultivated fields 
is a shrine dedicated to Chinnamasta. This is a small nameless nondescript 
hut with three red painted stones. I was told that the large center stone 
was Chinnamasta and the two smaller flanking stones were her atten
dants. This shrine was being used because the stones were smeared with 
red powder and had fresh flowers and offerings at their bases.

PATAN

In contrast to the lonely nameless shrine near Changu Narayan. the 
Chinnamasta open shrine in Momari Galli, Patan is accessible to all. 
According to Kathmandu Valley, the shrine was built in 1732 when King 
Jayavisnu Malla arranged a parcel of land for its yuthi. It is described as 
follows:

This open shrine is built against a tile wall. The carved torana is sur
rounded by dragons. The sanctum contains images of Chinnamasta in 
different postures and an eight petalled lotus mandala. (Vol. 2:160)

When I visited this active shrine on several occasions, there was usually 
a person presenting an offering of flowers and a token amount of food.
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Note-. In Tibetan words if one letter is capitalized look under that letter For example, 
dGa Tab rdo rje’— look under “G".

Abhayadatta, 11 
Abhinavagupta, 56,100 
âcamana, 25-6,34,35 
Àgamasàra, 32
Àgamavàgféa, Krsnànanda, 24,86 
aghamarasana, 26 

Agni,90,92-3
Agrawala, Vasudeva,6,102 
Aksobhaya, 86 
alphabet, 27,35,55
American Instituteoflndian Studies, ix 
Amrta (nectar), 90,102-4 
anuttarayoga, 64-5 
apina(subtlechannel), 26,103 
asura, 5,102 
asvir), 99 
Atharvaveda.55 
atmagraha, 95-6,106-7 
àtman, 29, 56-7, 75, 88, 94-5, 97, 100-1, 

106-7
attendants, x ii,7 8 ,30,57,67,86,108  
avadhùti (alsosee channel), 74-5,88,104- 

5
Avadhiitipa, 14-5 
avarana, 26,40 
avatar, 5

Bagalàmukhï, 2, 5 
Balarâma, 5
balf {see offering, sacrificial) 
beheading (also see decapitation and 

severing), 94,98,102 
Bengal, 86
Bhaga vad Gita, xi, 52 
Bhairava, 8,42-4 
BhairavaTantra, 36-7,41,44,87  
Bhairavi, 3, 5,42,44  
¿)/?a/rü(devotion), 51,53-4 
Bharat i, Agehananda, 84 
Bharatiya Pratika vidyâ, 84 
Bharendraruce (see Varendrarud) 
Bhàskararâya, 55 
Bhattacharji.S., 16 
Bhattacharya, Hamsanarayana,8-9 
Bhattacharyya, Benyotosh.xiii, 12

Bhattacharyya, N. N.,86 
Bhrgukula (Visnu), 5 
bhutasuddhi, 11 
Bhuvana, 5 
BhuvaneSvari, 2,5 
bija, 25,90
bindu, 88,90,94,104  
Birapa (see Virupa)
Blue Annals, 14
Blo-ldan Shes-rab (see under “1”) 
blood, xiii, 7-9,11 -2,37,41 -3,45,72-3,75, 

85-6,97,100,102-4 
bloodstreams, xii, 7,87 
Bodhicarya vatara, 68 
bodhicitta, 67-8,70,75-6,85 6,89,105 
bodhisatl va, 68,71,74,76 
Body, xii. 2,27-9,33-5,41,43,65,67.69-71, 

73-5,77,83-5,89,91,94,97-100,102,103 
Brahma, 42-3,46
Brahman (also paraiman or supreme self), 

76-7,92,95,97,100,103-7  
Brahmanas, 102
Brhadaranayaka Upanisad, 93,95 
Buddha, xii, 5 ,11,12,70,74-5,108  
Buddhadakini, 73,85 
Buddhaguhya, 69,70 
buddhahood, 63-4,68,72,75-6.83-4 
buddhistTantra,90,93 
Buston, 15

Cakrasamvara Tantra, 65
cakra, 6 -7 ,27,71,74,90,103
Camunda, 102
Candika,7
candali, 90
Caryagiti, 105
castration, 98
Chakravorty, Hemandra Nath, x 
Chandogya Upanisad, 97 
channel (subtle or nadi), xii, xiii, 26, 41 

(na/a) 72,74-5,86,88-90,103-5 
Chemburkar, J., 55 
Chinnamasta (origin), 7 
Chinnamastakalpa, 13 
Chinnamasta sahasranama, 52,55
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Chinnamasta Tanira, ix, xiii, 23,33,55,76  
Chinnamunda, xi, xiii, xiv, 9 ,11, 12-6 
Chinnamunda sadhana, 7U 
Chinnamunda sadhana nama, 14 
Chinnamunda Vajra varahi, 14,65-6,72,75 
Chinnamunda Vajrayogini sadhana, 14, 

1W
Cintapurni, 4 
Clear Light of Bliss, 104 
conch, 28, 30,38,40,77  

consciousness, 89,91,103 
Courtright, Paul, 98,100 
creation, 88,5)0-1,100,103 
cremation ground, 85,86

Dadhyahc Artharvana, 99 
dakini, 7-10,13,29,32,34,36-43,86-7,104- 

5
Daksa, 1-3,9
Dalai Lama (14th, Tenzin Gyatso), 71,83 
Darsan, 101
Dasa Mahavidva (ten great knowledge 

goddesses), xiii, 1-5,23,90,102,108 
“DaSa Mahavidya” (an article), 84 
death. 3 ,4 ,6,88-9,97,99,100,108  
decapitated (also see beheading and se

vered), 4,97-9 
deity yoga 63-4,83 
Devanandanasimha, 23 
Devi, 4,87
Devibhagavata Purana, 4 
D evi Mahatmya, 102 
Dezhung Rimpoche, x 
dharma, 91-2,105
dharma nairatmya (selflessness of phe

nomena), 95 
dharmodaya, 73-4,91-2 
Dhih Project, ix 

Dhumavati,2-3,5 
DhvayaJokaiocana, 57 
dhyana(meditation), 24-5,28,32,33,36 
digbandhana, 28 
Dimock, F.C., 53 
dismemberment, 93,99 
Doctrine of Vibration, 100 
Doniger, Wendy, 98 
Draupadi, 107
drops (red or while subtle drops), 86,104 
duality, xiii, 88-9,95,100,104-6 
Durga, xiii, 1, 3, 5, 54, 102 
DwivedI, Vraj Vallabh, ix

Dyczkowski, Mark, 100

east, 2-4
Eck, Diane, 101
eight heroines ( näyikä), 40
eight mother goddesses (mätrkäs), 40
eight iaktis,43
Eliade, Mircea, 8
empowerment, 27 (also seeinitiation) 
empty (also see voidness), 91,104 
eyes, 45-6,93,100 (also see three eyes)

feet, 42-3,45-6,55,86-7
fire, 37,53,87,90,100
fire ceremony, 26,31,40,78
five “m ’s”, 31-2, 41
form, 84,90,94-5
four immeasurables, 67-8,75,77
four means of action (caluhkarma), 64
fourseals,65
fourtantras, 64
Freud, S., 98

Gancsa.34,98,100 
Gam-po-pa,95,96 
dGa ’rabrdorie, 16 
Gauri,94 
Gayatri, 92
Gäyatri Sahasranäma, 52
Goddess, xiii, 1 ,7 ,9 ,16 ,43 ,73 ,75
goddesses, 28,29,34,36-7,56-7,60
Gonda,Jan,53
gopi, 55
Goraksa, 10
Goswami, B.K., 51,54
sGnib thabs kun btus, 15
gter ton (see under “t”)
gterm a  (see under “t”)
gtorm a  (see under “t”)
Guhyasamäja Tantra, 65,75 
Guhyätiguhya Tantra, 5 
gunas (qualities) 29,34,36-8,42,87,90,92 
Gupta, Sanjukta, 23,103 
rGyudsde kun btus, 15,84,86

hair, 36-7,41,45,73,85-7,106-7 
Hamu dkar po (see Varendraruci) 
hand, 36,41,64,73-4,85-7,93  
head, 4,6,9-12,33,35-6, 41-5,55,69,73- 

4,77,85-7,90,93-100,102-4,106-7 
headless (also see beheaded, decapitated
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and severed), 85 
heart, 29,34,36-7,40,42,44-5,53,69,70, 

76,77,100 
Heesterman, J. C., 99 
tlevajra Tantra,70 
Hiltebeitel, A., 107 
Himachal Pradesh, 4 
homa (see fire ceremony and offerings, 

burnt) 
homology, 83-4 
householders, 28
hrdaya (essence section), 24,33,44,46,66 

hypostasy,83

Ida nadi(also see channel), 26,32,88,103
Indra, 16,53,93,99
Indrabhuti, 11,14,66
initiation (alsosee empowerment), 84
insurment, 84
invocation (avahana), 25,29,39 
isla devata (tutelary deity), 26

Jagaddhatri, 2 
Jalandhara,70,104 
Jamadagni,6
'Jam dbyangs mkhyen brts ’i dbangpo, 84,

96
jnanasttva (see wisdom beings)
Jaya, 7

Kadistotra, 52,55
Kali, 2-4,7,16,45,54,85,102,106-7  
Kalidasa, 4 

Kaliyuga,51 
Kalki, 5
Kama (also known as Kamadeva and 

Smara),13,29,34,36,40-1,53,86-7,106 
Kamala, 5 
Kamarupa, 70 
Kamini (alsosee Rati), 41 
Kanakhala.xiii, 10 ,11 ,13 ,%
Karali, 45
Karmapa Grd) (see Ranjung Dorje) 
kartr (scimitar), 33-4,36-7,41,43,45,73-4, 

85-6,98,107 
Kashmir Saivism, 56,84,91  
Katha Upani$ad, 97,100-1 
Kau$itaki Brahmana Upanisad, 95 
kavaca (armoursection), 3,24,33,42-4,66, 

76
Kaviraj, Gopinath, 56,57

Kazi Dawa Samdup, 107 
Khanna, Madhu, %  
khatvariga,86,108 
Kinsley, David, 5,97,106 
Kong bstun de mo, 11 
Krsna, 4,46,52-3,55  
Kr§nacarya, 9,10,13,96  
kundalini, 27,93,103-4 
Kurma (Visnu), 5

Laksmi, 33-4,40,43-4,65 
Laksminkara, xiii, 11-2,14-6,66,72  
Laksmisadhana, 65-6 
iaiana (see channel), 74-5,88,104-5 
Lalita sahasranama, 52,54-5 
Ilia 8 ,56  
LokeSikamala, 2 
bLoldanShesrab, 14,66,74 
lotus, 34,36-7,39,40-2,45-6,73-4,85,87, 

89,91

Mahabhagavata Purana, xiii, 1, 3,17 
Mahabharata, 6,52,107  
Mahadevibhagavata Purana, 17 
Mahaka£yapa, xii 
Mahalaksmi, 5
mahasiddha,xiii,9,10,11,13,16-7,66,70, 

% , 99,104-5 
mahavidya (definition), 1 
Mahayana, 63,68,76,78,89,106  
Mahldhara, 84,86,88  

Mall mann, M .T., 91
mandala, 67,69,72-3,77,85,89,91,95  
manipura cakra, 88-9,90-1 
MarijuSri, 107
mantra, 3,13,16,24 (definition), 25-6,31, 

33-6,38-41,43-5,51-3,64,67,71,73,77- 
8,83,87-8,92  

Mantramahodadhi, 84,86  
Mantrarthabhidhana, 53 
mantrayana, 63 
mastaka (forehead), 4,94,100  
Matarigi, 2, 3, 5 
Matsya(Vi§nu),5
meditation, 28,42,45,55,67-9,71-3,88-93, 

%,101
M ekhali, xiii, 10 ,11 ,13 ,%
Milarepa,95-6
Misra,J.,84,91,100
Mitrayogi, 15
moksa (liberation), 1, 55
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Mongolia, xiii
moon, 40,85,89,93,100,105  
mother. 7 ,8 ,41,42,45,56,74-5 ,94,106  
Motilal, S.G .,84.98 
Mundaka Upanisad, 105 
Munqlamálá, 5,6  
mucha, 38,40-1,73,86

nac/fCsee channel)
Nágárjuna, 13
námakirtana (singing of names), 51 
namastotra (praises of names), 51 
names, 33,40,45.46,51-62,84,95,102  
names (108), 24,33,51,58-60 
names(lOoO), 24,33,51,54-8.76  
Nára da. 1-3,31 
NJrada Pañcarálra, 7-8 
Narasitnha (visnu), 4 ,6 ,7  
ncvel, xii, 35-7,41,43,70,72,74,85,87-92, 

104
Nepal, xiii, 14-5
nirguna (formless aspect), 42,54 
Nispannayogá valí, 91 
Nityárcana, 27,30,39,84 
non duality, xii, 12
nude, 33-4,36-7.11,43,45,73-4.85-7,98, 

106
nyása, 25-9,33,35-6,39,44,77  
Nyingmapa, 16

Obeycsekere, G , 98 
Oddiyána, 70,73
offering, 69, 98, 102; (burnt) 26, 31, 40; 

(flowers) 26,29.40; (peace) 26; (sacri
ficial or bali) 25, 30, 39,41, 46,71,74  

Orgyan las 'phroglingpa, 11,12 
Otto, Rudolf, xi

Padmasambhava, 11,16 
Pal, P., 8 ,9  
ParameSvari, 3 
Paraéuráma, 5-7,94 
parátamanisee Brahman)
Párvatí, 7-9,44-6,58; (Deveáí), 42 
path of vision, 12 
Patti ni, 98 
Payne, Ernest, 97
Perfection Vehicle (Páramitáyána), 63 
Phagpa, Chogyal, 69,70  
p/ia/airuf/(result section), 54-5 
píngala nádKsee channel), 26,32,88,103

p it ha, 4 ,67,70-1,74,77,90  
pilhapújá, 25,29,38 
pledge being (samayasattva), 65,72 
Pracandacanc^iká, 24,86-7 
practitioner, 26-9,31 2,34,37,64-5,67,71- 

2,76-7,85-6,88-90,93,95-6,103-4 
Prady umna (see Káma), 41 
prajňái insight), 65,70,74,106,108  
Prajňápáramitž, 96 
Prakrti, 3
prána, xii, 26,103, (also see winds) 
pránapratisfhá, 25,29,39,78  
Ptánatosiní Tantra, 7-8 
pránáyáma, 26,32,35,103-4 
Prapaňcasára Tantra, 92 
preliminaries (regular), 25-6, 34, 67, 77;

( tan tric ) ,25-6 ,35  
psychoanalysis, 98
pudgala nairátmya (selflessness of per

sons), 95 
pújá, 3,23-5,32,55,66,76-7  
purašcarana, 3 
Puránas, xiii, 4,17, 52 
purification, 26,68,77  
Púrnagiri, 70 
PurusaSúkta. 93 
Pyal Kun dga ’rdo rje, 14

Rádhá, 55-6 
rajas (so.e gunas)
Raktabija, 102 
Rárna,4
Ramprasad, Sen, 54,56,106 
Ranjung Dorjc (Karmapa III), 69,70,101 
rasa (sentiment), 56-7,60 

/asani(alsoseechanneIs),74-5,88,104-5 
Rati, 13.29,34,36,39,86-7  
Renou, Louis, 52 
Renuká.6,94 
Rgvcda, 52,93
rCyud sdc kun btus (see under “g”)
Ronaldshay,97
Rudrayámala Tantra, 93

Šabarapa, 13-4,16
sacrifice, 1-3,9,11-2,45,57,97-100,102,107 
sádhana, xi, xiii, 11,13-7,23,66-7,75-8,83- 

6,88,93,96,98,100,102,104,106  
Sádhanamála, xi, 12-3,65,85,92  
saguna (form aspect), 54 
Sahajiyás, 53
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Saivism, xii 
éàkta, xii, 1, 5 ,17,86  
éàkta pîtha, 4
èàkta Pramoda, ix, xiii, 23-4,27,31,33,55, 

76
The Saktas,97
éakti, 3 ,7 ,25 ,29 ,35 ,39 ,51 ,53 ,56 , 91-2, 

106
Sàkti Ahka, 84
Sakya Chogyal Phagpa (see Phagpa) 
SakyaTrizin, x 
samàdhi, 32,37,70  
samayasattva (see pledge being) 
Samdong Rimpoche, ix 
samsara (cyclic existences), 1,10,42,52, 

75,83,89,96,99,105-8  
$âradâtilaka,92 
Saraswati,33,44-5 
Sâriputra, 14
SarvabuddhadakinT,74,108 
Satapatha Bràhmana, 5,52,93,99 ,100,102 
Sat Cakra Nirupana. 90 
Satl, 1-4
seat of goddess (also see pitha), 29,70,74 
seeds, 94-5,97
severed (alsosce beheaded, decapitated),

85-7,93-9,101,103,106-7 
sexual intercourse, 86-7,97,106 
Shanakaranarayanan, S., xiii, 16 
siddha, 12-4
siddhis, 23,31,33,42,52,55,60,63,72,75- 

6
Sircar, 4-5
Siva, xiii, 1-4,7-9,32,35,37,40, (Isana), 41, 

(Bhairava), 42,43, (Mahâdeva), 44,46, 
51,55,58  

Sivasahasranama stotra, 52 
Siva Sutra, 56
six acts (sadkarman), 31,78 

sixperfections,63, 108 

six supersensory perceptions (sadâ- 
bhijnàna), 64,76 

skull, 37,43,73-4,85-7,108  
Slusser, Mary, x 
snake, 33-4,36,87,108 
snàna (bath), 26 
SodaSi, 2,3, 5
Sricakrasamavara Tantra, 94 
Sri Chinnam astà N ityàracana  (see 

Nityàracana')
Srihatta ,70 ,73

Šrijnáná, 10
Srimati (also see Laksmiňkará), 65,74 
Šrimotilal (see Motilal)
Srínandyávartta, 46 
Šríradhikánámasahasram, 55 

stotra (praises), 3 ,24,32 ,41 ,51 ,55  
sun, 36-7,40-1,43,45,734,85-90,92,99,105 
Sundari, 5
su$umnanadl, 26,32,88,103-4, (also see 

channel)
Svatantratantra, 7-8 

swastika, 53 
Svetaketu,97 
swords of wisdom, 10 

Šyámá, 2

Taittiriya Samhitá, 5 
tamas (sec guna)
Tangyur, 11,13,14 
tarpana (see offerings, peace) 
bsTan srung rgya mthso 7 mam thjtr, 11 
tantra, xi, xii (definition), xiii, xiv, 1,7,12, 

23,27,52,55-6,63-5,67,69,70-1,75.77- 
8 ,83 ,88 ,92 ,98  

Tantra in Tibet, 83 
Tantraloka, 100
Tantrasára, 13,24,40,86,89,90,92  
tantric practitioners (víra), 31; (pašu) 31, 

(divya), 32 
Tárá, 2-4,7, 13,44,54,112  
Táranátha, 9,11,12,15,85,88-9 ,92,100  
gterma, 15-6 
gterton, 16
The Theory and Practice ofthe Mandala, 91 
Theory o f Rasa in Sanskrit Drama, 56 
threeeyes, 33,35,41,44,70,86,100,101  
three jewels,67,77 

three worlds, 33,41 -3,45,74- 5 
throat, 6 ,70,77  
Tibet, xiii, 11,14-5 
gtorma, 67
transmission lineage, 15-6 
transposed, 94,99
“Transposed Heads" (a novella), 93-4 
triangles, 28,34,36-8,40-1,73-4,85,87,89,

90-2
TrikáyavajrayoginiStuti, xiii, 66,72,74-5 
Tripurasundari, 2-3 
Trungpa,Chogyam,92,101 
Tsong kha pa, 64, 94 

Tucci.G ,71,91
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Tulsidasa, 53

Upadhyaya, Jagannath. ix 
upaya, 65
upanisadic, 27,83,85,90,92,95,97,100- 

1
U$as, 3-4

Vairocani, 13,41,43,45-6  
vajra, 13,16,75 
Vajrasatlva, 67-8,72,75,77  
Vajravairocani, 13,16,40,72-4,85-6 
Vajravarahi, x, xiii, 9 ,10-5,73,76  
Vajravamani, 13,72-4,85-6 
Vajrayana.63,67
Vajrayogini, x in ,9 ,11,13-4,65,72,74,85,

91-2,101 
Vajrayogini sadhana, 14 
Vamana(Visnu),5 
Y’araha (Visnu), 5 
Varcndrarua, 14,15,66,73 
Vamini, 7-9,13,29,32,34,36,39-41.43,46,

86-7
Veda, xiii, 3-4,16, 52,78,99, UK) 
vetala, 94
Vetala vikrama, 93-4 
vidya, 30,35,39,43,65  
Vijaya,7 
Viraratri, 8
Virupa (also known as Rirapa or Birvapa),

14-5,66,72,75 
visarjana, 26,30,40 
Visnu,4-6,32,34,40,42,51-2,99,102  
Visnupurana, 51 
Visnusahasranama, 54-5 
voidness, 12,76,91,95-6,100 
vowels, 30,39

Wayman, Alex, x, 70,90,93-4 
winds (sublie) (also see apana andprana), 

26,32,72,88-9.103, 105 
wisdom beings (jnanasattva), 65 
womb ( bhaga), 90
Women, Androgynes, and Other Mythical 

Beasts, 98 
Woodroffe.John. 28

Yamanalaka.65,74
yantra, 3,24-5,28, (definition), 29,31,34, 

37,69,77,90  
Yidam rgya mtsho 7sgrub thabs rin chcn 

'byunggnas, 85 
yoga, xii, xiii, 6-7, 12, 14, 23, 32,64-5, 72 
yoga mudra, 41
yogi, 28,32,37,42,70,74,95-6,106-7
yogic heal, 90-1
yogini, xi, xiii, 41, 45, 73, 85
yonicakra, 41
yoni mudra, 37


